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KERALA CULTURE:-ITS 
GENESIS AND EARLY HISTORY. 
By£(. Mammea. /ltI A., Departmetit of H istory an d 

Eco1iom ics, Unive1·si ty of Trav an core-Tr ivandr um, 1942. 

Mr. Mammen has contributed a very infol'mative thes is 
in the above book on the early evolution of the culture of 
Kerala, which should be we lcume gift to a ll students of 
Kerala history and antiquitres. He is, in the first place, 
careful to point oat that though Kerala can be well described 
as an ethnological museum, its history has not been marred 
by any display of r acia l a ntagonism or indulgence in reli· 
giou_s persecution. On the other hand, t_he record of Trq.van
core and Cochin, Calicut and other kingdoms of Kerala in 
the · past has been ever to welcome and absorb foreitn 
communities, religious and commercial, among the people 
and to treat them as integral parts of the population. As for 
r eligious tolerance and communal harmony, so characteris1ic 
of the rulers, the recent Temple Entry Proclamation of His 
Highness the Maharaja of Travancore is sufficient . illustra· 
tion. While comprehending the possible federation of all 
Kerala areas , for common cultural and economic purposes, 
Mr.Mammen points out the similarity between ancient Hallas 
and modern Kerala, in the operation of both the centripetal 
and the centrifugal forces in nation al life. 

In the next place, our author examines the Negrito strain 
and affinities of some of the hill tribes of Travancore who 
have been classified as pre-Dravidian aborigines and whose 
contribution _to culture was, in the main, the introduction of 
neolithic implements and pottery, He puts forward a strong 
plea for the study of the social organis ation of these pre
Dravidians, who should have influenced in many ways the 
social life of modern Kerala by influencing the Dravidians 
who settled in the land in the succeeding ages. The practice 
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of the Levirate a nd similar ani .other customs among the hill
folk may not lead to· any definite conclusions as to the factors 
out of which primitive religion could have developed, as 
these should have differed to a varying degree from area to 
area. 

The diffusion of the heliolithic culture from a Mediter· 
r anean and Western Asian base right across the Indian and 
the Pacific O.::eans is impliedly accepted by Mr. Mammen 
who proceeds to examine in considerable detail how far 
Kerala culture was influenced by practices like the use of the 
Swastika, mummification, ta.ttooiog, circumcision etc, which 
are associated by writers like Elliot Smith, Perry and others 
with that culture. The penetration of Agastya and the 
pioneer culture-building associated with bis name have been 
attempted to be dated, with the verification of certain outside 
events. Alongsi~e of this, Mr . Mammen has attempted lo 
follow up the !ines of the probable commerical contacts of 
the ancient cultures of Egypt, Babylon, Aryava.rta and China 
with ' the Kera.la country, right down to the beginning of the 
fi.~t · millennium B. C. He incid entally postulates that 
ancient Sumerian may have been the linking language 
between the early Basque-Caucasian, early MongoHan and 
Dra vidian groups of language and this should have con
sequently been a more ancient system of speech than the 
fundamental Hamitic and Inda-Germanic groups, A con· 
siderable quantity of useful information is gleaned from the 
ch0pters dealing with these ancient civilisations, and culture 
contacts. Ophir is taken to have been definitely an Indian 
port and a close paullel is drawn between the customs of 
the Hittites and of the people of Kerala. P 1nallels with 
Egypt fouod in Kerala practices and institutions are also 
described. Attention is drawn to the Nayar group containing 
the proto-type of Indian mother-right; and stress is laid on 
the probability of some relatio~ between the Nayars of 
Mal abar and the people of th·e Indus valley civilisation. · 

Our author accepts that there is some validity in the 
view that the Dravidians evolved out of the pre 0 Dra,vidians 
and had a distinctly indigenous origin, and were not connected 
with Mongolian or Mediterranean stocks. Examining the 



origins of the matriarchal, rather matrilinear, organisation of 
the bulk of the people of Kerala. c,ur author would develop if 
partly from the practices of the pre-Dravidians a nd artly 
from the influences of environment. His examination of the 
religion and culture of the Dra.vidians follows a clear and 
well-thought-out path, concluding that it is difficult to dis· 
criminate exactly between what has been the result of the 
influence of Aryan contac t and what ·was purely of ing..i
genous origi11-th e mixture of Aryu.n and Dravidian elements 
being obvious in 1he literature and religious life of the people 
and the pre-lJravidian and D r.a viiia•1 substratum being 
covered over witl;l accretions from Aryan c,tlture. Tlus 
cautious conclusion is a fitting finale to thew .ill digested and 
cle~rly presented volume cl matter '? earing on the evolution 
f Kerala life . M_r. Mammeii's sweep, and comprehension :f facts are . admirabl e . ai:id_ his work . enhanced in va lue by 

h g uiding ·and elevatm<s 1ntroduc1ion of Mr. A Gopala 
t e fi . I Menon, forms a tttng supp ement to L. A. Krishn a Aiyar's 
;ecently published vo~7rnies on Travancore cas te, anri tribes, 
stressing on the evoluuon a.ry a~pect 

Auna inalaiuagar, } 

26 • 6 • 1942. C. S. Srinivasachari 





PREFACE 
,, 

All attempts to deal wich the different phases of a 

·o mplex subj ect like the culture of a country which 
as an eventful history of its own, suffer from obvious 

limitations. For, it ha · to be remembered chat culture 

in its broadest sense is co mprehensive as defined by 

"f ylor and comprises the " complex whole which 

includes knowledge, belid~ - arts, morals , law, custom 

and any other ca pabilit ies and habits acquired by man 
as a member of society." A whole life-time n1ay be 

inadequate for the specialised study, by one writer, of 

all these aspects of a people's life ; these difficulties 

are only ei~hanced in the case of ~erala by the mist 
of obscurity chat blurs the dawn of her culture. 

An account of its growth, from its firs_t days , 
sho~ld, to begin with, furnish a descrip~ion _ of the 
ancient cultural group systems from which 1t most 

probably der ived its origin; secondly, it should ernbo~y 

the results of a study of parallel cypes of culture m 

ti f tile World · and thirdly, it should 
o 1er pares o · ' . . 

f 11 ·d the views of the spec1al1sts who care u y cons1 er 

I d l ·c lono study of the subject of human iave ma_ e a .11 e- 0 

culture as a whole. 

The references to authorities given in tH ~ foot-
ackllowledgement of che debt che 

notes are aconce an ..... 
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writer owes to them, .and the means of stimulating 
in the reader, interest in the study of the more 

elaborate treatises on the subject which embody the 

results of deep research. 

Differences ~f opinion on a vast subject like 
this are inev itable ; and such differences among scholars, 
scientists or other seekers after truth can only promote 
·a healthy growth of knowledge. 

Should chis introductory volume kindle ·in the 
reader's mind, 111 however small a degree, · an 

enthusiasm which will lead him to further study 

in chis interesting and virtually unexplored field, the 
author will feel himself amply recompensed for his 
labour. 

The author wishes to express his deep obligation 

to a number of his friends who wish to remain 

nameless here for the very valuable help and en

couragement they have given in the preparation of 
this volume. Bue in any case it is difficult - co avoid 

che specific mention of the name of Mr. A. Gopala 
Menon, a veteran Professor of History and Econom.ics, 

the first Dean of the Faculty of Oriental Learning 

in the Travancore University and my old master who 

has kindly consented, in the midst of his arduous 

duties as Director of Pubic Instructton, Tra vancore, to 

write the very valuable and stimulating introduction 
chat adorns chis volume. 

Suggestions and criticisms from those interested 
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lll Kerala history ;md culture will be most gratefully 
received. 

n 
lf there 1s sufficient c1me, opportunity, and 

encouragement from the public of Kerala and from the 

Travancore University whose ambition has been dis
cribed ·to be " not only co preserve what is best in c;ur 

indigenous thought and art, but to utilise the material 

in the fashioning of a . truly national culture", § the 

writer proposes to bring out a companion volume 

describing the probable oolcural and commercial contact 

of Kera la in ch e.lacer period, the influence of che spread 

of the Aryan culture, of Jainism, Buddhism, Judaism, 
Christianity and Islam in the land, and point out 

how each one acted and reacted upon the others and 

produced the modern composite culture of our mother

land. 

H. H. The Maharnja's l 
College of Arts, j 

Trivaodrum, 

May, 1942. 

K. Mammen. 

§ H. H: the Maharaja's Opening Address, Oriental Conference, p. 5, 



INTRODUCTION 

Civilisation, or culture in the broad ~ense, ts the 

resultant of manv and varied factors of which racial 

and social qualici~s and the physical conditions govern
ino human life are the most significant. It might; 

1-:, 

however, be presumed that certain ways of life, atti-

tude to environment, principles of conduce and col

lective activity become fixed in each group of people, 

and these constitute their accumulated experience, their 

mental and moral outlook. The efficacy and importance 
of such heritage, rested in the light of changing condi

tions and circumstances, raise them to the position of 

fundamen.tal characteristics which distinguish one group 

from another . They become enshrined in r~ligious 

cults and observanc~s achieving immutable sanctity and 

mysterious va lues. The magnificence ·of their .back

ground and their urge for self expression and ad1ieve
ment inspire some tribes more than others co endow 

their concepts and ideals with a permanence which 

endures in music, painting and sculpture. The vestiges 

of these arts which every community developed have 

enabled us to assess their greatness and their contribu

tion to the advancement of. the human race. Similarly, 

in the social and material spheres, practices and institu

tions triumphed in proportion to their usefulness . The 

success with which they were able to translate • their 

ideals into concrete achi.evements 1 the extent to whic h 
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ttme honoured precepts ta llied with the urgent require

ments of everyday life for propitiating nature, for exor-· 
• 

cising blights and .ailments , for warding off the atpcks 

of man and nature, helped chem to gain currency and 

permanence. Thus developed among each r.1ee and gro up, 

faiths, traditions, institutions, practice:: . , h1bits md out -

look which were peculiarly ics own, although the basi 

unity of the aim and purpose of life everywhere might 

lead to a certain degree of similarity in general fe cures 

and stages of development, as betwc::cn peopl es living in 

more or less similar physieal_ environment. A compar,1-

tive study of primitive cultures would elms enabl e us co 

distinguish what is due co the special qualities of the 

race from what is merely the ge neral effect of physical 

and geographical conditions. 

The simplified outline of prehistoric happenings 

in India h::1s been content co state th 1t a shor t, black

haired race of good physique :md nom d ic h1bics w.1s 

scattered all over the country in small group'>, ;i longs ide 

of whom a browner s nub-nosed but co ,n ely and str n~e r 

race d e. cended from lo. c or forgo tten reg ions som~: 

wh ere. These 1:-tccer (n:i med Kolarians)" :i re s;iid en 

have superseded che aborig ines and take ~1 their place. 

Then cam e ::1 third r.1ce, the Drc1v idi:m, "horn. th e north 

or other submerged tracts " possessed ~f "a high 

· c encal developm ent " unlike che other two. capactty ror m - , - - .. 
Nobody w:is prepared to vo uch for th e ong rns of ~h es.~ 

t Tl Wer·e "the demons an -I m onkey tnb es wo r:1ces. 1ey • 
,. c d 6 ·the later Aryan invaders of historical .:e ,erre co y 
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times, who, with no better credentials, fought their way 

through and mingled with the people already i_n 

possession, , finally dom.inating 'chem through the relt

gious and social systems which they gradu:1 lly absorbed 

and strenuously upheld. But che iryiportance of che 

Aryanisation of Indian culture of which much was made 

by the earlier scholars has been discounted 'by lacei: 

research, and the genesis of prehistoric culture in India 

is now sought among our jungle tribes. • -

Race contacts appear to have been much more sig

nificant in the development of Indian culture from the 

earliest days than one has reason to expect, with all the 

changes which geographical features have since undergone. 

The earliest settlers of the.- proto-negritid type have dis

appeared altogether, leav ing faint traces among the second 

group which is now in evidence, the V eddid race. The 

pure Veddids or pre-Dravidian peoples are a1so found 

only with great admixture. The G onds of North 

Dekkan and Central India are their nearest representa

tives in the country at the present day. The mountain

dwellers of the south (Panyars , Kurumbars, Kadars) 

form another_ (Malid) admixture found among the low er 

strata of the Tamil population. The predominant 

southern type the (Melanid) forms the third which is 

found mixed with . the Karn~tic sub-race in the 

plains of South India; The hill tribes of the W estern 

Ghats bordering on Kerala are h owever of the Indid 
race, which, according to van Eickstedt · l 

, ts · t 1e most 
important element in the population of India and "the 

inheritor of the culture of Mohenj odaro and the re-
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resentattve of the Dravidian· and typical Indian soul." 
In tracing the interaction of race elements, von 
Eicksted t' s conclusion is that the original Veddid tribes, 

under constant pressure from the main lndid peoples df 
the north, developed the Mefa.nid type now prevalent 
in the south . The lndids as they spread southwards 
were themselves subjected to repeated pressure from 
the Nordic, Scythian, Arabic and other norchern in
vaders, as well as the Mongoloid and Kolid races from 

the east. The northern language (lndid or Dravidian) 

passed . over co the south, J;he peoples speaking the 
language undergoing. constant admixture :md change. 
The Dravidian .' lanou:1·oes of the Indids ha ve in che 

b b 

process come to be the mother tongue of a mixed race of 
peoples whom vo□ Eickscedc calls Melanids-a mixture 

of Indids with Vedd id and ocher el_ements. Ic is thus 

that the connection between Mohcnjodaro,. Soutl, 

Tndi'a and Kerala has become a pr.1cticable hypothesis. 

The land of the five st:as and the seats of ancient 
civilisations such as Thebes, Crecc, Babylon and 
Mohenjodaro have passed through millennia of travail, 

giving birth to new States, peoples and cultures. Their 

geographical connection has been demonstrated within 

historical times by Alexander che Grea: · and the Persi'.111 

monarchs who had preceded him co Egypt and Indta. 
Cretan, Baby! . M h J·odaran and Keralan affinities on1an o en 
cherefore 0 .r.r. fi, . c I c 1 :l of investigation which 

1i:er a ruttru ne L 

l,as been tak d . f ·,1 chis work. And the 
en a vantag~ o · . k 

,•eader w.ill 11 k I admit chat che boo 
~ 0 t ta e ona co 

Cl 
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bas justified itself by c~·a_cing remarkable affinities m 
fundamental concepts and cracking out from the customs 

of ocher peoples many features once considered peculiar 

to Kerala, such as the sanctity accorded to serpents, the 

place of honour and responsibility given to women and 

the macrilinear system of inheritance, che cremation of 

the dead and veneration of the spirit of ancestors etc. 

Special promincn e is g ive n co these rnatcers, subjecting 

chtt m co dec,1iled stu3.y and analysis , ro focus attention 

on ch c main issues . Care has been taken also co 

esc l1 ew pr.:: judiccs :111d preconceptions regarding the 

existence of an In,:b-African Cominent, or a possible 

link betw een Indian, Auscral"oid, Melanesian and Maya 

cultures. There is, however, a distinct tendency in the 

book cu follow Elliot Smith, R.iplcy , Slater and ochers 

in empln ·ising co nnect ions between the Dravidian and 

Med icerra ncJ n (Creca n) civilisations. 

le is m ~re or less correct to assume that che spread 

of Ora idian culture in these parts of India was not 

much lacer than, was probably contemporaneous with, 

t he period of the lacer Indus Valley civilisation. The 

ev idences of its early contact with Babylon and Egypt 

and the comparative maturity of the old Chera culture 

lend colour to chis . view. How far the Indian culture 

had deteriorated from its original level during the 

centuries of trek over hills and plains aqd admixture 

with more priinitive hordas, it . is not possible to say. 

Did the new folk co me south from different directions, 

did they keep to the heights, or the valleys as they were 

•accustomed to, and gr~dually infiltrate inco the plains ? 
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When did they become C!Onscious of the fivefold varie ty 
of se ttlement which is reflected in the earlitiest Sangam. 

works ? There is yet no clue to solve these prob~ems, 

although it is quite c~nceivable chat a , continuous 

process of migration and admixture of tribes preceded 

the dawn of Kerab History. 

A closer study and analysis, than have yet been 

poss ible, of the Aryan versions that have com.e down co 
_us of the life and activ ities of' the land and ·its people, 

~the legends and folk lore of the old er races, and the 

antic1uities and geographi:-tal environment of the older 

capitals ;:mJ centr.es of life would amply repay the 

trouble. 1\1~ch ha~ no doubt been obscured by later 
interpretations and prejudices, but the exta nt traces of 

indigenous medicine and astrology, m,a ntric, rites and 

form s of worship, ideals of bea uty and the decorative 

arc, festivals and amusements, have all to be exam ined 

with an unbiassed mind. Such a scientific study requires 

rnuch patience and industry, an enquiring mind and 
constructive outlook. The author ·who posse·sses in 
addition an intimate know ledge of ancient history and 

powers of clear analysis and exposition has succ essfully 

achieved a task of considerable difficulty and thereby 

laid all lovers of Kerala under a deep debt of obligation 

co him. 

'frivandrum, } 
;n- 5- 1\J42. A. G.OPALA MENON. 
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CHAPTER I. 

HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY OF KERALA. 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION. 

Kerala, the strip of land between the sea and the 

Western Ghats, was, in early times, the landing ghat, 

the ·stepping place, for the earliest civilized peoples of 

the West-for the Egyptians, the Phoenicians, the 
Assyrians, the Babylonians, the Greeks and the Romans ; 
and in later times, similarly for the Jews, the Christians 
and the Arabs. It was from this place . that the · 

Dravidians and Aryans ventured forth. to distant· 

places, to countries beyond the seas, to spread their 

civilization and to carry their peculiar commodities 

for which there was a growing demand in chose 
places. Kerala has been a meeting place of the East 
and che West, for the Dravidian, the Aryan,· the 
Semitic and the Hamitic mces, and for Hinduism, 
Buddhism, Jainism, Judaism, Christianity and Islam. It 

was che melting pot-the place of fusion-of these 

races and religions; and out of Kerala evolved new 

ideas which spread eastwards and westwards, giving 
a new life to the rest· of India and to che outside 

world. Like a city sec on a hill, Kerala shed her 

light co distant places and became a refuge co many 
a people who desired freedom of thought . and 

worship. 



2 HISTORICAL G l£0GRAPHY OF KERALA. 

The characteristic . feature of che people of 
Kerala and its rulers is tolerance- tolerance co all races 

of peoples and to all religions. The greatest cultural 
contribution . of Kerala is social and religious. 

From the days of M ahabali, whose name is associated 

with a new epoch which " has been characterised as 

one in which truth prevailed in thought, word and 

deed:-_and people lived a life of righteousness, con

tentn~ent and happiness, without jealousy or hatred", * 

to the days of the greatest king of the Sangam 

period-Senguccavan, and from the days of Sri Sankara

charya ( towards the . end ~f the 8th century or the 

beginning of the 9th ce~tury) whose teaching was the 

basis of the· great ,intellectual and religious revival 

throughout India in the sixteenth century, to the 

epoch-making Temple . Entry Proclamation of His 

Highness Sri Chichira Tirunal Maharajah of Tra

vancore which gave a new vision of life to Ketala and 

the rest of India, serving as a· beacon co many ocher 

rulers, Kera1a ~ay be regarded as the home of enlight

ened religious thought and · religious reformation. -

T _o this spirit of tolerance, His Highness made 

an appropriate reference in his Opening Address to 

the Ninth All-India Oriental Conference held at 

Trivandrum in December 193 7. "Egypt and Syria, 

Greec;e and Rome, Arabia, . Portugal, the Netherlands, 

France and E~gland ha\ie exchanged with us their 

products and their culture. During all th ese many 

cez:icuries of foreign contact, we may, I chink, claim 

* A. Gopala Menon, Kerala Art ~ Culture, p. I. 
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that ours has been a policy of comprehension, of 

hospitality and of amity; and the recent ··Temple 

Entry Proclamation is the sequel .rnd .the logical out-,, 
come ·of these ideals. " !ili 

Secondly and to a certam extent, her ·work was 

political. Though, in the beginning, Kera la . ~-ike 

Greece was fitted to be the home of small independent 

States, in lacer times when bett:er means of commttni• 

cauon and improved weapons came into being, the 

unification of all KeJ;a la into one State became 

possible. SuGh consoliJ:i tion was mainly the wor~ 
. . 

of Maharaja Marthanda Varma whose statesmanship 

and military genius created the modern State of 

Travancore. His great work might have been conti

n_ued by others, and there might have been a unified 

all-Kerala but for the intrusion of external forces 

such as the coming of H aider Ali and Tippu who 

annexed Malabar, but from whom Malabar was taken 

by the English because of the fear of the French 

invasion of India. 

If India can : be regarded as an ethnological 

museum, Kerala can more correctly be described as 

such. There was, however, no racial antagonism, no 

religious persecution in Kerala. There was no· com• 

1nunal rivalry, no idea of Hindustan, Dravidistan, 

For the full text of the Temple Entry Proclamation, se~ the end of 

this Section. 
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Pakistan or Christistan -in Kerala. The Aryan, the 

Dravidian, the Semitic, the Brahm.in and the 

Non-Brahmin have al_ways maintained uniformly cordial 

relations in Kerala rn a gradual process of the 

fusion of Aryan, Dravidian and other elements. The 

history of .Manipravalam illustrates the history of 

the fusion of the two races, showing how the Aryan 

and the Dravidian cook co each other more kindly 

in Kerala ·than perhaps in any ocher part of South 

India in a spirit of mutual trust and good will. 

Xhe inter-mingling of Brahmins and qon-Brahmins 

was more intimate rn Kerala than elsewhere in the 

Dravidian country. At the same ttme, it · must be 

added that the Dravidian element was the bed-rock 

on which Malayalam language and literature has 

been built up. The fusion of the East and the 

West, of races and religions, is thus typical 0f Kerala 

history, and the main ideas of each acted and .reacted 

upon each other and produced beneficial results on 

each. Intelligent assimilation of the new, by means 

of the old, breaks down the provincial barriers one 

by one, until man, the cosmopolita~ animal by reas~n 

of his hereditary constitution, develops a cosmopolitan 

culture; at first almost . un~o1_1sciously, but l~ter on 

with self-conscious interest because he is no longer 

content to live, but insists on living well. 

• Marriot, p. 123 . 
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THE TEMPLE. ENTRY PROCLAMATION 

, .. /Jrofounclly convinced of the truth ancl vali
dity of our religion, believing that it is bat¥d on 
divine guidance and on an ·au- comprehending 
toleration, knowinq that in its practice it has 
throughout the centuries adapted itself to the needs 
of changing times, solicitous that none of our Hindu 
subjects shonld, by reason of birth, caste or com,
munity, be denied the consolations and solace of the 
Hind1:(, faith, we have (iecicled and hereby declare, 
urdain and corn ma ncl that, subject to ouch r-ules 
w,d conditiono a· ma be laid down and imposed 
_by as fo?' ptet:!_erving their prope1· atmosphere 
and maintaining their rituals and observances, 
there should henceforth be no restriction placed on 
any Hindu by birth or religion on entering or wor
shipping at the temples controlled by us a11,d onr 
Government.'' -

THE LAND OF KERAL~ 

"The country, Malabar, is situated about • 10° north 
of the Equator, stretching from Cape · Comorin 8° 

in the south to Mount Delli (12.2) in the north."• 

The local tradition in South Canara (that it also 

formed par.t of the realm wrested by the mythic 

Parasurama from the sea) probably enshrines the geogra

phical fact that Malabar extended up to the northern

most · point of South Canara. Modern geology 
confirms · the view that · it rs an ancient sea-bed. Its 

ancient name was Kerala. It · included the present 

,:- Yisschel'. Letters from M~labar. p, _ 1 • . 
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British Indian districts 0£ South Canara and Malabar 

and the Indian States of Cochin and Travancore ♦ -i' 

Its area (South Canara, 4021 sq. miles plus 

Malabar 5795 sq. miles plus Cochin 1361 sq. miles 

plus Travancore 7091 sq. miles) is roughly 18268 sq. 

miles. Its total length (Malabar 150 miles plus Tra

vancore 175 miies plus Cochin about 40 miles plus 

So~th Canara) is about 550 miles; its greatest breadth 

is 75 miles. In shape Kerala is somewhat oval _:_ even 

torpedo-shaped- broader in the centre and tapering to 

the north and to the south to a distance of six and 

three miles respectively from east to west. 

There are certain general physical features which 

went to make the historv of Kerala what 1t was , and 
I 

what otherwise it could not have been. A_mongst 

the various influences which help to determine che 

history of man· and the development of civilization, 

none ha ve had more profound influence than geogra-

1 hical and climatic conditions. · Therefore, for a dear 

understanding of Ker'ala History, it is essential co 

have some idea of the · physical characteristics. Historic

ally, only those features are important which affect 

the power of a people for offe.nce or defence, which 

determine its sphere of action. and the nature of its 

resources, or which influence · its national -character 

and type of life. 

t Impcrfal Gazetteer, Vol. XVII. p, 53 · 
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The Western Ghats-Sahyadr-i. In the north, in the 
South Canara · area, the Wes tern Ghats forms a natural 

frontier on the east. Approaching .in the extreme north 

within six miles of the sea, the main line of d iis .range 

soon swerves abruptly eastward, reaching the highest 

peak Kuddrremukl-i 6215 feet above the sea-level. In the 

Malabar area, the Ghats separates Kerala from C<?,_org, 

the Nilgiris and Coimbatore by a continuous barrier 

from 3000 to 8000 feet high, and is interrupted only 

at the Palghat gap, 16 miles wide, the one break m 

the whole of the range. In Cochin, the Ghat is 

brolcen by l~ng spurs, rising terrace after terrace 

to an elevation . of :;ooo feet above the sea. In 
Travancore, the Ghat reaches its hiohest elevation m 

b 

the north-east of Anamudi Peak 8837 feet above the 

sea, the numerous heights culstering round it being 

often termed the High Range. Souch of this groµp 

are the Card:rn1om Hills and Peermade, where the land 

spreads out in a plareau of considerable width, with 

hills running up to 5 0 00 feet. For the r.~ t of its 
length the range consists of a ridge at :m elevation 

of about 4000 feet with isolated peaks of which 

Agastyamala and the Mahendragiri are the most 

important. From Quilon southwards these secondary 

ranges soften down into undulating slopes intersected 

by glens and valleys which grow wider as the ele

vation of the hills decreases. In the extreme south, 

it submerges in the sea and chen reappears in Ceylon. 

This mountain barrier, though physically conti-

nuous, has never be~n impenetrable. There are 
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several asses beginning from · the Kollur va lley in 
South Canara, Nilambur Valley and ·Palghat Gap in 

Malabar, and Bodinaykan ur, Achankoil and Aram

boly, and other . passes in Tra vancorc through which 

pene_tracions of a peaceful and warlike nature have 

occurred in ancient and historic times. 

The Sahyadri has ~xercised che utmost signi

fica nce on che history of Kerala and ic may be viewed 

in two way riam.dy, (1) the exis tence of a dividing 

range, and. ( 2) the existence of the passes. 

The shape, size, and length of the nvers of 

Kerala have been determined by chis mountain range. 

'le guards the Eastern half of the ellipse, while che 

other half is protected by the sea . Kerala is thus 

surrounded by natural defences which protect and 

give to the whole of this trace a geographical unity and 

possibi.lites of developing a cultural (miry. Kerala, 

cut off from the rest of .India, formed a separate 

unit by itself and developed a characteristic culture of 

her own. Neither Asoka nor Samudragupta nor :m y 

ocher great conqueror of Hindustan , Hindu or Mo

ham medan, serious!) thought of annexing Kerala as 

part of his empire. 

Bue the existence of the passes brought from 

time to time immigrants _and invaders to the country. 
11 Poets and scholars , religiou·s teachers and preachers, 

communities of traders and migratory hordes of all 

kinds, c~v il and military, entered the country from 

Coimbatore, . Madura, and . Tinnevelly through the 
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passes in the mountain which were the highw a s of 
traffic from very early times."" 

Thus for many centuries much intimate contact 

and intercourse existed between the lands on either 

side of the Ghats. Only the peaceful penetration of 

these inauences, through a long period of time, 

in close association with religion and the practical 

arts of medicine and astronomy, can account for the 
gradual enrichment of habits and customs, no les_s 

than the language and literature of Kerala, which made 

the . culture of Kerala di'IStinct, both from the Tamil

iin and the .Sanskritic - cultures of a later day. * 

The northern fringe which was near to the great 

Canarese Kingdom fell under the sway of Canarese 
inauence, and even to-day Canarese inBuence is pre

dominant there. In the south, both by land and sea, 

the_ Cholas and the Pandyas occupied portions of 

Kerala, which was long a bone of contention between 

the Chera and the East Coast rulers. The cherished 

aim of some of the ambitious Kerala rulers had 
been to reclaim the lost possessions of their territor) 
and bring them to their natural cultural fold. 

If there had been no Sahyadri, or if tt had 

been farther away from che coast, Kerala would 

have been a land of bigger rivers and larger plains, 

and there would h1Ve been no great difference be

tween the people living here and those on the other 
side of the Ghats. South India ·w ould have bee n 

. • A. Gopala Menon-Kerala Arc anq Culture. P· 6. 
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the home of a might~e~· empire than the Kingdoms 

of the Cholas, the Cher:is or the Pandyas. 

Sahyadri is not only the source of che rivers 

of Kerala, but also of the rivers flowing to the 

eastern side, some of which are lonoer than the rivers 
0 

of Kera/a. If mountains are famous as centres of 

religion, . Sahyadri was no exception co chis rule. 

Certain mountains chat d ominated che country-side 

with peaks char towered into che heavens ha ve been 

considered to be sacred altars and dwelling places 

of the gods. The lords of che forest were the Sa8tas 
who were propitiated in lacer days, . for che defence 

of the land frontier against the incursion of foreign

ers into the country. Aoas cya is ha vino his abode 
, 0 C, 

111 c_he southern peak of S;ihyadri. The coastal region 

of s;i ndy was re-fa nds and plains was pbced under the 

protection of Kali. 

Influence of the Sea. The sea-board of Kerab i0 
proport ion to its area is not sufficie11dy long when 

compared with chat of England or Greece, as it is not 

diversified by inlets, bays or gulfs. In Kerala, the 

mountains do not proj ect into che sea, nor does the sea 

ad ance in places co the interior, so chat che sea-board 

and the inland pc! rts r1 re combined into one. In a land 

of capes, bays and islands, wa terways should be the 

natural way of expansion. Bue in Kerala, in ch e 

early stages of civilisa tion,• ·cond itiom were not favour

able for enco ur:1 g ing th e people to marici me activities . 

Further, becrns<" t he soil was fertil e ·and rhc needs 

of t he inhabitants were few, there was no ne~essicy 
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for them to lea d an advt'nturous liJe or to search 

for fresh pastures in distant· regions. · O n chc other 

hand, chc pec uliar produces of the . country attracted 

sea-fa ring peoples from for ign lands to comt: t'b the 

shores of Kera la. * lthough 11 0 pbcc in the country 

was ml5re than 75 miles a,, ay from the sea, only very 

few people fe lt the necess it) uf leading a sea-fari9g 

life. Periplus and l?Lolemy even as _ ea rly as the firs t 

century A. D. mention . onl · Cra nganore ( lVIuz iris ), 

Kallada (Nilkynda ), omorrn ( Co rn r) and Kadal undi 

(Tyndis) as sea-p ores. ~ochin ·s 6rsc mentioned as 

a harbour only .. after the year 134 t when an - excra

ordinar) flood bro'ught down a large vo lum e of w:i. t er 

and converted the land-locked harbour of Cochin inr.o 
one of che fin es t and safest pores i.n Indi.a.\i Bue 

in beer times, as population increased , che long stretch 

of back-waters fo r med a sore o f nursery-school for 

navigation. They gave rise co a race of sailors who 

carried Indian goods in their own boats co Africa · 

and Arabia in the We c and co Mah ya and China 
10 the Ease. s 

The ·country below the Ghats p~esencs the general 

appearance of a sea of forest-covered hills: Long 

wooded sp urs with deep ra, ines run down froi11 th e 

mam range and are succeeded by gender slopes, covered 

with low jungles and by bare downs with gradually 

" Mr. Keul Wint. H armsworth History of the World. Vol. I V 
p. 14 1-2. (p. 22 Dravidian Culture, Krishna Menon) 

§ History of Kerala, Vol. I p. 161 . 

$ History uf the Tamil I P· L!., 
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widening va lleys o f lux.u;·iant cultivation. N earer the 
coast, the latei:it~ downs shelve suddenly into rice 
plains and bgoons fringed with cocoanut palms. Along 
the coast is a level strip seldom more than two or three 

miles wide. As described by lbn Batu ta , as early as 
the 14th century, " the whole of the way by land down 
the coast lies under th e shades of trees, and in the 

space of two months' journey there is not one span 
free from cultivation ; everybody has his garden, and 
his hous e is planted in the middle of it."%'}> 

The shape and structure of Kera la have been 

determined by its mountain system, hut its character 

and history, like those of any other country, depend 

partly upon its river valleys and partly on its coast and 
lowlands. The rivers of Kerab, though numerous, 

are of no grea t length because of the nearness of the 

mountains to the sea. R aging torrents in m_onsoon, 

owing to the enormous volume of water they have to 

carry olf, they shrink in the hot season to shallow 

channels in the centres of th eir beds . Rapid in their 

early course, they expand, as they approach the coast, 
into shallow tidal lagoons. Mose of the bigger rivers 

are navigable by small boats for some miles, and many 

of the lagoons are connected by small canals. There is 

thus an extensive systernl'of inland waterways of great 
commercial importance, 

The longest of the rivers iri South Canara are the 

Chandragil'i, the Netrava d, the Swathanadi and the 

Si.canadi. In M alabn the Ponnani is th e longest river, 

l\f)' Imperial Gazecceet. 
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but the most important are the Beyporc and the Valar-· 

pattanam. Cochin is bencfittcd by the Ponnani and 
the Chi bkudi rivers. Of the Tril vancore rivers, the 

Periyar is the longes t, but the Pamr a is mor.e importaht 

for agriculture and commercial purposes. 

The rainfall 0~1 and th e soil of the Sahyadri are 

h>rought to and spread O\ er the land of Kera la by these · 

ri vers. Important citie were im ariably built on the 

bank of a ri er. Cranganore (Muziris) and Cochin· are 

typical exa mples. Rivers also served as natural 

boundaries between one · Sc te and another, and pre

vented the early unification of che country. A river 

frontier is mor~ diffic~lc co cross than a land frontier, 

and. T ravancorc was saved from Tippu's invasion 

be,ause the Periyar was in £loads at ch e time. 

The work done by the 11 i vers;- What W. W . Hunter 

says of Indian rivers- "They first create the land, then 

fertilize it, and finally distribute its produce" is equally 

true of Kerala rivers. The plains were in many parts 

upheaved by volcanic forces , or. deposited in an aqueous 
era, long before man appeared on the earth. Bur in 

some pares of Kerala, plains have been formed out of 

che silt which the rivers briner down from the moun-
o 

cains, for example Kuctanad, and at chis day there we 

may stand and watch the ancient, silent process of land

making go on. 

In the rainy season che rivets overaow into the 

depressed traces and back-waters, and gradually fi ll 

chem up. with cheir silt, which remains in che swa mp, 
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and by dcgr ·cs fills it up; thus slowly crea ting new 

land. The river estuaries reveal all the secrets of land 

making. The streams, foully checked by the dead 

weight of the sea, deposit their remaining sdt, which 

.•rises above the surface of the water in the shape of 

banb or cun cd head-lands. The ocean current also 

find themselves impeded ·by th e down flow from the 

r ivers , and drop the burden of sa nd wh ich the tides 

sweep along the coa t. In chis wa}, while the shore 

gradually grows out into the sea owing to th e deposits 

of riv er s ilts, islands or ba~s are form ed around t~1e 

river mouths from the sa nds dropped by the ocean 

currents , and the doubie process of land- nnking goes 

on. This process has left high and dry many a once 

important city along their banks. The ancient harbol!rs 

(Cf. Vaikara) at their mouths have in like manner 

been land-locked and shut off from the sea by islands 

and bars formed from the silt or sand jointly deposited 

by rivers and ocean currents. 

Climate. The climate of a country affects its 

productiveness and thereby ind,irecd y inauences the 

character of its people. Kerala is situated 111 the 

monsoon region, and the amount of rainfall depends 

upon the angle between the monsoon current and the 

local trend of the coast-line. On the west coast of 

Kerala, where th e angle is apprnximately a right ang·Ie, a 

large amount of rain falls , but o~ the Coromandel coast 

where the monsoon blows nearly parallel to the shore, 

it brings hardly • any rain. Kera la, a typical tropical 

region with its damp atmo'5phere and abundant r;iinfall, 
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is very fertile and is a_ble co support a large teeming 

population; but in places \·\ here nature is bountiful; 

human effort is discouraged, and the people grow up 

idle, lacking in vigour and endurance, unlike ' the 

people who live in hot ;-ind waterless tracts who ha, e 

perforce to be energetic, self-reliant and able co endure 

prolonged ph) sical strain. Kerala has the dampest an,4 
n1osc uniform climate of an} part of che Indlan 

penins•.1la. While open co th e westerly winds from 

che ocean which mitigate che incense effect of the 

tropical un, and maintain che verdure of che land 

surface, and of the everg en forests that cloche the 

slopes of ch~ Gl~~cs, the country is shielded · by chis 

range from. the dessicacing wi.i1ds of the Deccan 

cable-1:rnd. This equable climate and absence of objects 

of o, erwhrlming magnitud were in JCcordance with 

that freedom from extr;n .1gance which is the secret 

of our taste for simplicity. 

Nearly all early civilizations have nsen 111 warm 

climates where the necess:1ries of life are smaU, and 

where nature makes bountiful returns even co che rudest 

cultivation. But the rulers have generelly belonged co 

a race chat has recently come from a cooler climate in 

a distant country, or in neighbouring mountain lands; 

for a warm climate is destructive of energy. Originally 

ignorant , che couquerors have quickly learnt all chat 

ch~ir subjects had to teach. Montesquieu says (Book 

XIV. ch. 1 r) thr1t che superiority of strength c,nisecl· by 
a cold climate produces among ocher effects a greater 

sense of superiority- c~at· is, l ess degree of revenge; 
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and a greater opinion. ?f security - that is, more 
frankness, less suspicion, policy, and cunning. These 

virtues are eminently helpful to eco no nuc progress. 

Even if the peoples of hot regions did not possess these 

qualities, in the long run they learn by experience 

that honesty is the best policy, and behave in such 

a manner as to continue their economic activities more 

successfully. 

The feeling of helplessness m the hands of fate 

is strongest in those countries where there is the least 

control over nature. The relations between man and 

nature affect not only the social life, but also the 

theology and politics of whole races of men. Seeing 

England enveloped in impenetrable fog, a person asked 

"how it was possible that a great nation should exist 

behind all chat vapour." [c was suggested co him 

that in the continual but, in · the long run, v_iccorious 

struggle with an ungenial clim'.lte might be the secret 

of the development of due great n1tion. Different are 

the lands where che soil yields it s increase without 

the labours of man, cill one fine day the whole is · 

swallowed up by flood or earthquake. In India it is 

the deity Vidl11ta Purusha who forecasts the events of 

each man's life. The apportion p1enc of good and 

evil fortune belongs to ·Lakshmi and Sani. t 

The chief cultivated .crop -is paddy. " Rice cul

tivation is not agricultme as we unde~stand it, but 

ra ther what we should ca ll gardening ." The dense 
---------

· j Martinengo- cesa resco. Ra~e and Environment, p. 60 & 2 16, 
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"settled population of . chis area is immol5ile-as all 

gardeners are-has little· skill of policies or government, · 

and is at the mercy of uncouth nomadic politicians of 

the patriarchal type. Bue ic has leisure--a~, all 

gardeners have; and so these regions have produce-cl 

the best of the skilled handicrafts, and at . le-ast the 

germs of all the reputable sysc~ms of philo·so·pny and 
religfon," • · 

Flora and Fauna-It is possible co establish certain 

simple relations between Glimate and plant life, and it is 

remarkable how closely the relation holds with regard to 
the two elem~nts te;nperature and rainfall.. The annual 

mean temperature of the West Coast is nearly the same 
chroughout-79° to 80°. The rainfall of the summer 

monsoon is heavy all along the coast, and still heavier 

on the Ghats. In such a climate, the vegetation has all 
. . 

the luxuriance that is commonly associated with our ideas 

of the tropics. The strip is covered with cocoanut 
gardens and rice-fields, and the valleys are embow.ered in 

groves of betel-nut, palms, talipot~ and cassia; pepper 
and cardamoms flourish wild in the jungles and form 

staple products for export. The fact chat pepper 

is cultivated without screens as used in ocher parts 

of India to preserve the humi~ atmosphere is the 

best proof of the dampness · and equability of tne 

climate. The low valleys are richly dothed with 

* Dickson-Climate and We;iiher-Ricc and Wheat Area~, Ch. X. 

P· 235-241. 
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rice-fields • and the hill.,.side with millets and other 

dry crops, whilst the gorges and slopes of the loftier 

mountains are covered with dense and luxuriant 

forests.* Because of chis, we may observe the beginn

'ing of the trans-continental type of trade in "valuable" 

articles, like spices, dyes and precious stones, co be 

distinguished from the heavy' bulk trade in food

stuffs which may be regarded as 
0

the beginning of the 

modern type of trade. Of timber trees, t eak and 

ocher hard va rieties have adva.ntages for ship-building. 

As can 6~ expected from the climate and from 

the peculiar £Iara, Kerala possesses a richer fauna than 

certain ocher parts of India , as regards both mammals 

and lower forms. Birds of attractive plumage like 

parrots, pheasa11ts and peacocks 011ce abounded in the 

fores.s. Monkeys, elephants, tigers and other animals 

also roamed free in the forest sanctuaries of Kerala . 

The transverse mountain chains, no less than the 

difference of climate and the cold barren nature of 

the uplands of Centra l Asia, cut off the rich fauna of 

the peninsula of India from the habitable regions of 

temperate · Asia .t The chances of land mammals 

passing from one region to another except by crossing 

land surfaces are small,. So the occurrence of similar 

land mammals in two regions . now widely separated is 

almost certain proof of a former land connection 

·* Blanford-Climate and Weather of India, p, 167. 
·f Newbigin, Modern Geography, p, 153, and p, 151. 
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between the cwo regions. . There is also a rich reptt
lian fauna ; most of chem. are poiso_nous and consci.cuce 

a serious menace co 1nan. 

' 
Eastern and Western Ghats compared-The Eastern 

Ghats runs 111 fragmentary spurs and ranges 

down the Madras side, sometin1es receding inland 

and leaving broad plains between it and che ... 

coast. The Wes tern Ghats forms a great sea-wall, 

with only a narrow strip becweei1 it and the shore. Ac 

places the mountains rise in magni.ficent precipices and 

head-lands almost out of e ocean, and tr1;1ly look 

like colossal laiidin'g s_tairs from the sea. Hence, in early 

periods when· communication was only by land, che 
western coast was inaccessible while che Eastern coast 

was not so inaccessible to civilizino inauences from the· 
0 

cable-land of Deccan and Hindustan. Vv'hile remains of 

palaeolithic culture are to be seen on che Eastern coast, 

they are absent on the western coast. It was also 

nearer and open to the civiliz ing influence · of che great 

empire of Hindustan-the Maurian and Gupta Eri1pires 
- than the western coast. But the Malabar coast lies 

nearer the centres of the great empires of ancient and 

mediaeval times, Egyptian, Babylonian, Assyrian, Persian 

and Arabic, than the east coast. The Jews, che 

Christians and · the · Muslims alike claim Malabar 

as their fa-st settlement in India. 

"The people of Malabar are ?orn sailors,' ' and 

they are more enterprising than the people of che 

northern pate of the eastern coast, and · cheir 
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sea,-going craft are muc~ _more seaworthy than the crude 

boats of the eastern coast. Therefore, while the natives 
of Konkan and the Malabar coast are bold sailors 

and carry on trade with the Gulf of Persia and the 
Red Sea , the more primitive craft of the eastern 

coast are hardly fie for the open sea. " The differ

ence between the types of the sea-going craft of 
the eastern and western coasts of India reflects to 

some extent the important characteristics of the 

inhabitants of chose parts". * 

Thus Kerala is a land' of mountains , hills, rivers, 

dense forests , backwaters and small valleys. It has 

few plains of even moderate size, and no great 

rivers. So it is primarily well adapted to be a 

rnuncry of separate principalities or Nadus, t each 

protected against its neighbours by natural barriers. 

le is a land where "everybody has his garden, and 

his house planted in the midst of it," and not 

a land of villages, but a land of one _ village, 

extending from one end co the other end, which 

lS a striking difference from the rest of India, and 

even observed today by visitors coming from out

side Kerala. As Malabaris-mountaineers- they are 

usually characterised by patriotism and love of 

freedom. Comparative immunity from external m

vasion only fanned the flame of independence and 

* R. D. Banerji, ·Prehistoric, AncietJt And Hipdu India, p. 5• 

+ B. ~ - Wariar, ~,icjent Ke~aJa, J.ist of Na<;!~~• p. ?<?• 
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separation, and ·pre, ent~d and postponed the politi

cal unification through the chieftains whose love of 
local interest was greater ,ch1an their desire for na

tional umty. Although there were several bond of 

umon as community of blood, religion, language, 

customs and m.anners for a p:rn-Kerala Union, the 

physical features of the country and the parochi.J. 

interests of th e petty rulers prevented such a union. 

Even though there were a few (and even the ex

tension of Kerala dominion be) ond its boundaries) 

instances of temporary upremacy-under the leader

ship and guidance of able kings- Mahabali of the 

ancient period, , v;na,ararnpan Othiancheran, Ima)a

varampan Nedumcheralathan and Seran Chenguttavan 
(of the Perumal) or of the Sangam period and Ravi 

Varma of Desinganad, the Kerala people never be· 

cam~ a Kerala nation. Pan-Kerala festivals like the 

Ashrami at Vaikom, Sivaratri at Alwaye, Bharani 
at Cranganore, Pooram at Arattupuzha and Trichur, 

the Murajapam festival at Trivandrum, the Maman-
kam of Tirunavai, and the Samasta Kerala Sahitya 

Parishads give opporcunmes co create and foster 

a national life beyond the bounds of sm:iller chief

ships. 

An ideal unity wa_s realised only in their be• 

liefs, in their literature, and 111 their institutions ; 

they fostered a lively feeling of fellowship and deep 
pride in Kerala. The ~entripetal forces were weaker 
than the c:entrifu al. "".:::.i::i;;,;;----
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Although it is un~afe to prophesy, it may .be 
said chat, in future as a ~esult of altered conditions, 
there may be an economic or political union-a 

kind of federation, which, without in any way affecting 

the independent position and sovereign rights enjoyed 

by the present Goverments in the three political 

divisions of Kerala, may lead to the foundation of a 
Pan-Kerala union, resulting in the formation of a cul

tural University and comm0n economic enterprises. 



CHAPTER 11. 

THE PEOPLES OF KERALA. 

PRE-DRAVIDIANS. 

In the formation of national character, two 

elements must be present. M~n is partly the 

product of nature, i. e., of environment and partl) 

of heredity or the quality of the race. We have de

scribed the nature of the and of Kerala, and now 

we shall t;ry to find out the qualities of the people 

who lived m this geographical unit. 

Man has inhabited the earth for many thousands 

of years. The greater part of the long story of the 

'ascent of ma~' is and always must remam un

known. ·:t, The extreme limit of human tradition 

as preserved in Egypt may be placed at about 5000 

or 7000 years from the present day. Indian tradi

c10n, after the excavation at Mohenja Daro and 

Harappa may go back roughly as far as that of 

Egypt and Babylonia. Evidence, however, exists that 

certain pares of India were occupied by man at a 

very remote tune when strange beasts, of which 

no memory remams, should have dwelt m Indian 

forests and waters. 

• V. A. Smith-Oxford History. 
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Palaeolithic man- • The earliest type of Palaeoli
thic man prevailed in Europe at least for tens of 
cliousands of years. Later, between 40,000 and 25,ooo 

years ago, a different type ca me upon the E uropean 

scene and exterminated the earliest type. The new 

type was probably developed in South Asia, or in 
Africa, or in lands now submeroed in the Mediterr-o 
an_ean basins. It comprised hunting peoples who 

were, by all accepted standards, savages, but knew 

how to draw· and painted on walls of caves. They 

had no dogs, and they had little co do with any 

kind of domesticated sheep or cattle. They were 
unable to make pottery and were ignorant of any 
metal. They were dependent, for cools or weapons 
of all kinds, on sticks stones and bones. In South . . , ' 
India, the Madras or Chingelput District 

the most numerous and important traces 

palaeolithic men. 

presents 

of these 

Neolithic man-Circumstances turned against 

the hunting Palaeolithic people aqd they disappeared 
and new kinds of men appeared replacing them. 

They seem to have brought in bows and arrows; 

they knew domestication of animals and cultivation of 

the soil. The remains of Indian neolithic man are far 

more abundant than those of his palaeolithic fore

ru·nner, ~nd have been . noted in most provinces. 

They certainly were th~ ancestors of the users of 

metal tools and thus of a large proportion of the 
existing In_dian population. * 

* H. G. Wells and V. A. Smith. 
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Pre-historic people of Kerala.- It is mainly with 
the help of archaeological excavation that there is 
the possibility of collecting pre-historic relics which 

throw light on the pre-historic period of Kerrtla 

history. The pre-historic remains in the form of 

caves, cairns, menhirs, cromlechs and kistavens have 

been collected from different parts of the country, and 
subjected to a close examination. Thanks to the 
efforts of the Travancore Archaeological Department, 

neolithic objects, excavated from different parts 

of Travancore, are available for observation and study. 

No evidence of J?_alaeolithic man. in Kerala :- It is 
not possible to ascertain when Kerala became the 

abode of man or who were the earliest inhabit
ants of the country. Bue it may be safely surmis.ed 

on geological and other grounds that Kerala became 

habitable only · much later than the Deccan Plateau, 

which might have been in existence in the earliest period 

of geological history. Kerala could not have been the 

abode of man in that remote period. The · most 
remarkable feature of Palaeolithic finds is that the 
vast maj ority of them are made of quartzite which 

is not to be· found in abundance in Kerala. Fur

ther, palaeolithic man appears to have scrupulously 

avoided forest regions, to clear and explore which was 

difficult with his crude primitive weapons. Thus while 

in the Decean plateau and the east coast Palaeolithic 

men Fved, Kerala was probably without any human life.* 

* A •guide to the Antiquices of'c.he Stone Age, P. 113& 114. · 
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The Neolithic Age in Kerala:- The Neolithic Age 

m India i represented· b y discoveries from va rious 
parts of che peninsula, showing chat the culture of 

chis p r i was v ry widely di~cributcd. Tl c teans

form;:ir ion 11 tran9t I I"! fc tTl ti, a l o lid, ic co ch 

Ncolechi ag ll'l. South Ind~a is believed to hilY 

6 l l f 11 1 · 1 · g into che een srn t:i, t-i o n e I cace · u y s tcu1 

other. P. T . Srinivasa Aiya ngar urns up chc change 
in he following tcrms :- " the subscicucion of trap rock 

for quartzite, che acquisition of the skill to 

polish the cools made with crap rock, che domesti

cation of the wild dog and the cultivation of rice 

led to the peaceful evolution of the epoch of new 

stone tools from chat of che older rough implements." 

If chis is a true acco unt of the transition, it is very 

signi ficant in the history of India, as indicating the 

fu ion_ of peoples, for, in Europe, the coming of 

che Palaeoli thic t and in che Malaya peninsula, the 

stone implements are usually ascribed not to the 

primmve negrito tribes of che interior, but rather 

to peoples of a higher civilization who entered the 

country at a lacer period. * 

The avaibbili cy of the trap rock seems co have 

determined the settlements of Neolithic 111.an. Its 

abundance on the West Coas t sugges ts the possibility 

of Neolithic man having found in Kerala a con

venient region for habitatfon and settlement. The 

pre-historic relics discovered from Malabar and their 

t Wells, p. 92. 
• A Guide to the Antiquities of the Scone Age, p. 11 4. 
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resemblance to ·Neolithic :i rtefacts found lsewherc 
lead one co i.nJer chat ic was proba bly during chc · 

N eolithic period chat Kerala ca me first to be in-

habj[ d by rniln. The rich coll ction of an i nt 
poet cry from chi5 region appcar5 co belong co ch i5 ag , 

he recent e ·ca va t ions {n ra , an core sec n, to su st 
that even traces of the lacer staoes of ch e Ne lithic 

0 

:igc cx i.s c d in K r ::d :1. * 
The Neolithic pha;;e of hurnan affa irs began in 

Europe about 10,000 or 12,000 years ago. But 

probably man had reiched chat stage in the lands 

of the south-east;. a few c ousands of years earlier. 

The Neolithic stage in culture is characterised by : -

(1) The presence of polished stone implemencs. 

(2) The beginning of some sort of agriculture, 

and the use of plant and seeds. But at 

first there is abundant evidence chat hunt

ing was still of great importance. The 

neolithic inan did not at first settl e down , 

but took snatch cr:ops, or ra ther his women 

first gathered wild seed , and later, perhaps, 

sowed snatch crops while he hunted . H e 

muse have seeded · on land lacer. 

(3) Pottery and proper cooking . Two different 

types, the I lain :ind th e decorative, of the 

Neoli~hic types of pottery can be distin

guished in Kerala ; chey do not differ from 

the specimens found elsewhere. . . 
* For illustrations see Travancore , Adm: Report, Arch: Depa rt, 

111+ M. E, P. 8-1 4, 
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(4) Domescicacio.n _ of animals. The dog ap-
peared very early. Man !~ad domesticated 
cattle, sheep and goats. He was a hunts

man turned herdsman of the herds he 

once hunted, and this was a distinct step 

in the progress of culture. 

(5) Plainting and weaving. 

(6) Fishing. A large section of Neolithic 

men muse have been engaged in fishing. 

They made settlements on che sea coast, 

and on the banks of lakes and rivers. 

They may have been che .forefathers of 

the Valans, Arayans, and Mukkuvans of 

to-day. These coastal inhabitants were able 

to make canoes, and they sailed in the 

sea , often commg into contact with 

peoples of different cultures and · varying 

dagrees of progress. Malabar sailors who 

wand~red in their catamarans found early 

settlements in easily accessible places, 10 

distant lands to which they may have carri
ed their native culture. This contact of 

the coastal people with the people of the 

outside world has been suggested by Elliot 

Smith in his "Migrations of Early Cul cure". 

(7) After a long time, gold, presumably the 

first known of the metals, appears among 
the bone ornaments. Perhaps 6000 or 

7000 years ago, Neolithic people began co 
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use copper. Where zinc and copper ores 
occur together, brass, an alloy of those two 

metals, came into use . But there is no 

bronze age in India. Finally,, as early' as 

3, ooo years ago in Europe, and earlier in 

Asia, men began co smelt iron. 

It may be said with certainty that there ts no'" 
great break, no sweeping away of one kind of man 

and replacement by another kind betw een the appeara nce 

of the Neolithic way of living and our own time. 

There are invas ions, conquests , emiorations and inter-
-. /;;J 

mixture., but the rac.es as a whole still carry on and 

continue to adapt themselves to the areas in which they 

began to settle in the beginning o f the Neolithic age. 

Where did this culture arise ? V..,T e do not know 

yet the region where it first developed. Probably it was 

somewhere about south-western Asia, or in some region 

now submerged beneath the M editerranea n Sea or the 

Indian Ocean . The maceri.afs for a prop·er s tudy of the 

subject will perhaps be found in As ia Minor, Persia, 

Arabia, India or North Africa, or it lie beneath the 

M editerranean waters , or the Indian or the Atlantic 
Ocean. 

Pre-Dravidians. It is the Pre-Dravidian abori

gines and not the later and more cultured Dravidians 

who should be regarded as the first inhab itants of 

Kerala. The jungle tribes of India present: th e key 

to the great historical and cultural problems in India. I· 

t Baron von Eickscedc Incroduccion. T rava ncore Castes & .Tribes, 
Krishna Iyer. Vol II. P. XLV. 
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Pre-Dravidia ns are diffet:entiated · from th e Dravidian 

races by their short stature and broad nose. There is 
strong ground for the belief chat they are ethnically 

related to the V eddas of Ceylon, the Toala of rhe 
Celebes, the B.acin of Sumatra and possibly the 

Australians. * 

Severa•l millennia before the Christian · era, the 

greater pare of India was inhabited by a dark nt!groid 
race of lo w culture characterised more or less by the 

physical features now known as Dra vidian (dark hue, 

long head, broad nose, abundant and sometimes curly 

hair and dark eyes): This early people, however, should 

more properly be termed Pre-Dravidian.@ In course of 
time, another race, higher in culture, gradually made 

Lts way from the north or north-west mto the 

plain of the Indus, and thence passed down mto the 

regions ouch of che Vindhya. This race may be 

alled Proto-Dravidian."+ 

The Austric Family of ·speech:- According to the 
ev idence now ava ilable, it would seem cl~at the 
Austric element is the oldest, and that it has been 

overlaid in different regions by successive waves of 
Dravidian and Indo-E ur.opean on the one hand, and by 
Tibeto-Chinese on che other. The Austri~ family 

uf speech is the most widely diffused on earth. 

ft has been t raced "from Eas t er, island off the coast 

of South America in the east to Madagascar in the 

* Thurston- Castes <1 nd Tribes, Madras Presidency, p, 124--5. 
@ Cambridge: Ancient History, Ch. XX[V. p. 594 

t !lid, 
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west, and from New Zealand in che South co the 

Punjab in the north. ;' The Austric languages, which 

still · flourish in Annam and Can1bod ia remam m 

India and Burma as islands of speech to enshr ne 

che menrnry of a far d istant period when Northern, 

Southern and Farther India should have belonged 

to the sa me linguistic area. And their is some 

ev idence chat they shared the sam.e culture in N eoli

thic tim es, for the chisel-shaped high shouldered 

celts are specially characteristic of these regions. 

There can be little doubt that the Indian and 

Burm.ese tribes who speak Austr ic lano uaoes are d es-
. 0 .::, 

cended from the N eolithic peoples who made these 

eel cs. W c m.ay regard them. as representing che 

earliest peoples about whom we possess any difinite 

information . Other tribes may ha, e an equal claim 

co antiquity, but they have abandoned their ances

tral speech and adopted that of th eir more recent 

and more progre~sive neighbours. Their tide 1s con

sequently less cl ea r. 

The Kadars , Malayans, Irulas , Kanikkars, Mala

pula yas · and the V eddas of Cochin and Travan

core forests of the present day retain many of rhe 

manners and customs of the primitive hunters of 

Kerala. In the disposal o f ·the dead , in the customs 

of marriage, in modes of inheritance, and in their 

cribal organization, they follow their remote ancestors 

with slight modification. M any a relic of neotirhic 
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life and culture is still _co be discerned among chem 
though affected by vast lapse of time, climatic in

fluences and intercourse with higher cultures. · 

NOTES ON 

PRE-ORA VIDIAN ABORIGINES. * 

r. Negritos. The ea rliest people who ·occupied 

India are supposed co belong co che Negrito race, 

and traces of chem are probably found in the 

Andamans, and perhaps also in the forest s of the 

extreme south of India among che Kadars and Uralis 

with their dwarfish stature and fri zzly hair. 

According to L. A. Krishna Iyer t " The existence , 

of a Negrico scra m in the aboriginal population 

of south Indi a has received additional ev idence m 

Trava ncore. It has been observed by Lap icque and 

Dr. Guha among che Kadars and che Pulayans of the 

Cochin State, and by Dr. Hutton and mys elf among 

the Uralis and th e Kanikkar. Spirally cul'ved hair has · 

been observed by ine among the Ural is, the Ka·nikkar, 

the Malavetans, the M ahpantarams, and the Vishavans. 

At present there are no distinctly N egr ito Communi

ties in India nor has any trace of a Negrito language 

been discovered. But distinctly Negrito features not 

only crop up continually from the Himalayan slopes 

to cape comorin, but also · fo und in Nea t meoalithic 
. b b 

* Based on the Census Report, 19 3 I, Vol. I, Pare I. Mookerje, 

Hindu Civilization, pp. 33 · 37. 

t Krishna Iyer, L. A. Travancore Tribes & castes Vol. II. 

pp. 292, 293 . 
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monuments which help us .. to some extent to unravel 
the history · of their remote pas c." In T ra vancore " che · 

reality of a stone-using people is evidenced by the use 

of stones for graves by some of the hill tr,ibes even ribw. 
The dead are buried and a stone is planted at the he~d 

and the foot of the grave by the Uralis, the Muthu

vans, the Mannans and the Malayarayans." Their con

tribution to culture is !:he bow. 

2. Proto-Australoids-Their ongm 1s now con

.s idered to have been in Palestine, and not Australia 

as was formerly supposed. Ihey are to be regarded as 

the true aborigines"'of India on the ground chat their 

racial type w icJ1 its special feat.ures and characteristics 

came to be ultimately fixed in the country. This type 

is seen in its purest form in the Veddas ; to chis type 

can be traced the platrrhine and dark-skinned elements 

found in India in all castes except the highest. 

"This type is found among the aboriginal tribes · 

of central and Southern India, and is closely allied to 

the Veddhas of Ceylon, the Toalas of Celebes and the 

Sakais of the Malaya. Penuisula. The Malavetans, the 

Muthuvans, the Kanikbr, and ochers may be regarded 

as representatives of this group." ·i· The excavations of 

Mohenjo-Daro and Harappa reveal chat one .of the 

skulls is Proto-Australoid. A correspondence m type 
. l d. b ne of the South Indian skulls, Adicha-1s revea e y o . 

11 I . h • classed as Proto-Australoid by Elliot na ur, w 11c ts , . 
Smith. The physical cha~·acteristics observed .~n the 

t Kri~hna Iyer-Tranncore Castes ~nd Tribes, Vol. H, P . .i92 . 
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· skulls are found among t_he ex isting South Indian tr ibes 

and ~mong the Veddhas ~f Ceylon . While rhe Pre
Dravidi:rn is their t~me-honoured appellation , Baron 

Eickstedt would call them " Weddid" and Dr. Guha 

'Nishadic', Dr. Hutton has "labelled them " Proto-

Australoid" ~fter Sewell. It is but fittino chat chis 
b 

designation continues.'' * 

Their ~ontribution to culture is the introduction 
of Neolithic ·culture ?nd pottery in India. Their 

linguistic legacy is more important. They are regarded 

as the speakers of Austro-As iacic lanouaoes, distributed 
b b 

over a wide area from the Punjab to N ew Z ealand and 

from Madagascar to Easter Island. Their migrations 

may have been from east to west or fro m west co east. 
The Indian variety of these languages is known as the 

Munda, which shows affi nity not only wi th the 

languages of South-East Asia, but also wi th the 

agglutinative Sumerian language. The Santals , Bhils, 

Kurumbas, etc. belonged to chis group . According to 

Dr. Haddon, they belonged to a great Indonesian race 

which had spread from its home in the Ganges valiey 
up to Polynes ia. I ts culcural unity is traced in certain 

forms like che out-r igger canoe found on the west 

coas ts of India and Ceylon, or the coconut palm, but 

chiefly the "shouldered celt" found in parts of Indic1n 

Archipelago, Burma and In1ia. · 

3. Mediterraneans and Armenoids-They cc1 me to 
India in success ive waves of migration. An early 

• Kri,hna Iyer-Travancore Castes and T ribes. Vol. If. P, 294• 
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branch came with its agglucinat ive tongue and mingled 
with the Proto-Australoids. They introduced nav i
gation, agriculture and archi tecture-- of rude stones. 

Later immigrants came wich a more advanced cultuue 

and civiliza tion which th ey had de\ eloped in Meso

potamia in association with the Armenoids. They 

appear to be the nH?st important of pre-historic peoples 
of the world, the first makers of civilization, and 
probably origmated in the "Fertile Crescent" -the rich 

lands lying round the north end of Arabia, from Syria 

to the Persian Gulf. M esopotamia and Syria came 

to be inhab ited .. by Sermcic peoples, Amorites, 

Canaanites, Babylonians and Assy~ians . This civiliza tion 

was in full swing by the end of the fourth millennium 
B. C., attaining a fairly high standard of comfort, a.rt 

and sanitation in city life. 

In India a combinac ion of Mediterranean and 

Arme
1

no id is to be found particular!} among th e 

Tamils. Probably there were direc t contacts hy sea 

between southern [ndia ::i nd Mesopotamia . Intercourse 
by land between M esopotamia and the I ndu V alley is 

also proved by the discovery of objects of common 

type in these t wo regions, :t. and also by the existence 

of Brahiu in Baluchistan. According co Banerji . ' the 

different races of people living in the Chera Kingdom 

were a mixture . of the descendants of Negr ito fisher

men, the Austric bow-men, and the Dravidi ,1 ns." . 
! Wilson- The Persian Gulf. p. 27 _ 
s Banerji-History of India . p 1 2 0. 

Cambridge History vol. I, p. 
0

59?· 



CHAPiER Ill. 

PRE-DRAVIDIANS. (Contd.) 

SOCIAL ORGANISATION. 

It takes a life-time fully to appre!=iate what is 

meant by tqat unity of history which ·professor Freeman 

was never tired of emphasising in his lectures. N o one 

can realiy grasp the in.ter-connection of :1 long series of 

events, or see how states, ~ingdoms :ind civilizations 

crumble and fa ll , only to rise again in new forms, 

unless one's mind is sufficientlv well stored with the 
I 

detail which must be the material for his thinking 

powers to work on. There does not lie a region of 

utter desolation between ancient and modern civiliza

tion, between Pre-Dravidian and Dravidian, between 

Dravidian and Aryan, dividing chem each· from the 

ocher. Even when they are studied together, or one 

after the oder, e-fforc muse be made co look at chem 

as one great whole, and the one as che continuation 

and the development of the other. Lack of sufficient 

material is the cause and the reasonable excuse for 

not doing it . Ye t so close is the connection becwe~n 

the Pre-Dravidian and· the Dravidian, chat they may 

even be considered as one and the same.* It will 

* Wells - The Outline of History. p. 386. Dravidian civilization 
had arisen indcpendencly out of the widespread Neolithic culture. 

Wartier- Ancient Kerala - " The inhabitants of Kerala m the 
Neolithic age were the ancestors of the Dravidians." 

The gener~lly ~ccepred view is that they came from outside. 
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therefore be interes ting to see whether they cannot be 

brought together in some way which will make it . 
impossible for an intelligent student ever to think of 

them again as wholly distinct. The Pre-Dravic;{ian 

people, by their ethnological descent, by 'their religious 

ideas, or at least by their religious practices, and by 

their social organiza tion, laid the foundation for the 
Dravidian culture. 

Source-Nothing approaching exact chronology 
being attainable for the ear l iesc times , 1:he account of 

those times is necessarily wanting in definiteness and 

prec1s1on. Never_~_heless so e sort of outline of the 

life of pre-hi toric ancient KeGda in its political, social 

and religious aspects may be attempted fro m certain 
sources. Jn the absence of concernporary literature and 

inscriptions, and hardly anyrhing but tradition and 

survival , we have co rely on th e res ult of the 

excavation of the monuments of antiquity, * and on 

the light thrown on much chat was once obscure by 

the m.odern sciences of Com.parative •Philology and 

Anthropology . A study of the soci·1 l institutions and 
religious practices of the surv iv ing primitive hill tribes 

of Kerala would have been very useful for our purpose, 

if they had remained without external contact and 

foreign influences. But because they ca me in contact with 

later immigrants and their culture, the only feasible 

method is to study the conditions of ocher primitive 

peoples who a~e closely related co che Pre-Dravidians 

of Kerala, who remained isolated in 1:heir island homes 

• Myres- The Dawn of History. p. 10 . 
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- Ceylon and Australia - and developed, m their 
own wdy, a type o( life without foreign contact. 
Then we shall apply the knowledge derived from such 
a study to the conditions now· existino amono th hill 

b b 
tribes of Kera la. 

The Australian aborigines-" A pare from the Negri
to or Negrostrain in their blood, they are usually held 

to belong to that Pre-Drav idian stock represented by 
various jungle tribes in South India and by the Veddhas 
of Ceylon, connecting links between the two areas 

being the Sakai of the Malaya Peninsula and East 

Sumatra, and the Toala of Celebes." * We are here in 

the presence of some ancient dispersal, from what 

centre and in what direction ic is difficult to imagine. 
In Australia, these early colonises found pleasant 
habitations; and as there were no danaero us beasts, 

b 

hunting was hardly calculated to put a man on his 

mettle. Isolation and the consequent absence of 

pre sure from human intruders is :mother important 
fact in the situation. 

Taking the route of che comparative method, as 
it is called, we may first compare the social organiza
tions of these primitive peoples, and thus gain some 

genera l idea of the way in which such peoples lived. 

Then we may proceed co compare ow: results with what 

litcle we actually know abo.ut the hill tribes of Travan

core, and then we may verify chese results,. by observing 

whether some of the elernencs which existed among 

these primitive peoples continued co survive in any 
* Marett-Anthropology. p. 120. 
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shape after the · migratic_:m and settlem.ent of later 
peoples, t he Dravidians and Aryans in Kerala. According· 

to Sir John Lubbock, '' uncivilized countries are for 

us a sta nding exhibition of pre-his toric macters, 

meseums where we fi nd duplicates of objects which were 

choughc co be lost or long since forgotten: each of them 

is a Pompeii exhumed from beneath che rubbish of aoes." 
b '" 

Forms of social oroanization prevailino amonosc 
b b b 

peoples of the lower culture may be considered. The 

culture of a people depends on social organization, 

social organization on mun ers, numbers on food and 

food on inventibn :"" Ac cording co Mr. Sutherland, 
the low est savages, V eddhas, Pygmies and ochers form 
groups o f ten to forty, whereas chose who are 
one degree less backward, such as che Australia n 

natives , average from 5 co 200, wh ilst the North 

American tribes, who represent the next stage of 

advance, run from. a hundred co five hundred. Be chis 

as it may, a general principle may be accep ted, · that 

the complexity and coherence of che social order follow 
upon the size of che group ; and beca use its size in turn 
depends · upon the mode of che economic life, chis may 

be described as the food-group. 

Besides food, there is a second condition which 

virally affects the primmve race; and chat is sex. 

Thus social orga niza tion comes to have a two-fold 

aspect; primari ly it is an orga nization of the food-quest. 
Hardly less fundamencal~y, ic 1.s ' an organization of 

• Marret-:--Anchropology. p. 155. 
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marriage. For some reason or other, man takes to 
the institution of exoga my, ! the law of marrying out, 
which forces men and women to unite, who are 

members of more or less distinct food-groups, then 

t~e matrimonial aspect of the social organization tends 

to overshadow the politico-economic, because the 
latter can take care of itself, whereas to marry a 

st~anger is a d~fficult question chat might be expected 

to require a certain amount of arrangement on both 
sides. 

: The pre-exogamic* stage of human society 1s 

illustrated from the practices of the Anda manese, or 

Bushmen, of peoples of the rudest culture, and living 
in very sma ll communities, who know neither exogamy 
nor, what so often accompanies it , totem1sm. The 

system in vogue amongst the V eddhas of Ceylon jungles, 

as described by Hobhouse, is as follows : " Some of 

t he Veddas appea r to afford a perfect instance of what 

1s ometimes called ' che natural family.' A trace 

of a few miles square forms the beat of a small group 

of fomdies, fo ur or five at most, which. · for the most 
part, singly or in pairs, wa n.:l.er round hunting, fishing, 

ga thering honey and digging up the wild ya ms, whilst 

they take shelter toge ther in shallow caves, where a 

roof, a piece of skin to be on, and char most predous 

luxury of all, a fire, r~prcsent, :iparc from food, 

the sum total of their creature comforts." 

+ Wescermarck-Hisrory of Human Marriage. Chs. IV-VI. 

• Names of Endogamous, i e. Pre-exogamia Groups. Travancore 

Tribes and Casces. Krishna Iyer. Vol. I. p. 273 , 
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In these c'ircumsta_nces, relationships within a 

group should be necessasily close. The correct thing· 

is for the children of a brother and a sister to marry, 

though not, it would seem, for the children of I two . 

brothers or of two sisters. They had cla~s of some 

sort, but these clans had the slightest organization and 

very few functions. The recent researches of Dr. 

and Mrs. Seligman have thrown an entirely new light 

on the rn.eaning of the clan-system, that some of 

Veddhas are exogamous, that is to say, are obliged by 

custom to marry outside their own clan, though others 

are not. · Which is the old system, marrying out or 

marrying in? It may be that a formerly exogamous 

people, groups of which have been forced to marry in, 

simply because the alternative was not to marry at all, 

merely reverted to what was once everywhere the 

primeval condition of man. 

From the actual conditions existing 111 the endo

gamous· Veddhas of Ceylon, our attention may be turned 

to the hill tribes of Travancore. Among them, the 

endogamous system exists even today, and the names 

of such groups are 4 in Malan-Kuravan, 3 in Mala-Pulaya · 

4 in Mala-Vetani" 6 in Paraya and 6 in Pulaya. * It has 

been .suggested that the Malan-Kura vans are one of the 

ea~ly tribes of South India and closely allied to th e 

Vedans. They form one of the sixteen hill tribes men

tioned in J(eralolpathi. A Malan-Kuravan marries the 

t Krishna Iyer-Travancore Castes and Tribes. Vol, I. p. 273. 
* Idem. Vol. II. p, 3'37• . 
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daughter of his meternal . uncle. In the Census of 1931, 

the number of the Mala-P~layas was 2 5 4 arid a Mala
Pulaya marries the daughter of his maternal uncle. 

The Mala Vetans-The Vetans of North Arcot are 

supposed to: be
0 

the remnants of the earliest inhabitants 
of the Peninsula, and identical with the Veddhas of 

Ceylon. Judged by the similarity of physical features, 
the Mala Vetans of Travancore may also .be remnants of 

the Pre-Dravidian race . . They are divided into five 

endogamous sub-divisions. Each group claims superiority 

to the _rest, and neither intei;dines nor intermarries with 

the other groups. The Mala-Vetan marries the daughter 
of his maternal uncle or of his father's sister. 

Marriage by exchange of sisters is also present. 

Next we may consider the social organization of 

such exogamous t and totemic§ peoples as the natives

of Australia. First, to them social or.ganization is 

primarily identical with kinship organization; which 

depends on _the conventional system of counting descent, 

either from his mother's or facher' s people, but not 

· both. There are three elementary principles that 

combine to produce this one-sided type of kinship 

orgamsatron, exogamy, lineage, and totemism. 

+ Totemism is fo und in India only among the Non-Aryan tribes and 

among the D ravidians. Encyclopaedia pf Religion and Ethics. Vol. 12, 

Hindu Civilization, Mookerji. p. 87. In the Rig Veda there is 
no trace of what is known as rorcmism. 

§ N ames of Exogamous Clans, Travancore T;-ibes ;ind Castes, pp 
~75-276, Krishna Iyer . 
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Exogamy simply means marrying out, 111 contrast 
co endogamy, or marrying· in. Lineage is the principle . 
of reckoning descent along one or ocher of two lines, 

che mother's line or the father's. The former merhod 
is termed matrilineal, the 'latter patrilineal. It some

times happens, when descent is counted matriltneally, 

that ~he wife stays with her people and the husband 
has the status of a n1ere visitor and alien; and the 

wife and her people, rather than the father and his 

people, exercise supreme amhority over the children. 

Where such a system prevails, v~e have mother-right, 

0r the corresponding, no almost discarded expres
sion, che matriarchate. 

T otemism means chat •' a social group depends 
for its identity on a certain intimate and exclusive 

relation in which it stands towards an animal kind, or 

a plant kind, or class of inanimate objects." Such a 

totem ( I) normally provides the social group w ich its 
name and (2) tends co be the oucw,11·d and visible 

sign of an inward force chat sanctifies their communion, 
They are "all oue flesh" with one another. 

A list consisting of over 80 exogamous clans, 

20 belonging to Mannan, 30 belonging to Kanikkar, 

.19 to Mala-Vetan, 6 to Mala-Arayan, and 19 to Mal.a~ 

vetan is given on page 275, Travancore Caste~ and 

C. F. marriage Vedic period, Sutra Brahman periods. Cam. Hise', 

Vol. I. p. 88 and 126 

( 1) Krishna Iyer L. A. Travancore Castes and Tribes ol. J. p. -z75 , 
(z.) Idem Vol. II . pp. 339 - 341. 
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Tribes and about 175 groups. The system of tracing 
kinship through the moth.er is characteristic of m.ost 
of the hill tribes of Travancore. Among the Kanikkar, 

no man is allowed to marry a woman of his own clan. 
As a woman's children always belong to the clan 

different from that of her brother's. children, these 

children can marry according to the rules of exogamy. 
But children .of brothers and sist<:rs belong to the same 
exogamous clan and therefore cannot interrn.arry. The 

children belong to the mother's clan. I;)escent is 

reckoned in the female 'line. In regard' to chieftains hip, 

it used to devolve on the nephew on a man's demise; 

so it passes on into the same clan. This custom 

is now changing. The same system more or less 

prevails a1~ong most of the hill tribes. Among some 

clans; half the property go~s to the son and half co 

the nephew. 

Family-The dan i by no means the only form 

of social organization. The clan, whether matrilineal 

or patrilineal, leads, at the totemic level of society, 
to eclipse the family. The natural family of father, 
mother and children is always there in some shape; 

but so long as the one-sided method of counting 

descent prevails and is strengthened by totemism, the 

family cannot attain to the dignity of a formaI.ly 

recognized institution. _An individual's first duty 

is towards his clan and its members . Wherever there 

are clans, and so long as there is any totetnism worthy 

,of the name, th.is _would seem to be the general law. 
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Phratry-A- number of clans may constitute a 
Phratry and it may be a· natural development of the. 
clan system. The union of a nµmber of Phratries 

may give t ise to the tribe. This may be describ~d as 

the political unit. Its constitution tends to be -lax 

and its function vague. In Australia, at least on one 

o~casion, when the elaborate ceremonies for the initia

tion of the youths are being held, there is a sort of 
tribal gathering to which• the term " nation" is some

times applied. 

Among the Kanikbrs, in th~ Neyyattinkara taluk, 

it is observed that there are two distinct divisions or 

phratries-the Anrianthambi phratry comprising five 

clans, and the M acham_bi phratry comprising five clans. 

Sex has a direct bearing on social status. The 

·men and the women often form markedly distinct 

groups, and disparity of occupation has something to 
to do with it. In some parts of · Australia, there are 

actually sex~totem, signifying that each sex is all one 
flesh, a rnystic corporation. All the savage world over, 
there is a feeling t~at worn.an is uncanny, a thing 

apart, which feeling is probably responsible for most 

of the special disabilities and a few special privileges 

chat form the lot of woman even to the present day. 

Among the hill tribes of Travancore, womerl 

during menstruation are considered undean and are 

rigorously tabooed. Pollution bsts from five co 

seven days, an d they rema in m a seclusion shed: 
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'Dri;bal Organization -The Kanikkars, living in a 
village, are knit together ·by social and religious ties and 
there is no room f~r the play of individualistic ten
dencies. The headman is the Mutcukani. The office 
is hereditary, and the eldest of the sons of sisters 
succeeds the · uncle. An.1qng the Malan-Kuravan, the 
Urali is the head, and after his death his son succeeds 

to the place. · Among the Mala-Pantaram, the Muppan 
is the headman and he is also the chief and the priest. 
Arasan is the name of the headman of the Mala-Pulayas 

for a group of villages. · The V edans have a headman 

called Stani in each settlement. The office is "heredi

tary and goes ,to the nephew. Among l\1aJa-Arayans, 

village affairs are regulated by a council of elders. The 
Ponamban and the Panikan are the chief limbs of the 
council. The Mannans live in small groups of 

families called kudi (village), each kudi is an independ~ 

ent unit in the tribe, and the vill~ge a:ffafrs are 

regulated by a couF1cil of elders, wich a -headman 

chosen- by che villagers. The office is hereditary and 

descends to the nephew. One instance is given~Castes 

and Tribes, p. 260-when more than five chieftains of 

the 72 hamlets met together co pay a visit to the Raja 

of Attingal, which they did once in ·three years. From 

internal evidence, it has been surmised chat the com

position of this song, referring co .their meeting, took 

place in South Travancore between 400 and 500 M. E • 

.ifter Ramacharicham but before Kannassa Ramayanam. * 

* Krishna Iyer-Travancorc Tribes and Castes. p, 265, 
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This is a sort of · tribal gathering to which the term · 
"nation!' may, sometimes be applied. 

Age like sex has great influence on social status. 
l'I 

It is not merely a case of being graded as yo~t~ until 

once for all one legally came of age, and then enroll~q 

amongst men. The _grading of age is usually most 

elaborate, and ~ach batch mounts the social ladder step 
by step. 

Locality-In addition to sex and age, locality alfo 
•affects status, and increasingly so as n0~adic life gives 

place to stable occupatio As the. tribe increases in 

numbers and spt'ea9s oves a wide area, communications 

are difficult and become proportionately rare. Then 
the old natal combinations are weakened by absenteeism, 
and the territorial principle becomes more important 

to determine various functions of the clan. For in

stance, the Kanikkars to the north of Neduvangad do 

not marry from. the south, while . those in Kallar and 
neighbouring places contract no alliance with those to 

the south of the Kothayar. • 

Private Propertl:- Bes ides the importance of 

locality, the principle of private property, and specially 

of private property in land, greatly helps to shape the 

social order. Property includes ciothing, implemen_ts 

utensils, weapons, live~stock and crops.§ The mos·t 

fundamental distinction is between the rich and the 

poor. There was no caste system as it later existed; 

* Krishna Iyer-Tra,-;incore __ Tfibes :1nd Castes. Vol. I p_. 7, 
~ do,}>. -i.7. . . 
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· even among the ancient. Dravidians; the distinction 
was only betwe<:n Panga (poor) and rich Dravidians. 

The subject of social orgamsat10n among 

the pre-Dravidians has been a neglected study. 

It is partly because the existing conditions among 

the pre-Dravidians of Kerala are not carefully studied, 
or if studied, it was not easy to identify the earlier 
conditions because their culture was influenced by 

Dravidian and other elements. The primitive condi

tions of the pnmmve people have been b.riefly 

discribed. The V eddhas of Ceylon and the primitive 

people of Australia who belonged to pre-Dravidian 

stock represented by tribes in South India, and remained 
isolated from external contact; and such a study of 
their 111anners and customs enables us to find out the 

social organisation of the earliest peoples of Kerala: 

Social organisation has been identified with kinship 

organis tion, namely, that into which a man is born 

in consequence of the marriage laws and the system of 

reckoning descent. It is found that the principles of 
both endogamy and exogamy existed among them, 
and that there was the beoinino of the matrilineal and 

b I::> 

the matriarchate system. Even outside Kerala, among 

one of the tribes bf the dark-skinned aborigines, the • 

Mundas, known .:is the Hq, matriarchy is still in 

vogue.* Some kind of Totemism existed among the 

pre-Dravidians of Kerala; '~ " the totem trees developed 

into ·che Kavus, the wooded shrines of the household 

* F. L, Dunbar and Harold Wheeler - Everybody's Book of.Facts. p. 322. 
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and the village; . .-~ .... and Nagas ?r serpents were the 
natural denizens of such shrines." * t This may have· 
been the survival of a practice among the Nagas, a 

section of the Dravidians, but Naga or serpent-wol!ship 

was common among the forest§ tribes. f So the pre

Dravidians must have influenced in many ways the 

social organisation of modern Kerala, by influencing 
the Dravidians who came later to India. . .. 

Religion of the Pl'.e-~ravidian Aborigines-Religion, 

regarded historically, is always in evolution! R. R. 

Marett (Marett, Antho. p. 20_7) " Religions do not die, 

neither are they invented. hey change their forms and 

their names but not their essence. The gods change 

their dress and their names, but not their meaning and 
significance. Religion has probably meant much the 

same thing to all men. Perhaps that is why certain 

of the best features of pagan cults were adopted by 

Christianity."$ Th~ first literature of the world was 

religious literature, the first discernible customs of the 

world were religious ceremonials, the first laws .of the 

world were religious laws, the first government of th~ 
world was religious government and culture is declared 

most emphaticaHv by the consensus of opinion to 

have found its beginnings in religion.@, Since even the 

* Dunbar and Harold Wheeler-Everybody', Book of Facts. 

P. 322. 

t A. Gopala Menon, Kerala Art and Culture, p. 2. 

~ Encyclopaedia Ethics and Religion: Article on serpent-worship, 

1 M arett, p. 206, W~lls, p. 116. 
$ Dunbar and Harold Whee!er, p. 355-56. 

@ Science History of the t.1niverse-Vol, x.· p. 263. 
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later eanderthal man buried his dead with ceremony, 
and apparen1Jy with food- and we~pons, it has been 

argued that he had a belief in future life. 

The Old Man and Mother in religion-The fear of 

the Old Man was the begining of social wisdorn. Every 
one was forbidden to touch his weapons or to sit in 

his place. J"he youths of the little community, taught 
by . their mothers, remembered him · as their master. 

The idea of something forbidden, a taboo, things 

not to be touched and not to be looked at, may have 

come into existe_nce at a very early stage. A tendency 

to propitiate ~he Old Man even after his death is 

understandable. One was not sure whether he was 

dead; · he might only be asleep, and long after his 
death the women would continue to convey to their 

children how powerful and wonderful he was. This 

fear passed by imperceptible degrees into the fear 

of the Tribal God. Opposed to the Old 'Man, more 

human and kindlier, was the Mother, who helped and 

sheltered and advised . " The spirits of the dead 
represented by small triangular tomb-stones or chitra

kutams were embellished by representation of Nagas 

or Serpents."* This may lead to worship of ancestor 

spirits as among the Kani.kkar. ·i· Out ~f the my

sterious visitation of infectious diseases, the idea of 

uncleanliness probably arose in the minds of primitive 

man. With the idea ~f uncleanliness would come 

* A, Gopala Menon, K·era la Arc an..:! Calcure, p. 2, 

t Krishna Iyer-Castes and Tribes, p. 40, 
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ideas of purification and_ of removing a curse. This 
would be manaoed throuoh the advice and with the · o o 
aid of wise old men or wise old women, and in suc;h 

cleansing would lie the germ. of the earli~st pr :est

crafr and witchcraft. Sacrifice, the sh~dding of life

blood, would be regarded as the m.ost potent way to 

lift curses and to remove evil. 

Religion of the Hill-Tribes of Travancore-The gods 

of the Kanikkar are legion. Spirits of di\ erse kinds 

are believed to lurk in house and villa~e. Thi::y are 

said to cause epide1nics and famine. Alono with cer-
- 0 

cain gods they ·w<?rship 150 Valia Chavukal and 10 

Cheria Chavukal (small ancestor spirits). The Malan-· 
kuravans, Malavelans and other tribes also worship 

ancestors, along with other gods. Some of chem, the 

Mala-Arayans, worship their implements on certain 

days, and fowls are sacrificed. In their lnmlecs there 

is a medicine man, and they believe in magic. When 

he is inspired, he says chat sickness in a family is the 

result of certain omissions of which the family is 

guilty. He passes his hands over the affiicted man 

and shouts chat the illness should leave him. 

Stars and Seasons-Neolithic man was a herds

man. He watched his Hock by night as well as day. 

The sun by day and the stars ~Y night helped to gutde 

his migration. His primitive tillage strengthened his 

sense of the seasons , and particular stars ruled his 

heavens when seed tin.1.e "Yas due· co arrive. The 

beginnings of agriculcu·re . were in cbe sub-tropical 
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zone, or even nearer the_ equator where the seasons 
are not so plainly marked by snow and storm. as in 
the north, but the stars indicated che correct time. 

Probably he began to reckon time by the full and the 

new moons. The earliest recorded reckoning is by 
moons and by generations of'men. 

Sun and Serpent-Neolithic man was greatly im
pressed by serpents. Nearly everywhere the Neolithic 

culture went, there was a disposition to associate the 

sun and the
1 

serpent m worship and decoration. 

Ultimately, this primitive serpent-worship spread 

beyond the regions where the snake is of no serious 

,importance in human life. If the centre from which 

this worship spread fat:- and wide rs determined, it 
can be .affirmed to be a land 111 which snake and 

sunlight were facts of primary importance. The 

sun and the serpent might have been the totem of 

some of the pre-Dravidian aborigines , as in Australia 

the sun, Nagur, was the totem.* (Marett, P· 167). 

But the worship of the serpent seems to have- origi
nated independently of totem. ( Frazer-T otemism and 

Exogamy H, p." 500). It is almost · universal a~nong 

primitive races chat both the sun and the moon should 

be regarded as alive. Their sex differs among different 

races, but the Moon is more commonly male and the 

* Mookerji, Hindu Civilization, P, 87, "No animal-worship in the · 

Rig Veda, or of snake-worship, although the snake figures as the god of 

the abyss. But according to Hopkins-" In Vedic times serpent-worship 
is not only known, but present-and combined with tree-YVorihip, 
Bncydopacdia, E. and R. p, 415. . 
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sun female.-i" Among some Australian tribes , the sun 
is the daughter of a woman. 

The Kanikkaran, one of the hill tribes , regards 

che sun as the female,§ and worships him occasionally 

on Fridays . H e is considered to be the creator of all, 

and is regarded as a female. Abstinence for seven days 

is required of men who make an offering. There at·e 
references in the Rig Veda to the marriage of Soma , 

che Moon and Surya, the maiden of the Sun. t He 

regards the Moon as male, and makes offerings co him 

on full moon days. T_he Kanikkars think that the 

serpent is the parent of the Moon. They believe chat 

the serpent occas ionally shrouds the Moon· and the Sun 
with it s hood. This is sa id to be the cause of the 
lunar and solar eclipses. 

Is 'Animism' a corr~ct term for their religion? -

Various writers have la id stress upon one or other 

factor in the development of religion. Sir E. B. T ylor 

(Primitive (;:ulture ) gave his attention mainly - to che 
d ispositio~1 of primitive man to ascribe a soul to every 

object, animate and inanimate. Sir J. G, Frazer has 

been the leading student of the deri, ation of sacraments 

from magic sacr ifices'. Grant Allen laid stress chiefly 

on the posthumous worship of the " Old Man". 

t It is ·co be.noted that, in the days of King Alfred in England , the 

word for .sun was in the feminine gender, while the word for 11W01' 

was in the Masculine gender, 
~ Krishna Iyer- Castes and Trib\:s, P. 54, 
t Ibid. p. 55. 
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A. E,. Crawley emphasised the centres of impulse and 
emotion, and particularly sex as a source of deep excite
ment. It 1s reasonable to surm1se that prim1t1ve 
religion developed out of all these factors-the Old 

Man tradition, the emotion chat surrounds men for 

women, and women for men, the desire to escape 

infection and uncleanliness, the desire for power and 
·suo;~ss through magic, the sacrificial tradition of seed 
time, and a number of similar beliefs, mental experi

ments and misconceptions. 

Magic and Witch-craft-Amono the souch:.eastern 
l:) 

Australians, in their naked savage dances, the spoken 

part of the rite consists in solely shouting the name of 
God "Dara Mulun", so chat one cannot be sure 

whether the dancers are indulging in a prayer or incan

tation. Some say these low class dealings with the 

unseen power arc magic, not r.eligion. The rude people 

are not dealing properly with the u11see11, they cry to 

put pressure on the unseen and to control it, instead 

of conciliating it. 

"Magic and religion belong to the same depart
ment of human experience, together they belong to 

the super-normal world, the x-region of mental 

twilight". • Magic may be taken co include all bad 

ways, and religion all good . ways of dealing with the 

super-normal. But every primitive society thinks 

witch-craJt bad, for it con_sists in leaguing oneself with 

super-normal powers of evil in order to effect selfish 

• Marect-p. 2,09. 
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apd anti-social purposes ~nd then it is ge1;1uine .magic
black magic, of the devil' s colour. " Magic and witch
craft had great vogue in the life of medieval Kerala, 

the Yakshis and Chathans, hoodoos and taboos, ~ppari

cions of beasts that gore and kill, and of 'beauties' 

that entice man to destruction, received his greatest 

veneration and absolute obeisance. The idea of 
distance pollution was in origin due to the fear of th~ 

evil eye and witch-craft. A King of Travancore (1696-

97) had to publish an edict against the practice of 
_pulapedi and mannanpedi in South Travancore. A 

recent case in the Madras High Court was concerned 

with the practice of human beings assuming the shape 
of b~asts to attack and destroy their enemies. The 
spiritual dominion which all religions that could 

satisfy the Malayali in this · regard gradually acquired 

in this country, from time to time, left deep-rooted 

superstitions which even today form the bed-rock of 

Kerala culture. *· If chose who are employed in these 

low practices are usually to be found among the so

called pre-Dravidian peoples, it can be concluded. that 

these kinds of witch-craft originally started among 

chem, and gradually advanced, and that the later Dra

vidians also learned some of these practices and the 

fear of the people probably made chem recognise the 

supreIT,acy of the Aryan immigrants who showed to 

rhern that by their superior religious power they could 

destory the power of the terrible enchanters. 

* Oopala Menon, Kerala Art and Culture. 
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Even · in Greece, in . the third century B. C., 
beneath the fine and restrained Nordic religion there 

were religious cults of a darker and more ancient kind, 

aboriginal cults with secret initiations, orgiastic cele
brations, and often with cruel and obscene rites. 

These religions of the shadows, these practices of the 

women and peas1nts and slaves, oave Greece her 
•• I:;) 

Orphic, Dionysiac, and Demeter cults; they have lurked 
in the tradition of Europe down al most to our own 

tunes. The witch-craft of the Middle Ages, with its 

resort to blood of babes, scraps of executed criminals, 

incantations and- magic circles, seems to have been 

little else cha~ the lingering vestiges of these solemni

ties of the dark whites." 

Law-Custom is king, nay tyrant, m pnmmve 

society ; and in theory the social rules of primmve 

society are unalterable. Among the little Negriws of 

the Andaman Islands, justice is administered by the 

simple method of allowing the aggrieved party to 
take the law into his own hands. All others · retreat 

and remain hid in the jungle till che quarrel is seen 

to have blown over. 

In the case of a more advanced totemic society 

with its clan system, the situation will be different. 

Blood-revenge ranks among~t the foremost of the clan's 

social obligations and thete is the collective me_thod 

of seding one's grievances. There is direct evidence 

to s~ow that, amongst Australians, whole gro~ps at 

' one time met in battle, out later on were represented 
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by chosen individuals, as _in a duel. Here may be an 

instance of kudipaka or family feuds. · 

· Among certain customs of prehistoric o 1gm, 

we may mention the 'a venger of blood', ' Law of retali

ation' and Levirate. The first two rest on the same 

fundamental principle, almost world-wide in its appli
cation "an eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth. " 
By trihal custom, the next of • kin was bound to avenge 

man-slaughter not only on the criminal, but o~ his 

family as well. This law of retaliation is a practice 

common in all imperfectly organized communities, and 

it is the survive! of an age ~hen i:here was no l,aw and 

order, nor any guardian of peace and justice. With the 
advance of civilization and the gradual evolution . of the 

State, the primitive law of personal vengeance slowly 

passes away, and the duty of safe-guarding the indi

vidual's right passes to the state. 

The Lev irate* ( Levir =brother-in-law, husband's 

brother) or law of marriage by which a man was · bound 

to marry his brother's widow, if he died childless, is 

·of great antiquity. It has even been plausibly traced 

to the ancient custom of polyandry, one wife to many 

husbands. This custom ma)' have been based on the 

belief, that it was a calamity . tantamount to annihila

tion, that a man's life should ~ecome extinct, and a 

* Cohw-J. R. The Old Testament in , the Light of Modern 
Research. Ch . XI. p. 178. . . 

Ha1tings' Dictionary of the Bible. P. 2.69. 
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man who did not live on iq _his childi:en was looked 

upon as clean blotted out of life. 

Among ·the hill tribes of Tra vancore, chis custom 

Qlay be observed even today. Among che Kanikkar, 

a man can m ~1rry the wife of his deceased elder brother, 

in some places, an elder brother may marry the wife 

of his deceased younger brother.§ Among che Malan

Km:avan a man cat) marry the widow of his deceased 

elder brother, whether he is married or not. An elder 

brother, does not generally marry the widow of his 

deceased younger brother (p : 86.) Among the Mala

pantaram, a man marries the widow of his deceased 

elder brother. A man is sometimes obliged to marry 

two sis ters, one following the ocher for want of suit

~ble men to marry th e yo unger. {P· tor). But rt mong 

the Cheru-Vetans, a man cannot marry th e wife of 

his dece,ised brother, or the sister of his decease<l wife. 

Among Elichathi V etans, a man marries th e sister of 

his deceased wife, but he does not marry the wife of 

his elder brother, as she is reckoned to · e eqtiivalent 

to his mother. An elder brother does not marry the 

wife of his deceased younger brother . (p. 144). 

Treatment of the Dead by the Hill-Tribes of Travan

core. All the seven hill-tribes, except a section of the 

Kanikkar, living to the .south of the Kothayar, bury 

their dead. Burial is resorted to with a view to 

avoiding the terror felt by the living for the sp irit of 

§ Hill·Tribes of Travancore p. 2 1, 
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the dead and i:he fear that it may return. to alarm tht! 

surviving fellow tri.besme·n ! Betel. ri.ce e.cc . . are puc. 

into che mouth of the corpse co app~a:,e . the · soul of 

the departed. A thorn is pinned to the grave-at reach 

end and the middle to cow down the spirit of the 

deceased. In some cases the thorns are . pLrn.tcd in 

line co prevent orher spirits from going to the grave 

and snatching away the spirit of the dead. They pra) 

to Pulichav, Mc1.dan, Sasta etc. to see that the spirit 

of the dead remains where it is until the sixteenth 

day, when pattinibnji is given by the son and nephew. 

The medicine-man then sinos chattu sonos as a result o b 

of which the spirit passes to heaven and JOtns che 

ancestor sp1nts. Wh en a man does a wrongful act, 

he is said co be reborn as a pig, cat or monkey. 

If a man does a good act, he is reborn as a ni.an '" 

'The origin of the doctrine' of transmigration may 

have been helped by the widely prevalent , 1ew 

among tribes of animists that the souls on death or 

even in life can pass mto other forms animal or 

vegetable. Pollution lases from seven to sixteen days 

among different tribes. Am.ong Mala-Arayms, un

natural deaths caused by tigers and other wild arn

mals are considered abnormal. and the spirits of chose 

• C. F. Doctrine of Re~birth and transmigration influence on Aryans 

sec Cam, Hist, Vol . I. p. 144. 

The Egyptians and the Minovans never burned their dead as the 

Greeks (Aryans did) but enclosed the bodies in small chamber of stone or 
enth accompanied by vessels and implements chat might be of use to chem 

in another world. Edmonds-History of Greece. Ch. I. Minoan Civili

zation. 
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so killed are called Arukola and are believed to cause 
disease to infants, lead men into the jungle unwarily 

and are therefore propitiated. 

The sudden substitution of cremat10n for the 

Neolithic pr~ctice of burial may indicate a move
ment of peoples from outside, where the burning of 
the dead was · a very ancien~ custom. " A transition 
from' inhumation to incineration, or vice versa, is often 

due to nothing more than a change of population. 

But where the change is abrupt, the cause will probably 

lie in the arrival of a new folk." t 

t Cary. M. History of Ro.me. 193 5. p. 16. 



CHAPTER IV. 

KERALA AND THE SO CALLED .. 
HELIOLITHIC CULTURE." 

The heliolithic or 'suns tone' cultur~ 

many or all of the following practices:-

11 

included 

1. The use of the symbol known as Swastika for 
good luck. 

2. Religious association of the sun and the serpent. 

3. The making of mummies. 

4. Circum.cision . 

.5. The q~eer custom of sending the father to bed 
when a child is born. 

6. Tattooing. 

7. Artificial deformation of the head of che young 
by bandages. 

8. The practice of massage. 

9. Megalithic m.onuments. 

In Elliot Smith's ' Migrations of Early Culture,' 

ic is suggested chat ac some period in human history 

chere seems co have · been a special type of Neolithic 

culture widely spread in the world, w.hich had a group 

of features so curious and so unlikely co have been 

independently developed in different regions of che 
earth as co compel 4s to believe that it was in effect 

one culture. le existed through all the regions i_nhaluiced 
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by the Mediterranean race, and beyond,-through 
India, Further India, along the Pacific Coas t of China, 
then it spread across the Pacific to Mexico and Peru. 

Elliot Smith is of opinion chat these practices 

ex isted all • over the M editerranean-Indian ocean

Pacific area. But these practices do not occur in the 
early hom1:~ ··of the Nordic or Mongolian peoples, nor 

do, they extend southward beyond Equatorial Africa. 

When and how this culture spread throughout 

such an extensive area may be interesting questions. 

For many years, from 15,000 to 1, 00 0 B. C. this cul

ture and its possessors may have been slowly spreading 

round the globe, drifting by canoes acr~ss wide seas . 
The home of this culture according to Elliot Smith 

was th'e Mediterranea n and North African region. 

It was then the highest culture in the world, it 

sustained the most highly d·eveloped communities, and 

it spread slowly age by age. The first civiliza tion in 

Egypt and the Euphratis-Tigris va lley proba~ly deve
loped out of this widespread culture. The Semitic 
nomads of the Arabian desert seem to have been at 
this stage of culture. 

We may consider how far Kera la culture was 

influenced by any of these practices:-.. 
1 The use of S.was tika for good luck:- From 

the point of view of religious symbolism, nine types 

of crosses are mentioned *· Among non-Christian 

* Encyclopaedia of Ethics and Religion-Article on Cross. 
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crosses there is the gammate cross, because it can be 

resolved · into four gammas joined at right angles. Next 

to the equilateral cross it is the most widely diffused 

form throughout Antiquity. n 

In India, it bea~·s the name Swastika (Sw = well, 

and Asti = it is) when the limbs are bent towards _the 

right, and Sauvastika when they are turned to the left . ... 

The Buddhists employed it largely, and it formed a 

_symbol on the Buddha pada, and along with Buddhism 

it spread co China and Japan. lo China it was used 

as a sign for the sun. 

The Hindus make frequent use of chis figure, 

and they distinguish between the Swastika representing 
the male principle, and the God G ane_sa, and the 

Sauvascika the female principl e, and the goddess Kali. 

Thf' templ es dedicated to K_ali 'are much more numer

ous and more widely scattered than those of any ocher 

God or Goddess in chis land"-KcraL.1. " This deity 

assumed like Arhem, many forms and· became invested 

with diverse functions. Above al[ she presided· over 

the Ka!aris or the Gymnesia which were char;icceriscic 

of the soci.11 organization of Kera!a till the eighteenth 

century."f It became a symbol of prosperity, fertility 

and bless ing. In rhe Bronze Age, it may have ex isted 

in the valley of the Danube, and then gr.1dually spread 

co· west and east, to India, China, and Japan. There 

is scarcely another symbol which has given rise to such 

diverse interpretations. Men have seen in tt "running 

§ Gopala Menon, A. Kerala Arc and Culture. p. 2 
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water, the air or the 
and drill apparatus, the 
union of the two sexes, 

be traced to the mystic 

then it can be regarded 

a0d of the air, fire or the bow 
e, 

lightning, the female sex, the 
&c ...... ". Its origin may also 
or sacred number seven, and 

as four sevens put together* . . 

2. Religious Association of th.e Sun and · the 
Ser:pent:-In Egypt, the loftiest object of worship was 
light, represented by the sun. The ancien,t Egyptians 

probably realised chat "from the sun we receive warmth 

chat keeps us alive, and the radiation. chat makes our 

vegetation and the crops chat feed us, grow. Indirectly 

it sen~ us the rain chat quenches our thirst." It is 

usually believed chat the sun and the serpent-worship was 
borrowed by the Egyptians from their ancient neigh

bours in Africa. Bue Paul Brunton § shows chat it was 

brought from the continent of Atlantis. Atlantis is 

no longer a fiction of Greek philosophers, Egyptian 

priests and American Indian tribes; individual scientists . . 
had collected a hundred proofs of. its existence and 

more. The m.en who had inhabited pre-historic Egypt, 

who had carved the sphinx, and founded the world's 

oldest civilization were men who had made . their 

exodus from Atlantis. They cook with chem their 

religion represented by the . sun. They built . pyramidal 

temples of the sun throughout Ancient America. 

* H. Spencer Lewes-Rosicrucian order. Self Mastery and Fate, 

Ch. V. 
~ Paul Brunton-A search in Se~ret Egypt, 
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The Serpent-cult- Underneath the doctrines and 
practices of the snake charmers· of Egypt, there lay a 

remnant of some ancient serpent worshipping culc, 

that went back, perhaps, co immeasurable antiquity J' It 

. was but a relic of one of the dark continents of the 

earliest religions. It is a striking contrast chat in all 

Christian countries the serpent is taken as a symbol of 
evil alone, whereas in almost :ill ancient civiliza tions'" 

and among most of the few remaining primitive ones 

today, it was and is recognized as being divided into 

two species -the divine and the evil. All over Africa, 

all over India and in most parts of Central America 

serpent-worship has existed as a reality. • 

. Among worshipful animals the serpent predomi
nates in Egypt, either because of its supposed good 

qualities or through man's fear; and the cult of the 

cobra and asp occurs in the earliest times. The sun 

god is also figured as a serpent. The cult of the 

serpent in India is of special importance. 

Origin. Serious loss of Iife caused by it suffi

ciently explains the respect and worship paid to it. 
Attempts have be n made to prove chat chis worship 

was introduced into India by Scychian invaders from 

Central Asia, but there was no general serpent-cult 

amono chem. The wide destruction and loss of life 
b 

caused by the snake in India warrants the conclusion 

chat the cult was probably local t 
• Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ed:ics-Article on Serpent, 
t Arti·cle. Encyclopaedia of E~hics and Religion. 
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In no part of India. is the cult more general than 
in South India, specially in Kerala. H ere we fi nd the 
kavu, usually in the south-wes t corner, in the gardens 

of all respectable Malaya li Hindus, with a snake 

shrine, and a granite scone-chitrakutcu kallu. Serpent 

worship in South India is of early date. An inscription 

at Banavasi in Kanara records the erection of a cobra 
stone in die middle of the first century A. D. Serpent 
~~rship is comm~:m among the forest tribes also. In 

India all the features-descent from the snake, the use 
of its name, as a sept-title, the cabu which prevents 

its slaughter, and the respect paid co it when dead, 

show chat che people venerated the serpent. 

The origin of the cult is co be sought in the 
effect · which all animals had upon che mind of man, 

a feeling chat they were wiser and subtler than man. 

This was specia lly true of ch~ serpent, because of its 

swift, graceful, and mys teriou_s motion. Just as a snake 

assumes a hundred different p.1tterns in its movements, 

and yet remains one, so che universe ass unied many 
patterns- shapes or forms of things and crea tures

a?d yet in its essential nature reni.1ins th e one spir it. 

Just as the snake periodically throws off its old skin, 

and assumes a new one, so che form.s which compose 

the universe die, and are then quickly or slowly thrown 

back into the primal state of matter. The new skin 

of the serpent stands for the new form into which 

that matter can be shaped. J use as the serpent con

t inues to live in spice of the death of its outer skin, 
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so matter is undying · and remains immortal despite 

che death of its outer forms. 

The serpent offers a perfect symbol of the ener

gizing creative force of the supreme Spirit. The serpe t 

is self-moving, unassiste~ by hands or feet, so also 

is che creative force entirely self-moving as it passes 

from form to form in the building up of a world. 
"So the serpent sy mbol rears its head over the ancient 

world, with two distinct heads-a devil to be fought 

and dreaded and a divinity co be revered and worship

ped, as the crea tor of all things, and as the source of 

all evil." The Pharaohs wore the figure of a hooded 

serpent in the front of their head dress , · as a symbol 
of their claimed divine descent. "In Egyp t and India, 
the serpent was the symbol of royal wisdom."i· 

In Kerala the serpent might have been the totem 

of some of the pre-Dravidian aborigines ; for the Naga

cult probably arose a1nong th e cave dw ellers of the 

hill country. Accorcling to one writer * "in South 
India, the N aga land was what we now call M'alabar 
(Kerala), where N aga-worship still pre,,ai ls on a large 

scale. 'The word Nayar' the name of the principal 

tribe of Malabar has perhaps to be derived from 

N agar." According to Mr. N. Subramani Aiyar @ 

" Some believe chat Nayar is derived from Naga 

(serpent), as the Aryans so termed the earlier settlers of 

"t Science History of the universe. Vol. X. P. 268. 
* Srinivas Iyengar. History of the Tamils-Vide p, 91.. 

@ Thurston Castes and Tribes Vol. V. p, 293 . 
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M alabar on account ·of the special adoration which they 
paid to snakes." But ~his deriva tion seems to be 
improbable, for the word N aga is applied, to several 

tribes-the Aruvalar, Eyinar, M aravar, Oliyar, and 

Paradavar (a fisher tribe). t Mills, in his history of the 
Lhota Nagas, $ expresses the view that Naga is a 

corruption of the Assamese Naga (pronounced Noga) 
a 'mountain' or inaccessible place. Serpent-lore has a 

la~ge place in certain forms of Buddhism.. The 

Upanishads refer t·o the " Science of Serpents," by 

which is· meant the wisdom of the Na gas, who are 

fabulous creatures who occupy a place among che beings 
superior to man. i· In Hindu literature the word 

Naga 'commonly denotes a class of semi-divine beings, 
half men ·and half snakes. " § It is more probable 

that N ayar 1s derived from Sanskrit Nayaka, a 

leader. The term Naik or Naikan, and the 

word Nayar are derived from the same Sanskrit 

original."* If this View is accepted, we have also to 

accept that this word came into use only after the 

contact of Kerala with the Aryans. The s~ggestion 
chat " the Aryans so termed the earlier settlers of 

Malabar " 1s very probable, for there are several 

instances in which the name assigned to a people and 

to their country by outsiders later on became their 

+ Carob . History of India, ~ol Ip 596. 
Mills, J. P. The Lhota Nagas , p. XVI, 

-r Science History of the universe Vol. X. p. 267. 
§ Carob. History of India. Vol. I. p. 595. 
* Thurston-Castes and Tribes Vol, V. p. 291. 

Krishna Menon, T. K., Dravidian Culture. p. 34, 
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recognized names . The origin of the name Greece and 
the Greeks, S Italy and the Icalians; @ Hendu (Hind). 
and the Indoi (India) * may similarly be traced to out

siders who came in contact with these countrie , and 

peoples. 

3. The Making of Mummi_es:-The practice of 
mummy-fication was probably intended for the kinos ~-
of Egypc' s pre-historic golden age and for the advanced 

high priests who were the true channels of god, so 
· chat their natural bodies mig.ht continue to exist and 

serve as a focus radiating their power into the world. 

It was .also associated with ancestor-worship, for 

its aim might have been to show succeeding generations 

what their ancescors looked like. It was also probably 

an imitation practised in earlier Egpyt to preserve holy 

relics of good kings and priests, But 1t was not 

prevalent in Mesopocami~ or in Kerala . 

4. Circumcision . This custom was very com-

mon not only among inany primitive peoples, but also 
among some who have attained a high degree of 

civilization. The operation may be said to be almost 
universal with the exception of Europe and non-Semitic 

Asia. " It can scarcely ha, e been practised in pre

Aryan Ind~a, and ch~re is no allusion to it in Sanskrit 

literature, and no trace of it ·' . .' n modern India even 

among - peoples untouched by Hindu civilization." 
--------------------- -------

$ Bury-History of Greece. p. 95. 
@ Myres-History of Rome p. 14-15. 
• Rangaswami Aiyangar. Pre-Mussalman Period. p. 16. 
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It prevailed among the Semitics, the Hebrews and 
Muhammadans, ancient Egyptians, African and Polyne
sian peoples. 

Certain writers (Wiedemann) denied the import

ance of circumcision for Egypt, while ochers ( Wile ken) 

held that it was pract~sed by the whole people. The 

actual existence of chis custom. in Egypt is proved both 
by che classics and the monuments of the Egyptian

statues and mummies of circumcised people. The 

exa mination of t~e mum;1,y of Karcnnien which is 

definitely recognised by Elliot Smith as circumcised 

tends to prove that at that period circum'cision even fo r 

priests was in universal practice. 

T~~ expla11acion offered for its origin or its practice 

is not wholly satisfactory. A queer development of the; 

Neolithic _Age wes self-mutilati~:m. M en began to cut 

themselves about, to excise noses, ears, fingers, teeth 

and the like, and to attach all sorts of superstitious 

ideas to these acrs. According to H. G. W ells, there 

is a similar phase in the mental development of children . 
and most little girls are not to be left - alone with a 
pair of scissors for fea r chat they will cut off their hair. 

This has left its trace in the rite of circumcision, upon 

the religions of Judaism and Islam." If this view is not 

sufficiently" convincing, it .,is rpo~e reasonable to regar·d 

it as initiatory, as removi11g a sort of pollution, and 

as a purification. ' le was a mark of a boy's reaching 

puberty, also an act of consecra tion to a tribal god."t 

+ Rev, Cohu, J. R. 0. T. Modern Research, p. 158. 
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5. The queer custom of sending the father to 
bed when child is bo~n =---=- The European name of 
this practice is couvade 'hatching' and it existed in 

South Africa, and the West Indies. " When ~ child 

is born, the mother goes presently to her work, but · 

the father takes ·to his hammock, . and undergoes a 

course of dieting. Sometimes he passes the :first five 
days without eating or drinking anything, and for 'the 

space of a whole month he abstains from everything 
but light food. 

An attempt to account for chis practice has been 

made by Bachofen in his treatise on chat early stage of 

society in which the rule of kinship on the mother's side 
prevailed, which in the course of ages has been generally 

superseded by the opposite rule of kinship on the 

father's side. In his view it belonged to the period 

of chis great social change, being a symbolic act per

formed by _the father for the purpose of taking on 

himself the parental relation to the child which had 

been previously held by the mother. But thi-s is not 
th e only explanation, for it can be traced in other 
cases also . 

It Prevailed in Southern India: Mr. F. M. Jennings 

describes it as usual among mtives of the · higher castes 

about Madras, Seringapatam, and on the Malabar 

Coast. It is stated that a man at the birch of his 

first son or daughter by the chitJ wife, or ·for any son 

afterwards will retire to bed for a lunar month living 
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principally on a rice diet, abstaining from exc1tmg 
diet and from smoking ; at the end of the month he 
bathes, puts on a fresh dress and gives his friends a 

feast. The people of this district of India, described 

as mainly of indigenous Oravidiau sr:ock, more or less 
mixed with the Aryan Hindu. They" are Hinduized to a 

great degree in religion and habits but preserve some 
of their earlier customs amona 'which Couvade which 

0 

is not known as an 

bably be counted. 

Aryan Hindu practic~ must pro-

This practice may be traced in Europe from 

ancient into modern times in the neighbourhood of 

the Pyrenees and on the coast of the Bay· of Biscay. 

It cannot be definitely said whether it was borrowed , 
from a· common source, like the geographical distri

bution of plants, from which che botanist argues that 

they have t~avelled from a distant home; or like other 

magical fancies, the Couvade seems to belong rn 

certain low stages of the reasoning process in the 

human mind, and may for all we know have sprung 

up at differen~ times and places. * Among the Mala
pantaram, one of the hill tribes of Travancore, during 

the period of pollution after child birth, the husband 

also cannot do any work. He cannot leave the hut, 

and is erved with food inside by his relations. He 

cannot go out to hunt, to ga ther food, or for any other 

purpose.t 

• E. B. Tylor. Researches into the Early History of Mankind. 

Published 1878, PP. 292-305. 
t Krishna Iyer, Castes anc:l Tribes o(Travancdre, Vol. 1, p, 104 
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6. Tattooing. Early histo ians and writers, 

1 ong before the Christian era show chat in chose days. 
tattooing, circumcision, and skull deformation, were 

probably practised from earliest times. The reasoq, for 

chis on the part of the pre-historic man can only be 

conjectured by analogy with modern primitive peoples. 

The factors behind such practices may be classified as: 
Tribal Convention, Religion, Punishment and H ealth."' 

" Tattooing is of cons-i.derable antiquity, and has 

been found from the aborigines of Australia to the 

refined Japanese." Flinqers Petric ~nd othecs discover
ed some sign of T atoo in the pre-dynastic tombs Qf 
che old Egyptians. Among the ancient natives in the 

W es t Indies, M_exico and Cencr:il America, ics practice 

was general. In the Malay Archipelago, Burma and 

India, its use and significance had a magico-religious, 

as well as a social a~pecc. Many races believe chat its 

efficacy extends beyond the present life co chat of the 
next world, where they · serve as marks of identincacion, 

e. g., Nagas of Manipur, Kayans of Borneo &c." · 

M any theories have been put forward as to 1ts 

origin and development. According to H erbert 

Spencer " it arose from the practice of making blood 

offerings to departed spirits" ; others regard it as one 

of the popular custonis that have sprung from primitive 

therapeutics. G. Elliot Smith finds it along the coast-

* Encyclopaed ia Britta!')ica : Article on mutilation. 
Encyclopaedia of Ethics and Religion, Vol. 12., 
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lines of a great part of the . world, and includes it in the 

culture-complex of the Heliolithic track (The Migara

ri_ons of Early tulcure, p. 7)• 

Among the Kanikkar, one of the hill tribes of 

Travancore, tattooing is still common. * "The opera

tion is the woman'~ job, and she does it single-handed. 

The man lies down on his back, a1~d the woman pricks 

th~ ·skin on the fore-head with needles, and lampblack 

or charcoal powder and manimachi are mixed with the 

breast niilk of a woman. Any woman · versed in the 

art may tattoo another woman. In some places one 

male may tattoo another. At one time tattooing may 

have been common in the plains of Travancore also, 

but like some other customs, for example the we;ring 

of the hair in a knot which had disappeared, this 

practice also may have disappeared as it was inconveni

ent and painful. Once even " Syrian Christian men 

tattooed with a cross on the upper arm, and a 

cross and their initials in the lower arm " § as they 

once used to wear their hair in a knot, and ear-rings. 

7. Skull deformation may be the result of 

deliberate intention or of chance. It occurs in nearly 

every part of the world, though commonest in the 

Americas, and least common, if at all existent, in 

Australia. Intentional deformation is carried out from 

* Krishna Iyer, L . K. Castes and Tribes of Travancore, Vol I, p. 65, 

§ Thurston Castes and Tribes of Malabar, Article, Syrian Christian, 

p. 456, 
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various motives, to ha, e a long pointed, or a flat 
depressed shape for the head. Various methops are 

employed, che commonest of which are bandaging, and 

by eying che child's head to a aac board fixed to 
II 

the 

occipital region. In Malabar the usual method adopted 

.is careful massaging of the head of the child. 

Another common practice in Africa, found also 

in South India, is the filing or chipping of t eeth co 
serve either as a tribal mark, or as an initiation step , or 
for both ·, purposes . Among che Mala, etans, one of 

che hill tribes of Travancore, the m.osc interes ting 

custom is chat of chipping the upper incisor teeth in 

the form of short serrated cones to distinguish their 
cas;:e. This custom is found amono the Kaders of ::, . 
Cochin Scace. le is gradually dying out, as the opera-

tion causes great pain. t 

8. Megalethic Monuments. In Egypt, the 

Pyramids and Mascabas can be included under this 

group. The early kings erected them to enclose r.heir 

torn.bs . Ac Sa½kars near Cairo the stepped _Pyramid 

has a resemblance to the Zioourac form of M eso-
• bb 

pocamia. The Pyramids for che most pare were chc 

to'mbs of the kings . There is no parallel elsewhere 

to a work of chis magnitude and finish at such an 

early age'. The Mastabas were built structures of 

rectangular form with sloping walls containing tomb

chambers. 

<t Encyclopaedia Brittnnica, Article on Mutilation. 

t Krishna Iyer, L. K, Castes and Tribes of Travancorc , Vol. I, 

pp. 159-160. 
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The ancien!: Egyptia~1s, and the Sumerians (who 
inbabi11ed the area between the rivers Tigris and 
Euphrates, share the distinction of having been th~ 

first architects. The oldest known brick work, dating 

from about 3500 B. C. was constructed by the 

Sumerians, while the oldest surviving building of stone 

masonry dating from about 2940 B. C. was erected by 
the., Egyptai~ architect, Imhota p. The great Pyramid 

covers an area of thirteen acres and contains 2.,300,000 

stone blocks, each of which weighs 2½ tons. The base 

of the Pyramid has sides 756 ft. long, and the top is 

450 ft. above the ground. According to a Greek 

historian, the building of chis Pyrani.id occupied 

100,000 men for twenty years. * 

Kerala Megaliths:- As in many parts of the world, . 

Megaliths, rude stone structures are found in Kerala. 

The Megaliths are considered as pre-historic monumems 

and are usually associated with the cult of the dead, 

and they consist of Menhirs, t Cromlechs, § Dolmens, , 
' Cistvans ~ or Cairns, a stone evides and barrows. 

* Dunhar and wheeler-Book of Facts, Homes and Temples, p, 363 
and 371, • 

; Single Stone, or t;i,ll crude obelisks, erected in commemmoration 
of the dead, 

§ A number ·of menhirs, or standing stones arranged more 
1
or less 

in ;i, circle, 

, Consist of 3 or 4 standing stones covered with a cap stone to form 
a chamber. 

~ Resembled a stone coffin, consisting of a stone-chamber underneath 
the ground covered over with a top slab, and ,indk:ited on the 
surface either by menhirs or small stone circles, 
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":f.l,e Mala-Ara.yans of Travancore and Cochin hills even 
now make a small Kista ~en of small slabs of stone, or. 

small slabs of stone, lay in them a long pebble to 

represent the body, and place a flat scon·e over it with 

ceremonies and offoririgs co the spirit of the deceased 

who is supposed co dwell in the pebble. These stone

monuments were constructed on account of the 
primitive belief that unless the depaned spirit had 'a 
home, a11d other things as in life, it would hover 

restless around its old abode, and prove troublesome 

doing harm co the living. * 

There are many cumuli of the Malayarayans on 
the hills of Travancore, some times surrounded with 
long splintered pieces of granite fro,; eight to twelve 

or fifcee? feet in length with sacrifical altars and other 

remains, evidently centuries old. 

The Dolmens are Megalithic monuments belong

~ng co the Neolithic eeriod. fn the habitat of the 

Malayarayans are found Dolmens in the uplands, once 

thought to have been the burial places of mighty chiefs, 
or temples used by the priests. They are called 
Pandukulies, i. e., pits made by Pandus or Pandavas. 

The scones used for the erection of these monuments 

are of many sizes and shapes, most of chem weighing 

several cons. The greatest length of one of the 

Cromlechs is 157 feet and its width 65 feet. § 

·• R. D. Poduval, Megaliths in Travancore. 
§ Archaeological Dept, Administration Report 1114 M, E. pp. 8-11 , 

Rec;ently discovered Megalithic monuments. 
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There are various theories concerning the spread 

of the Megalithic idea :-

t. That these combs are che work of a 

era velling people. 

2. The diffusion of Megalithic monu

ments was the result of che journeys of 

merchant adventurers. 

3. Mr. W. J. Perry claims chat these 

monuments were "the combs and temples 

of the children of che sun ; the Egyptians 
of che sixth and later dynasties, 

whose lust for pearls, gold, copper &c. 
led them hither and thither until they 

ha_d found settlements in che regions of 

their supply." Elliot Smith supports 

this view, and even ventures to refer to 

the separate groups of Megaliths as 

mining camps. . According to Smith, 
the varieties of form represent _different 

stages in the degradation of the early 
graves, while the single Dolmen is noth

ing more than the " Sardab " a chamber 

inside the Egyptian ' Mascaba.' But 

Professor Karge is of opinion chat Egypt 

was not_ · the home of the Dolmen. * 

Mr. T. D. Kendrick is of opinion chat 
the simple Dolmen is exactly the type of 

* Cr. Panchananan Mirta Pre-historic India, p. 3 37. 
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structure! likely to be the result of 
primitive 'men's first building experiment. 

in a rocky district. Although many of 

the western scholars like Perry, Elliot 

Smith and others ar.e inclined to attri

bute the origin of the Malabar Mega

liths to the contact with the early 
civilization of Egypt, it is difficult t'o 

ascertain how far South India was inde

bred to Egyp t for this. That these 

Dolmens and Menhirs are co be associ

ated with the ancestors of the Dravidi

ans is clear from their scarcity in the 
region north of the Vindhyas, which 

may partly be explained by the absenc~ 

of material for such construction. The 

Kistavens from the hill regions of Mala-• 

bar are slightly different from chose 
found elsewhere. It is possible chat 

they were made under the influence of 
the religious belief in che cransm1gration 
of the soul. 

Probable date.- The Dolmens found in the High 

Ranges may be taken to represent the cumuli of the 

iron age, and present a great similarity in structure to 

chose existing in other parts of South India, showing a 

uniformity of cult~1re, which is pre-Dravidian in chara

cter, and "associated with races decidedly tiot Aryan" 

(Peet)• "The beginnings of M galith i. ult in Indtl 
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may be taken as roughly 25_00 B. C. , and allowing some 
tim.e, (say 300 to 500 years) for the Dravidian domina

tion considering the extent of the languages there, we 

might roughly arrive at 1000 or 800 B. C. as the 
approximate limit of che pre-Dr1vidian domination iri 

t:he south, when ½:'e might nacurally expect their 

Megalithic ~:ilts to have dominated." 

This date obtained from archat;ological evidence 

may be verified by ethnological and traditional sources. 

The Mala-Arayans though they claim to be auto
chthonous in their origin::il home in the Rani reserve 

forest, and migrated i~ all directions owing to stress of 

over-\lo?uhci rn . the weight of tradition points to 
migration from north to south. It is said that • Agastya 

repaired to Dwarka (Tamil Tivarupati), and taking with 

him eighteen families of Vels or Velirs and others, 

moved on to the south with the· Aruvalar tribes, who 

appear to have been the ancestors of the Kurumbas. § 
According to Dr. A. H. Keane, the Kurumbas are the 

remnants of a great widespread people, who- erected 

dolmens and form one of the pre-Dravidian tribes of 
south India. $ In th e south, Agastya cleared the forests 

and .built up kingdoms, setcling all the people that he 

had brought with him. This migration may have been 

about 1075 B. C. This_ conquest of the south . by 

* The Agascya tredition emphaticaly denied by some writers. sec 
Sivara ja Pillai. 

§ M Srinivasa Iyengar, Tamil Studies, pp. 45-46. 
S A, H, Keane-Man Past and Present, p. 424. 
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Agastya has been accept~d as a face or tradition in 

history, for Rama, the hero of the _Ramayana, compared • 
his recovery of Sita to that of Agastya conquering the 

impracticable ahd inaccessible southern regions,* 'ifhe 

Dolmen builders are said to be pre-Dravidian in origin. 

Agastya is said to have played a conspicuous part 
in reclaiming primeval forests in southern India and 
making chem fie for human habitation.§ "Agasty~·· 
is a grandson of Brahma, a son of Pulastya, a brother 
of Visravas, and an uncle of Ravana and Kubera. He 

is · said to have settled on the Malaya Hill, near 

Cape Comorin. It is said that it was because of 

his seafaring habits and because of his Naga connec
tion that he took his habitation in the south. 

The tradition is that he could not go to the north 

lest Vindhya will raise his height and grow- as of 

old, thus giving a decent explanation for his excom

munication from among his Aryan brothers. t. From 

the _traditional account of his relationship mentioned 
above, it is difficult to ascertain whether Agastya was 
Dravidian or Aryan. As Sri Rama defeated Ravana 

wn:h the help of the Dravidi:111 tribes: Agastya may be 

regarded as the first Dravidian pioneer who entered the 

southern reg,ions of Kerala with the help of the pre

Dravidian tribes. The beginnings of the Megalithic 

* 0. C. Gangoly. 
§ Krishna Iyer, Castes and Tribes of Travancore, p, 163. 

+ T. K. Krishna Menon, Dr11:vidian culture and its Diffusion, pp. 3 5 
and 36. 
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cult in India may be taken as roughly 2500 B. C. The 

approxim.ate limit of the pre-Dravidian domination in 

the south, we may roughly arrive at, is 1000 or 800 

B. C. from the evidence of Megalithic monuments, ·and 

1079 B. C. from the tradition of Agastya. This date 

may be verified with the help of certain events which 

took place_ outside Kerala. The beginning of Aryan 

migration from their original home can be explained 

without postulating an earlier beginning for such a 

migration than 2500 B. C. Recent discoveries in 

Cappadocia at Boghazkoi revealed inscriptions contain

ing the names of deities known in the earliest Indian 
records-Indra and Varuna. The inscriptions date 

from 1400 B. C. and here we stumble upon the Aryans 

on their move towards the ease. To the same period 

behng the famous letters from Tel-el-Amara with 

ref\
1
ence to the people of Mitani in North-western 

Mesopotamia whose princes bear names similar to Aryan 

narnes in form. The Aryans may have reached the 

Indian border about 1200 B. C. Max Muller t on 
the basis of religious and literary evidence divided the 

Vedic period into four namely, (1) the Chandas .to 

the older and more primitive hymns, the date assigned 

being 1200-1000 B. C.; (2) ·the Mantra, including 

later pol.'tions of the ~ig Veda 1000-800 B. C.; 

+ Jacobi is in favour of 4000 B. C. from internal evidence. "The year 
began in the summer Solstice, and the sun was io conjunction with 
the lunar mansion Phalguni. No help can be obtained from this 
argument, 
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(3) the Brahn1anas 800-600 B. C.; and (4) the Sutra 
literature 600-200 B. C. 

Long before the Aryans entered India, when Chla-,,, 
colethic culture flourished at Mohenjo Daro and 
Harappa, there seems ro have been in the pre-historic 

period a long belt of pre-historic civilization and 
culture from Baluchistan through the Deccan to South .. · 

India. * The language problem, which is so baffling 
because of the affinities between the Brahui lanouaoe 

/::) /::) 

spoken in Baluchistan and· the so-called Dravidian 
lanouaoes, can only be solved with the help of a oenera1 

C, C, /::) 

study of the antiquities of the period. 

With the adv:ince of the Aryans into India (l2oo-

1ooo B. C.) their contest with the aborigines-the 

Dasas-was important; and in the Rig Veda the word 

. Dasa h~s been specialised to refer as a rnle to human 

foes of the aboriginal race, and there is a clear indica

tion of the Dravidian type, and many took refuge in 
the mountains and so the Brahui-speec hin Baluc_histan, 
belonging to the Dravidian family, still survives. M any 
of the Aryan tribes in the period of the Rig Y eda lived 

in the Put~jab. Later~ between 1000-800 B. C. and 

in the Brahmana period, the localisation of civilization 

in the more -eastern country was definitely achieved, and 

th~ Aryans settled down in the Middle country al1Jl 

establis&ed powerful and extensive kingdoms; It is not 

likely that the Aryan civilization had yet over-stepped 

• Or. P, Sdnivasachari, L~ccuee, Clue to Pre-Vedic History. 
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the Yindhya, which is not mentioned by name m the 
Vedic texts. (Camb~idg~ History of India, Vol. I. 
p. 117), 

During chis period of Aryan. expansion, some of 
the Dravidians of the Madhyadesa m.ay have been 

pressed back beyond the Vindhyas, whic_h may have 

led to dislocation, and the increasina settlements of 0 . 

Dravidians in Kerala, and the decline of the power of 
the pre-Dravidian people and culture, and the growth 

of Dravidian culture and power in Kerala . 

The close of the Neolithic period was marked 
by the introduction of the custom of cremation in 

place of burial. Ashes of the dead were then preserved 
in a 'stone cist' or urn and buried with food and 

drink, celts, flakes, pottery and other useful ,articles 

so that the departed spirit might make use of chem in 

the next world. Such funerary urns are found in large· 

abundance underneath Menhirs, and on the sites of 

cromlechs and cista vens in Travancore. In the case of 

a few sepulchral urns exhumed in the course of exca va~ 

tion, by the Archaeological Department of Travancore, 

iron implements such as daggers and swords have been 

found. "It has been suggested that the knowledge of 
iron was derived form 1?abylon; but chis is merely 

a• conjectur_e which has · at present: no support in 
evidence. " § 

§ Cambridge History. Vol I. p. 14d 
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In this connection, it may be observed that all the 

seven hill tribes of Travancore, except a section 0£ 
the Kanikkar, bury their dead. This suggests that 

burial was the older method, · which was altered r•as a 

result of contact with people who cremated the 

dead. 



CHAPTER V, 

A STUDY OF IMPORT ANT ANCIENT CIVILIZATIONS 

THEIR PROBABLE COMMERCIAL CONTACT 
WITH KERALA UP TO 1000 B. C. 

The two essential features of civilization are 

" p'ermanent occupation of a definite territory " and 

"active exploitation of resources by a highly organized 
industry." There could b'e no civiliza tion in any real 

sense until the aoricultural staoe in social evolution had 
C, C, 

been reached. The savages of the primeval forest lived 

a life of torpor, enlivened by spasms of activity : The 
shepherd tribe roamed with their flocks from pasture 
to pasc·ure without any definite purpose. It was only 

where men began to settle down in one place and to 

develop their resources systematically chat any high 

degree of progress became possible. 

The homes of most of the earlier civilizations were 
111 great river basins, whose well-watered plains were 
ever bountiful, for in climate in which heat is never 

lacking, the fertility of the soil varies almost directly 

with its moisture. The rivers also offered means of 

easy communication chat were favourable to s-imple 

forms of trade and division of labour. 

The earliest civilizations were established in Baby
lonia (the Tigro-Euphrates Valley), Egypt (the Nile 

Valley), I1t'dia (the Irtdo-Gangetic ·Valley) a11d China 
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(the Valley of the Hwangho-Yangtse-Kiang). These 
countries seemed marked by nature as suitable abodes 

for community life and in each there grew up a people 

skilled in the management of land, acquainted •with 

manufacture and possessing some knowledge of 

practical science and art. 

The Chief Powers in 1000 B. C. - There is litt;i.e 
direct evidence of the cultural or commercial contact of 
Kerala with other countries during this period. About 

che year 1000 B. C., Knossos in Crete had already been 

destroyed. The greatness of Egypt under the magnificent 

rule of Thothmes III, Amenophis III and Ramses II 

(1300-1234 B. C.) had passed the meridian three or 
four centuries earlier, it was now under weak 'monarchs 

of the XXIst dynasty. Israel a~ready united under her 

early kings may have been under the rule of David or 

Solomon. In Babylonia the name of Sargon I (2750 

B. C. ) of the Akkadian-Sumerian. Empire was already 

of remote memory, and Hammurabi had. been dead a 

thousand years. The Assyrians were already dominat
ing its less m.ilitary population, and in 1100 B. C. their 
King T iglath Pilser I had captured it, tho'ugh there 

was no permanent conquest, and Assyria and Babylonia 

still continued to be separate empires. The Aryan 

people were establishing themselves in the Peninsulas of 

Spain, Italy, the Balkans and in Northern India. In 
China a new dynasty, the Chow dynasty, was aourishing. 

It is very difficult to have any direct eYidence for · 

th~ <;:ontact of Kerala .with these countries, viz., Babylon, 
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Egypt, Assyria, Palestine, and China before 1000 ·B. C. 
for the period with which we are now dealing is very 
ancient. Even the traditional date of the battle of Troy 

is only u84 B. C., of the building of Carthage · about 

800 B. C. and the foundino of Rome 753 B. C. So 
0 . 

we can only rely on indirect evidence, and · have to be 

content with surmises only in regard to the probable 
result of the contact of Kerala with the foreign 

countries in such an early period. 

China-The Chinese were the navigators of ancient 
times. Their junks, it is claimed, explored the Asiatic 

seas and penetrated even to America. India was from 
the first a " Land of Desire" attractive because of its 

preciou~ jewels, spices and veg~tabl.e products. Yet both 

China and India exerted but little influence, relatively 

speaking, on posterity as _compared with Egypt and 
Babylonia. The Chinese civilization has evidently 

been throughout Mongolian, and the Chinese seem to 

have made their civilization spontaneously and_ unassi

isted. Until after the time of Alexander ~he Great, 
there are few traces of any Aryan or Semitic, much 

less, of Hamitic influences. Some recent writers 

suppose that there was connection between China an_d 

Sumer. The occurrence of a peculiar type of painted 

pottery in the excavations -in Honan, similar to pottery 

found on a few early sites · in Central and Vv estern Asia 

and in Eastern Europe, suggests the possibility of a 
, remote cultural contact. Both China and S~mer arose 

on the basis of the almost world-wide early Neolithic 
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culture, but the Tasim valley (China) aad the lower 
Euphrates are separated by such vast obstade~ of 
mountain and desert as to forbid the idea of any 

migration or interchange of peoples who had once 

settled down. Unlike all other civilizatio_ns, it did not 

grow out of the Heli.olithic culture. If this is so, it 

is not likely that there could have been any cultural 
contact between India and China, and much less 
between Kerala and China in such a remote period. 

The main streams of proguess issued probably 
fro·m Babylonia and Egypt. The peop}e of these two 

countries have been compared by Winwood Reade to 
islanders without ships. The interm.ediate lands " were 
navigated by the wandering shepherd tribes, who some
times pastured their flocks by the wat~rs of the Indus, 

sometimes by the waters of the Nile. It was by 

them that the trade between the · river lands was 

carried on. They possessed the camels and other 

beasts of burden necessary for the transport of goods. 
Their numbers and their warlike habits, their intimate 
acquaintance with the watering places and seasons of the 
desert enabled chem co carry the goods through a 

dangerous land; while the regular profits they derived 

from trade and the oaths by which they were bouµd 

induced them to act fairly to those by whom tney were 

employed." If chis is true of the -early transactions by" 

land, it may be pointed· out that, in facer times, when 

the inland seas became a means of communi,ation, they 

$ Wells. The Outline of History, pp. 175---176. 
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were naviga t ed by other sea.-foring peoples, specially the 

Phoenicia~s, who carried on the trade between the early 

centres of civi lisation on the river lands. 

The People of the Tigro-Euphrates Valley and their 
Culture-- The origin of two civilised peoples, the 

Sumcria ns and rhe Etruscans, is still much debated. 

Some authorities consider that the Sumerians were the 

W e.~t Mongols who entered M esopotamia from the 

north east in the sixth millennium B. C., others hold 

that they were H;imites, others aga in that they were 

Arya ns Probably they were Mongols or Tartars, 

and they resembled the Bak tribes and the Chinese. 

Thei.r country was known as Sumer, Sungir, the Shinar of 

the Ole;{. T es tament. The ancient Sumerians had no con

cep tion of what we mea n by God. Every object in nature 

-mountain, win1, wat:er, tree-contains zi or spirit. 

The Sumerians, a long-headed race speaking agglu ti

native la11guages--there is reason to think-are a later 

branch of the Central Asian people, and reached t.he head 

o f the P ersian Gulf before 5 0 00 B. C. § According to 

another view, they forrn.ed a branch of the Dravidians 

who migrated from India to the West. * At present 

there is a place- ' Sumer ' in the State of Kotah in 

Centul India. t 

-. Dunbar and Wheeler, Book of Facts, p. 3 30. 

§ Wilson-The Persian Gulf, p, 26, 

* H all , H, R. The Ancient History of che Near Ease, p. 173. 

t Imperial Gazetteer. 
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Their language was probably Altaic . Sumerian 

words occur in Greek My'd,ology-.Satyr, Tarcarus etc. 

The sim.ilarity between the words of the two agglutin

ative languages, SL'merian and Dravidian is more strik

ing and leads to the important sugges tion that ancient 

Sumerian may have been a linking language between the 

early Basque-Caucasian, early Mongolian and Drav idian 

groups . If this is tr ue, th en we have in this " Basq ue

Caucasian-Dravidian-Sumerian-Proto-Mongolian ''group, 

a sti.11 more ancient system of speech than the funda

mental H amitic and Inda-Germanic groups. 

The growth of the modern scientific spiiit of investigation, i. e., 
the recogni ti on of the fac t that no object and no idea stands alone by 
itself as au isolated phenomenon came into existence only i n the la t 
quarter of the eig hteenth century. The first m anifes ta tion of this new 
spirit of enquiry, which was to transform all learning, was seen with the 
study of languages . The observations of Sir William Jones in 1796 con
t ained th e germs of Comparative Philology-the conception of a fa mily of 
languages, in which all the individual languages and dialec ts are re lated 
as d escendants from a cornrnon ancesto r. To Sir William Jones, as Chief 
Justice, of Bengal, th e compa ri son of lano-u ages was only an amuse m e nt ; 
neve rtheless, his epoch-making address laid lhe fo undations of compa r
·a ti ve philology. 

The t wo re lll arkab le nnd unexpected res ul t s of lhe app li cation to 
langu age of tile llisto rical a nd comparat ive ru etbod of investigation h ave 
been {l) that a ll lhe Indo-Europeau lang uages a re leri verl fro111 the 
same common source, (2) that since words present th e record of 
material object s and ideas, a stud y of vocabulari es enables u s to gai n 
some knowledge of lhe state of civili zat ion, th e socia l in stitutions, and 
the religious beliefs of the speak ers of the differe n t langu ages be fore the 

period of the literary record s. * 
But since I 796 all at ten tion was paid to lhe stud y of Indo-~uropean 

languages .. Therefore it is worth while to conside r whether there is 
another grou p .of languages with similar forms and so unds in India, 
Sumeria 1rncl lhe adjoining regions. 

* Cambridge History of India· Vol. I, pp. 63-65, 
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A study of t:he £01low1ng words may be useful to 
find out the possibility ~f 1:he existence of such a 

gr-oup :-

I. A.mma (Korava); amm (Malayalam) ;Ama 

.,(Basque);$ Arna (Sumerian). * "The word for 

mother namely ' Amma' or ' Amba ' spread 

out to a vast number of languages -includ
ing Sumerian and it was very probable that 
such a name was current with the Indus 

people.§ 

2. _Ab-ba, ad-da, i (Sumerian) Abba, Appa, the 

w0rd for father also spread out to a large 

number of languages. 

Kur = mountain. E-Kur : ' ' The House of 
the Mountain." The temple of Rel at 

Nippur. The c.uneiform. character which 

signifies country also signifies mountain'. 

The Sumerians muse have been the inhabi

tants of a mountainous country before they 
settled in the plain of Babylonia and · laid ch~ 
foundaticrn ·of . this temple. (Prof. Sayce 
Norton p. 08.) Jn Tamil Kur - inji, ;::: the hill 

country. [Srinivas Iyengar, History of the 

Tamds p. 3.] 

Grierson, ~inguistic Su~vey of India Vol. I, .Part 2, p. 140. 
• Ency!. Ethics -and Religion. Sumerian Names Vol, IX, p. 172, 
§ Dikshit K. N. Sir William Meyer Lectures 4. 
! Ency. Bric-. Vol. 21, p. 553. 

For Sumerian names, and Bibliography see Ency!. bthics and 
Religion Vol. IX, p. 172.-4. 
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4 . Ur. Uru, Assyrian, or Eri, Sumerian (= the 
cicy ) an ancie1ic ci.cy 0f Sumer. With che 

lacer Jews it was known as Ur -- Kasdim or 
Ur of the Chaldees. Some con:;ider Ur was 

Oor (= Aramic for " city"). (C. F. Jerusalem] 

is not Cheru-salem. Its old name was J ebus 

= Eb-usu town of rest or safety. Its 
Semitic name was Uru-Salim (=city of safety). 
Ur i; also the Dravidian word for village or 
town. 

5. Tindi'r = Sumerian name for Babylon. M:i_c--

tani = The River Lands, including Musri, land 

co the north west of Syria beyond the 
Euphrates. Similar names for river lands ar,e 
in Kerala as Musiri and Tandi. Linguist•ic: 

research has very often been invoked to ass.-ist 

in seeding historical questions. ImportM1.t 

results have been arrived at, through investi

gation of place-narnes . The history o f. a 
nation's culture can be illustrated through a 

study of successive strata of loan words . * 

6. Pur = water. Euphrates- (Purattu, from Pur 

-water): 'The life of the land' . . 

It will be interesting to consider the derivation 

of the following words. Tamil :-Pur-aiyaru 

* Eneg. Brit Vol. 17, P. 742. 
§ Norton-

For such a study Refer Appendix I, Names of Towns and Villages 
of T tavancore. 
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or Purandai; Pu~unai, Tamrapurni ; Pur-aliar; 
and Purava (sea). /v.falayalam: Pur-avoor; 
Puravoor, Purattuka. (Par-ur) 

7. The Sumerian term for God is Dimmer 
(from Dim = co create). It is interesting to 
consider whether this word is related to 

Deivam. According to Grierson ( Ling. 
Survey. Vol I. Part II P. 89) Devar and 
Deivam are Aryan words. Bu.t these words 

may also be regarded as Dravidian. 

3. Each day of the week had its specal god:

Sunday- Samas, Shamsh-the sun god, 
(Semitic, Shamas, Sumerian Utu) 

Monday- Nanner, or Sin, the Moon god 
of Ur. 

Tuesday- Nergal, the war god - (Mars) 

Wednesday- Nabu, the god of learning 
(Mercury) 

Thursday-. Marduk, God of the heavens 
(Jupiter) 

Friday- Ishtar, the goddess of love (Venus) 
Saturday- Nineb, the god of destruction 

(Saturn) 

9· Sabattu, Semitic for Sabbath is derived from 

the Sumerian Sa = heart, and Bat ' to cease." 
" ·A day of rest.for the heart." 

The Tamil word Cheralam becomes by a phono
logical change Keralam, for the initial ' Cha ' of the 
Tamil word 1s invariably changed inco " Ka" in 
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Canarese, e. g., Chevi, Kivi ; Chenni, Kenni. The 
same phonological change may be observed in Babylonia 
in words like:- Chabiri---Khabiri = Robber ; Chaldia

Kaldu ; Cherub-Ke'rub = Spirit ; chabar = Kabar &c. 

" There were no weeks in ancient Greece or 

Rome. They, too, like che hours, come apparencly 

from Babylon. They mark off seven days , because 
seven was a sacred number. " Ic is difficult to 

ascertain whether the conception of month and day 

orioinated in Ancient Kerala, or whether it was borrow-o 
ed from Babylon. 

The language now called Sumerian was revealed 
about the m.iddle of the nineteenth century to Sir 
Henry Rawlinson and other scholars when examining 

the baked clay tablets which had formed the library 

of Ashurbanipal, King of Assyria. Sumerian ceased to 

be spoken before 1500 B. C, but was long used as a 

learned language. t 

1 0 . . zi = (Egyptain Ka, double). Sumerian for 
life or spirit. Every object in nature had its 
zi. The human zi was the imperishable part 
of man, his living soul. 

The Sumerians rank as the first of the Asiatic 

civilized people by reason of their inventing writing. 

Their picture writing was conver~ed into phonetic writ

ing by the Semitic Babylonians, and they adopted the 

• Shotwell. History of History. P. 31. 
t Ency. Brit, Vol 2 1. P. 554 . . 
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Sumerian gods, praye1's and hymns. They drained the 
marshes, and dug canals which served both for irrigation 

and communication. They built ci_ties using bricks arid 

dried ~lay, and excavations show clearly that as long ago 

as 3500 B. C. ·the Sumerians in. rnany ways were as 

civilized as we ourselves are . In the streets of their 

cities th~re walked about clean shaven, keen faced men 
in Jn;opeli dress. In the city were the palaces of their 

kings and temples of the gods. Some of the Sumerians 

were skilful metal-workers and could make beautiful . . ' 
gold and silver ornaments. A blue stone called lapis 

lazuli was often used as a ba~kground for the metals. 
The potters were less skilful than che goldsmiths, 
because the clay i11 those parts is not so good for fine 

wor~ as in Egypt. They were also skilled in stone

cutting and carving, and made both carvings in .relief 

and small statues. * Beautiful toilet cases, and pieces 

used in board games were fashioned by chem. · Their 

political power lasted rill 2700 B. C., and their cultural 

influence till 700 B. C. 

The oldest town-sites of which w.e have any 

comparatively exact information are chose of the 

~umerians, till the excavation at l'v1;ohenjo Daro and 

Harappa, ·showing the remains of cities which date from 

about 3000 B. C. Th~y · are the oldest architectural 

relics yet discovered in India. The building materials 

used were bri~k, mud and gypsum mortar. Ac a very 

• • Vaughan, D. M, Outline5 of Ancieni History, p. tJ. 
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~arly date the Sume~·ians carried on trade with the 

civilized inhabitants of the Indus valley and also with 

_ che Egyptians. In the 26th ~encury B. C., a thousat?,d 

years . after they settled on the shore of ch-e Persia11 Gulf, 

chey were conquered by Sargon, a King of Akkad, and 

the Akkadians adopted Sumerian culture. Eventually 

, the Sumerian-Akkad cultural muon yielded to 

. Babylonia:. + 

In the Euphrates valley, agriculture was ~rst practised 

by che Semites, and soon t~1ere followed trade by l~nd, 

river and sea, even at a time when Egypt was still 

undeveloped, probably _as early as 6000 B. C. Prof. 

Sayce believes chat the original inhabitants befor~ 
the Semites came were the Sumerians, a highly cultured 

race of non-Semitic stock, whose language was retained 

by their Semitic conquerors. $ 

There must have been communication by land 

betweeri Northern Jndia and the ·delca of Shattal Arab 

-the Tigro-Euphrates vallry- at a very early date. An 

in'scribed seal was found at Kish near Baghdad by 

· Mr. E. Mackay, which was identical with several seals 

fo~md at Mohenjo-Daro a~d- Harappa in North India 

.. by Sir John ~1ar~hall. Thi~ discover} sugg·ests not only 

regular communication, but a common civilization, which 

t · Dunba r and Wheeler-Book of ·Fa€tS, p. 37 3 

S Cohu, J. R. The Old Testament in the Light of Modern Research, 

p. 9Z. 
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may ante-date . by. severaf millennia the earliest records 
of the past available to u; at present. • 

The maritime trade -was probably conducted by the 
Phoenicians. No arm of the sea has been or is of 
greater interest ~like to the geologis.t, the merchant, 

·the statesman, the archaeologist, the historian, and the 

geogtapher than ·the Persian Gulf. It has a place in the. 
wr,itten hi~tory of m:inkind older than that of any other 

inland se~. Its ce1~tral position on one of the main 
highways between the · East and the West has from the 

dawn of civil-ization investeg. it with peculiar importance. 
It was the scene of great events which determined the 

trend of developmeQt of the human race, while the 

Mediterranean was probably still unfurrowed by the keels 
of ships. It is not improba-ble chat the gulf witnessed 

the •'first attempts at navigation of the most . ancient . 

peoples of whom there is no historical record- Sumeri

ans, A syrians, Babylonians and Chaldeans. 

Nor can we doubt that the primitive fishing craft 
still in use ai·e survivals of the highest antiquity. A 

sore of catamaran is still used at Muscat by the islanders 

of Socotra, and is made of three logs, about six feet 

long, roped together with coir. $ The same kind of 

catamarans is used even today along the southern coast 

· of Travancore, fr~m Cape. Comorin to frivandrum. 

* Wilson-The Persian Gulf, p. 2. 

and Hunter. G. R. The Script of Harappa and Mohenjo Daro, 
its · connection with other Scripts. 

$ Wilson-The Persian Gulf, · p. 8. 
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Three races of •the primitive man-th~ Dravidian, 
Hamitic, and the Mongoloid stocks-- first met along the 

shores of the Persian Gulf. There seems good reason 

to think that ~he tribes between Karachi and Ormasa, 

mentioned by Arrian, were Dravidians. The Hamitic 

group is still represented along the coast of Oman. 

These races were overwhelmed by Baluch and Semitic 

invaders. The Sumerians ~ay be a later branch of the 

Central Asian people, who reached the head of the 

Persian Gulf before 5000 B. C. ~ 

In addition to the catamaran, they also used the 

hoori, a canoe or dug-out made of a single tree. • All 

alike are, by reason of their .;i!,e and shape, as remarked 

by Nearchus, . rowed not with oars, over th e- side, 

according to the Grecian manner, but with paddles, 

which they thrust into the water, as diggers do their 

spades into the Earth '. § This type of boats and rowing 

1s ex tens ivel y used ih all parts of Kera la. 

The Persian Gulf was a means of communication .. -
and inteq:::ourse. Magan (a compound of the Sumer~a n 

word Ma~ Ship) whos_e inhabitants were a sea-going 

people, may be reasonably regarded as synonymous with 

Oman, where diorite, copp~r and goats are to be found. 

The timber was probably imported from India, and 

re-exported thence, ·as it still is today. ~ 

* Wilson-The Persian Gulf, p. 26, 

§ Rooke, Vol. II, p. 2.55-quoted in Wilson , Persian Gulf p 2 1. 

, Willson-The Pel"sia11 Gulf, °p'· 2,. 
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The Babylonians we_re fond of magnificence, and 
accustom.ed to a multitude of artificial wanes , which 
they could have only supplied by commercial relation · 
with many countries. Some of these . commodities 

were brought overland while ochers could only be 
obtained from o·verseas. Situated between the Indus 

and the Mediterranean, it was the nat~ral mart of such 
pr~cious wares of the East ~s were esteemed in the West. 

According co Or. Sayce, the commerce between 

India and Babylon must have been carried on as· early as 

3000 B. C. , when Ur-Bagas che first king of United 

Babylonia ruled in Ur, (its modern name is Mugheir, 
or Mu½ayyar) . * The chi~ articles of commerce are 
mentioned. in a clay tablet found at Ur in 192-6, by
Mr. c·. L. Woolley, viz. , wood and stone of vat'ious 

kinds, fish eyes (pearls?) copper and ivory.§ 

Other commodities import~d by the Babyloni~n·s 

were frankincense and spices from Ge.rra in Arabia

a thousand talent~ of frankincense were _annually con
sumed by the Babylonians in the temple of Balus alone. 
Another commodity was . cotton ( Arabic Qucun) ·pro• · 

bably tree cotton from ~he island of Tylos. According 

td Theophrascus, •there is in chis island a species of 

timber for ship-building, which under water resists all 

tendency to putrefaction. :j: It is pretty certain that 

'' Sayce. Hibbert Lectures, pp. I 37-138, 
§ Wilson. The Persian Gulf, p. 28. 
t Willian, The Persian Gulf, p. H,· 
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such timber-doubtless teak-was imported into Tylos 
from India; it cannot ha, e grown on the island. 

The skilled navigators responsible for chi~ increas

i;1g volume of trade, according to Dr. Theodore B~nt, 

were the Phoenicians. This view, howe, er, does not 

commend itself to modern scholars. * The actual · 

na vigatioi1 may have throughout been in the hands .. of 

che Arabian navigators , and the Phoenicians and Baby

lonians were no more than middlemen who received 

the commodities car ried by the Arabians. $ 

It may be interesting to consider the special 

products of Kerala whic-h were in daily use by the 

Babylonians. There must ha, e been trade bctw_een 

Southern India and the ancient Chaldeans long before 

che Vedic language found its way int o India. t The 

Indian teak was ·found i-n ·the ruins of Ur, and it muse 

have reached there in the fourth millenium B. C. when 

it was the sea-port of Babylon, and teak grows in 

Sou'd1 India, where it thri ves dose co the Malabar 'coast, 

and no 'vY here else.§ Moses refers to the use of large 

quantities of cinnamon and Cass i, tboch Hebrew woi'ds) 

in religious worship, t · and these are peculiar products 

of Malabar, and may have reached the Hebrews w·hether 

in Egypt or in Can'aan through Babylon, as the early 

* Dr, Hogarth's View-See Wilson, PP• 32, 34. 
$ Dravidian India, p. 13 I. 

Ragozin-Vedic India, p. 305. 
f Malabar Quarterly Review , Vol, Ill , p. 74, guoccd. Drnvidiah 

Culture-T. K, Krishna Menon, p. 1 5, 
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trade route was through _the Persian Gulf and not 
through the Red Sea. ~ Ivory was not a peculiar pro
duct of Kerala, for elephants were known in Northern 

Syria in the time of Tiglath Pileser I u25-1100 B. C. S 
The lion, horse and elephant were .often hunted by 
the Babylonian and Assyrian kings as a favourite pastime, 
as is shown in the slabs and cylinder seals in the 

Briti~h Museum. * Bue if the qemand for ivory was 
greater chan the local supply coul4 meet, it might have 

been brought from Africa and India. The Assyrian 
word for the ape is Adumu, and there are four kinds of 
apes on the Arryrian monuments. Thos·e on the black 
obelisk of Shalamanesser II -belong like the rest to an . 
Indian species . On a bas-relief from a wall of the 
palace o.f Ashur-nasir-pal ac Kalah 111 Syria ar.e 

depicted figures of foreigners bringing apes as tribute 

to the king. t . But it cannqt be decided whether 

1t was from the lndus valley or from Kerala. 
' , 

Cotton-. lf it is tree-cotton, the Babylonians could 
have o~tained it fr;m Tylos, near Arabia ; and "it w~s 
common in Kerala also. If it is- from the cotton plant, 

it must have been either from the Indus valley or from 

the other side of che Western Ghats. "Cotton cloth was 

known to the ancient Babylonians and the · Greeks under 

the name 'Sendhu', the· fact that the initial 'S' is not 

~ - Wilson-The Persia~ Gulf, p. 
§ Norton-Handbook of Assyriology, p. 69, 
• Idem, p. 97, 
; Idem, p. 1.l-, 
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chapged into 'H' indica ce~ chat cloth did not reach 

Babylonia through Persia. The word 'Sindi' is now . 

preserved in Tulu and Canarese with the same meaning, 

and is represented in the Tamil word 'Sindu' which 

signifies a flag, . Jc is quite possible chat cotton w~s 

taken from the . ·. Malabar · coast direct to the Persian 

-Gulf. " But the Persians occupied Persia only later, 

for· they were only a branch of the Aryans, and they 

came to prominence in the reign of Cyrus 538 B. C., 

. and Darius·, § and further the ancient Babylonians knew 

all kinds of common professions - "the barbers, 

weavers, millers, smiths _ and money-lenders being men

tioned in the cahlecs. • So it ' cannot be confirmed 

" cha_t the Su!Tierians received cotton as well as che 
art of w~aving from 1:he Malabar coast." 

Lapis-lazul i ( Vaiduryam) was used by the 

Egyptians, Babylonians, and the people of the Indus 

valley. But it cannot be affirmed " that ic was exported 

from the Malabar coast although the Western Ghats are 

known in Sanskrit .as Vaiduria land." Bue according 

to an~ther writer, Mount Vaidurya is the western part 

of the Satpura Ranges. t For, L:ipis-lazuli was known 

to the Egyptians, even before the coming of the 

Aryans to India, and the Egyptians used to obtain it 

from Africa. 

~ Balakrishna Wnrriar, Ancient Kernla. 

• Norton Assyriology, pp. 157 and 202 , 

l Srinivasa Iyengar . P, T. History of Tamil's, p, 54. · 
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Kennedy i~ his ar:t.ide on chis subject $ is of 

opinion that there was no Indian c~ade either with 

-Egypt or Assyria before the sevent:h century B. C, and 

that· ' there is no valid proof of it ". But S:choff. § 

refutes .the arguments of Kennedy.. and shows that pri

mitive trade passed from tribe 'to tribe and port I to 

port, and consequently there was a continuous trading 

journ·ey without exchange of cargoes · ac common- meet-
. . 
mg pomts. 

Acc'?rding to .Wilkinson * the people· to whom ~he 

art of navigatton was most indebt_ed, ~ho excelled ~11 

oth_ers in nautical skill, and who ca~ried the spirit of 

~~;e_nture far beyond any nation of antiquity were rhe 

Phoen~~ans. They attached a ~rear value to tin and 

risked so much to sail to distant places to bring this 

commodity to Egypt and ocher places. The word used 

in Homer for tin is Kassiceros ; i
1
~ is the same as. the 

Arabic word Kasdeer ; a1id in Sanscrit it is Kastira . .. , ., 

Spain and India may have furnislied th~ Egyptians 
wit~ tin and che Phoenicia_ns prob-1bly obtained tin 

frti:m these countries long before l hey visited England. 

If Phoeni~ian ships did not actually ;ail to India, its 

products arriv.ed partly by land through Arabia, . ·partly 

t~1rough more distant n_1arts, established m~dway · from 

Irit:{ia by the merchants 0.f those as oflater days. 

$ J. R. A. S. I 898. pp . . 248-297. 
§ Schoff-Periplus p. 228. 

* Wilkinson. -The Ancienn Egypcain Vol. II, 134; 1r5, 
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Egyptians derived important advantages from their 
i11tercourse with India a~d Arabia, and the port of 
Philoteras which, there is reason to . believe, was 

constructe..i at a very remote period, long before the 

exodus of the Israelicies, was probably the emporium of 

that trade. It was situated on the western coast of the 

Red Sea, and its basin would contain ships necessery 
for a constant traffic between Egypt and Arabia, no 
periodical winds there interfering with the navigatio!1, 

at ~ny season of the year. According to Wilkinson " it 

is not probable chat they had a direct communic;:ation 

with India at the same early epoch, but chey were 

supplied through Arabia with the merchandise of chat 
co·uncry; that the products of India did actually reach 
Egypt we have positive testimony from the tombs of 

Thebes " 

EGYPT. Babylonian Intercourse with Egypt- Ac

cording co Prof. Sayce " The pre-historic Egyptians muse 

have been a people who came from the Semitic area of 

Asia. That che "Dynastic Egyptians \•vho founded che 

first 111.onarchy in Upper Egypt were immigrants from 

che E~st is now confirmed by modern discovery. These 

Semitic-speaking people who brought the science of 

irrigation and the art of writing to the banks of the 

Nile came, like the wheat and barley, from the Baby

lonian plain. Other proofs are the early brick buildings 

in ancient Egypt. Clay was the only material for 

building or writing in Ba?ylonia, where there ,was no 
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stone. Wherever, therefore, we have the clay ta~lets 
and the seal cylinders, we have the evidences of Baby.:: 

Ionian inBunce. " 

There are also other curious coincidences, such as 
the significance of the names of Eridu and' Memphis, 
the first capital · of Egypt; th: theologies, the ·· seated 

statues, the use of copper, the deification of tFie king.: on·e 
and all going to prove the early relationship between the 
civilizations of Babylonia an·d Egypt. The Eg"yptian 

language also was related to the Semitic family of 
speech, which on leaving its original home_ in Asia, 

clothed itself in Egypt with an African dress. Language 
can prove little as regards race but a great de.il as regards 
history. " • · 

According to other authorities " it is still a matter 

of dispute which was more ancient of these two 

beginnings Su_meria or Egypt, or ho_w Ea< they had a 
~ommon origin or derived 0ne fr_o_m the other ". The 

Egyptians possessed a system of picture writing almost 

as developed as the contemporary (5000 B. C.) writing of 
the Sumerians, but quite different in character. § Their 

gods and their ways, like their picture writing, were 
very different indeed from the Sum.erian. The Egyptians 

made no use of clay for writing, but they tesorted to 

strips of the papyrus reed fastened together. From res 

name the word pap<"r is ~erived, 

• Sayce. Archaeology of Cunei-form Inscriptions, quoted Norton, 
pp. 26 and 27. 

§ Wells-Outline of History, pp. 170, 17i. 
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•In Egypt also there are Palaeolithic and then 
Neolithic remains. The Egyptians buried their dead, 
but before they buried them they cut up the bodies and 

ate portions of che flesh to retain some ves tioe of the 
. b 

strength and virtue of the departed one. Traces 
of similar savage customs prevailed m Wes tern 

Europe before the spreading of the Aryan peoples. s 

Later there was an irruption from southern Arabia 

by way of Aden of a fresh people, who came co Upper 

_Egypt and descended slowly towards the delta of the 

Nile. Dr. Wallis Budge writes of them as " conquerors 

from the Ease." After the decline of their power Egypt 
was conquered by the nomadic Hyksos about 2100 B. C., 

. and this foreign dominion, according to Flinders Petrie, 

lasted for 511 years. They were then forced co retrea t into 

Syria, from which country they had originally come. The 

Jews are tho_ughc to be a lace· branch of the Semitic

Hyksos, who drifted down to lacer times from H aran 

·to Judea. * 

In Egypt after this war ·of liberation about i6 oo 

-B. C. against che Hyksos, there followed a perio_d of 

great prosperity. Egypt became a great military s-cate and 

pushed her coµquest-s at least .as far as the Euphrates. 

-In the 15th century Thothmes III :ind Amenhopes Ill 

_ruled from Ethiopia to the Euphrates. R ai:n eses II, 

§ Wells. The Outline of History, p. 170. 

• Flinder~ Petrie. Hyksos and Israelite cities, quoted N orcon. pp. 97 

-98. 
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who is s1:1ppose? by some _to ·have been the Pharoah of 

Moses, was a great builder of temples and reigned for 

67 years (about 1317-1250). During this tin1.e the 

Egyptian Empire extended to the: Pers_ian Gulf-" The 
Sea of the East." · 

It is interesting to consider whether there was any 
direct commercial contact between Kerala and the 

Egyptian empire. Some writers t point out that there 

is some evidence to believe chat Kerala had commercial 

and cultural intercourse with Egypt in the third millen

nium B. C. " Thousands of years before the eme"rgence 

of the Greek from savagery Egypt and the nations of 

ancient India came into being and a commercial system 
was established for che interchange of products within 

chose limits, having its centre of-exchange near the head 

of Persian Gulf. . The peoples of chat region, the 

var ious Arab tribes, the .ancestors· of the Phoenicians 

were the active carriers or intermediaries. · · The growth 

·of civ.ilization in India created an active· merchant 

marine trading to the Euphrates and Africa, a·od east

wards we know not whither. The Arab merchants 

tolerated the presence of Indian traders in Africa but 

reserved for themselves the commerce within the Red 

Sea, that lucrative commerce which supplied precious 

stones, spices and incense to the ever increasing service 

of the gods of Egypt .. · The Muslins and spices of 

India they fetched themselves or received from the 

+ Ancient Kerala, Warriar; Dravidian culture, T. K. Krishna Menon 
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Indian traders in their pot:ts on either side of the Gulf 
of Aden, carrying ·chem in turn over the highlands to . 

the Upper Nile or through the Red Sea and across the 

desert to Thebes or Memphies. " • But as already 

m~ntioned the Red Sea route c~me to importance only 
later after the decline of the Persian Gulf route. t ' 

It is also mentioned that " the articles taken are 
mainly the products of South India only. " The articles 
are chose mentioned in the inscriptions of Harkuff-a 

noble under_:king Mernese of ch~ sixth Dynasty _ " I 

descended from the country of Yam with three hundred 

asses laden with incense, ebony, gram, paqthers, 1vor) 
and every good product." 

But there is no definite evidence to show that 

these ·articles a're from South India. It was the 

Egypt_ian queen Hacasu, (who succeded T othn:i,es I) 

"first formed grand ·schemes of foreign commerce, and 

caused to be built .a Beet of ships in some harbour on 
che western coast of the Red Sea. The Beet sailed to 
the land of Punt-Southern· Arabia-with rhe main 
object of obtaining incense and spices, which Arabia is 

known to have produced anciently in profusion. But 

among the products of the lancl mentioned in the 

inscriptions of the queen there are several which Arabia 

-could not possibly have furnished; the conjecture has 

therefore been made that the expedition was co the 

• Schoff W ., H. Introduction to Peri plus. 
+ Wilson. The Persian Gulf. 
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African tract-the Somauli country. T1he most prized 
Gommodities were gold, silver, iv0ry, ebony and •other 

woods, cassia; Kohl or Stibiurn, apes, baboons, d~gs, 

slaves and leopard skin"·* 

Thothmes III in the fifteenth century B. C. 

conquered Ba'bylonia, and " it appears that in his time 
the elephant haunted the wo0ds and jungles of 
Mesopotamian region as he now does those of the 

peninsula of Hindustan. No fewer than a hunclred and 

twenty one are said to have been killed or take-n by the 

kiog partly for the sport, but partly for -their tusk~. 

He took a tribute of gold, ivory, ebony, panther skins, 

incense, lapis lazule, birds, and monkeys". q/l'So Egy.pti;rn 
monarchs could have obtained these articles from Eastern 
Africa or frort1 :Babylonia. As for cotton, it was not 

the special product ·of Kerala, even now in Kerafa there 

is only tree-cotton, and such trees were planted in 

abundance in Tylos, near Arabia. The apes of the 

Egyptian monuments " Kafcu '' were of African 

origin. t The special products of India mus.t have 
reached Egypt mainly through Babylonia. Some writers 

assume " chat ·the Sumerians and the .Egyptians received 

cotton as well as the art of weaving from the Malabar 

coa-st. " But the Babylonians obtained tree-cotton· from 

Tylos, near Aselse·; as for Egypt, co~ton (Gossypium 

herbaceum) was a preduct of the more southern part of 

• Rawlinson. Egypt, 182-184. 
'ii,'}- Id m P. 19-4, 
t Norton-Assyriology, P, 12. 
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Egypt, . and it was in.I almost equal repute with · linen. a,s 
a material for dr~ss, though · not possessing the higl1est 
degree of purity. Linen was the · ordinary material of 
the under garment with all classes in Egypt. · Indigo 

and Saffiower were grown for the sake of the dyes. 
(E. Rawlinson-Ancient Egypt, Vol. I, Ch. 11, p. 63). 

Probable Commercial Contact with the Hebrews up 
to 1000 B. C.-· The Hebrews were a group of people 
to which Israel, Moeb, Ammon and Edom be.longed. 

They appeared on the stage of history about 1500 B. C. 
Tl:-iey were of Semiti:c origin, and their speech was called 

in the Old Testament " the language of Ca~aan ", and 
which, before the introduction of che Phoenician 
alphabet, was written in Cuneiform characters. 

David, the second king of Israel, was succeeded by 

his favourite son, Solomon, and to this · day he is 

usually- spoken as a person of surpassing wisdom. 

~• Judged by his life and work, however, the real 
Solomon was rather a person of unrestrained cruelty, 
di0ughdessness and self-indulgence. " i· His dream was 
to make his reign magnificient and splendid i11 chat 
loud, · garish and despotic fashion towards which his 

fathet had leaned in his later days. 

He decided t.o have a splendid palace, and very 

soon tens of thousands of slaves were at ~ork, felling 

trees far north in Lebanon and q_uarrying limestone near 

1 Lew.is Browne-The story' of the Jews, P. 461 
I • 
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J eruselem. Phoenicians were· called in to serve as 
architects, and to pay for their hire, Solomo11 had to 
provide their king annually with large quantities of 

grain and other food-stuffs. Compared with the tre

mendous palaces of the emperors of Egypt and Baby
lon and India, Solomon's palace was rather small. "The 

reign of chis brilliant fool, whose name was Solomon, 
the.:~-vise ", prepared the way for the break up of the 
empire. 

A detailed account of Solomon's building acti
vities, his transactions with Hiram, King of Tyre, his 

navy fetching gold fro_m Ophir;, the visit of the queen 
of Sheba, and his throne · of ivory is given in the Old 
Testament, I · Kings, chapters V, IX and X and II 

Chronicles Ch. IX. It is said chat Solomon made a 

navy of ships, on the shore of the Red Sea, and Hiram 

sent his servants, shipmen chat had kno~ fedge of the 

sea with the · servants of Solomon, and they. came to 

Ophir, and fetched from thence gold, plenty of almug 
trees, and precious stones-" once in three year~, came 
the navy of Tharshish, bringing gold and silver, i~ory
(elephant' s teeth), and apes, and peacocks. * But :it is 

not specified that 'Ophir · was the source of all the 

products. The definite location of Ophir is still in 

dispute, and search for it has been made from ancient 

times. An'cienc and current opinion may be classified 
under three heads. t 

·j· Lewis Browne-The Story of the Jews, P. 50, 
• 1 Kings, Ch, X, Verse, 22, 

+ Hastings. Dii;:tionary of che Bi~le Vol. III, pp. 626-62.8, 
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(1) On che eastern coast of Africa, (2.) in che fa r 

Ease and (3) in Arabia. Because the terms Ophir and 

Africa are identical, and because of the traces of 

Phoenician pottery and even of mining operations found 

in the latter, :.ome writers consider chat chat is ·ophir. 

All ar;ticles mentioned are South African. Peacock is 

Indian, but 1c 1s a lacer interpolation. Other 

writers identify Ophir with Abhira, a people on 

the Delea of the Indus, from where came oold, 
b 

precious stones, sandalwood, peacoc ~s (Sanskrit Ci ki) 
·and apes (Kapi). According to Caldwell ,Ji: : "It 

seems probable that merchants from the mouth of 

the Indus must have accompained the Phoenicians and 

Solomon's servants in their voyage down the Malabar 

coast cowards Ophir-whereever Opir may have been, 

and probably it was on the west coast of India, and 

no~, as many thought, in Africa." Wilman is of opinion 

that Ophir is a comprehensive term, embracing the 

entire ease-Ceylon, India, and even China. 

List of Indian (Ophir) goods:-- · Al mug trees, 

tAghil, Sandalwood) , ivory- -(Sans.--i--bhas elephant), 

Apes (Kapi), H ebrew 11 Koph" were of African 

not Indian origin :t. . M any kin h of apes were, 

known to the ancients, and the ships of Asia and Africa 

coridtancly brought then, to the west. 

• Caldwell. Comparative Grammar p. I 17. 
¾ Hastings. Diet: of the Bible, Vol. II . p. 469. 
t Norton. Assyriology. p. 12 • . . ' . 
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Cotton: (Arabic-Qutun) (Either cotton or linen
che word 'Karpas' a loan word, Sans. Karpasa-cotton, 

and Persian 'Karpas) .~ Great quantities of linen or 

cotton used in wrapping the mummies were invariably 

linen; and wooJ was never used for fear of 'Yorms. 
Ebony (Heb: Hebnim, Arab, Ebnus), brought to Tyre 
by merchants from the Persia! Gulf, · bought from 

India, Ceylon and Africa. 

Peacock: (San. Ciki, Malabar or Dravidian Togai, 

Tuki) is found native only in India and Malaya. The 

oldest Dravidian ·word found in any written record in 

the world appears to be the word peacock § mentioned 

in the Hebrew text of the Books of kings, and 
Chronicles, among the ar ticles brought from Tar!?hish or 
Ophir in Solomon's shi'ps about iooo B. C. The gold 

producing capac ity, the testimony of ancient writers, che 

Cuneiform in scr iptions, and rhe time required in view 

of the . annual monsoons, to go and return it 

seems most probable chat Ophir was m S. E. 

Arabia. According to Wei gall "Ophir cannot be 
identified with Arabia, since there is no g·old there, 
and hence one may seek this land of ancient wealth 

at the southern end of the Eastern Egyptian Desert" t. 
If so African and Indian articles must have been 

brought to the place. 

The Phoenicians:- Reade says that "these Canaani

tish men are fairly entitled to our gratitude and esteem, 

* Hastings. Diet, of the Bible. p. 507. 
S Caldwell. Comp. Grammar, p. 88. 
t Weigall, Arthur. Tutank H aman and ocher Essays, P. 193, 
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for they taught our intellectual ancestors to read and 
write. That the alpha bet was invented by the Phoeni
cians is improbable in the extreme, but it is certain 

chat they introduced it into Europe. They were intent 

only on making money, it is true; they were not a 

literary or artistic people; they spread knowledge by 
accident, like birds dropping seeds. But they were 
gallant, hardy, enterprising men. Those were true 

heroes who first sailed through the sea-valley of 
Gibraltar into the vast ocean and breasted its enormous 

waves. Their unceasing activity kept the world alive. 

They offered to every country something which it did 

not possess. They roused the savage Briton from his 

torpor with a rag of scarlet cloth and stirred him co 
sweat in the dark bowels of the ear!:h. They brought 

co che satiated Indian prince the lucious wines of Syria 

and che Grecian Isles in goblets of exquisi tely painted 

glass. From the amber gatherers of the Baltic mud 

to the nutmeg-growers of the equitorial groves, from 

che mulbery plantations of the cele,;tial empire to th e 

cin mines of Cornwall, and the siher mines of Spain 
emulation was excited, new wants were created, whole 

nations were stimulated to industry by means of the 

Phoenicians ''. * 

Some of their commercial activities may refer only 

to events after 1000 B. C. It is useful to enquire who 

»7ere these skilled navigators, responsible for a con-

• Science History of che Univ~rse, Yol,X. p. 139. · 
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siderable and increasing v_olum.e of trade long before 
our era. The PhceniciJm were Semites; their language 
differs only dialecti.cally from Hebrew. and is related 

t-0 Assyrian. It is known that in 1 ioo B. C . they 

were importing papyrus from Egypt to th eir settlement 

on the Syrian coast. There was a Minovan sea power 
long before the Phcenicians are m.entiooed in history, 

ang the , Phcenicians are merely heirs of an old 

established sys tem of intercourse. § How much 

intercourse and movement lie outside our records must 

of course be encirclv conjectural. Unf orcunately, no 

trace of their naci.ve literature remains, che length. and 

precise direction of their distant voyages are not known 
with certainty, and whether they actually naviga ted the 
eastern . waters is open to doubt . -~ They claimed a 

historical tradition extending over ·50,000 years. 

Herodotus , $ however, w_as told chat Tyre had, been 

founded 2,300 years previously, but it is impossible 

to substantiate this. He says that they claim to have 

come from the Persian Gulf ,a, but we have no sort of 
' -

evidence in support of this statement, and according to 
another tradition, mentioned by Justin chey ca me from 

the Dead Sea. Both Herodotus and Strabo t impli

citly indicate the existence of places of trade activity, 

and the presence of Phcenicians on the shore of the 

Persian Gulf. 

§ Hull, The Persian Gulf. p. 19. 

~ Camb. Ancient History. Vol. I. p. 144; 263 . 

Herodotus. I, i, xvi, iii, 3 4 _ 
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The existence and o~igin of the · vast number of 

sephulchral tombs chat are to be seen in th e Buhrain · 

island is one of the most fascinalling of arch~ological 

problems. There is as yet no clue co the historical 

orig in of these tombs. Mr. M acka) w.ho n.1ade a fresh 

investigation in 1924 came to the conclusion chat the 

site was probably a sacred burial gro und. The plan on 
which the tombs are bui.lc agrees in striking fashion 

with chat known of the Phrenicians, and chis was 

noticed by Strabo who says chat ' ·the i~lands r yrus and 

Aradus have temples resembling chose of the Phceni

cians. Theodore _Bent relying on these facts called the 

combs Phcenician, but Dr. D. G. Hogarth remarks: 

"The evidence for calling them Phcenician is worth 

practically nothi_ng rn the light of more recent 

h " researc . 

Be chis as it may ----whether the exte nt to which the 

Phcenicians were, if at all, engaged in trade, or resident 

in the Persian Gulf, is known or doubtful, it is, 
how ever, certain that important trade centres existed 

at several points on the Arabian shore from the 

remotest ages, and there is no reason to chink chat 

sea-borne traffic was otherwise than continuous durino 
0 

che first four millennia before the Christian era. § 
• 

Accordino co Rawlinson "We have no direct evidence 
0 . 

chat their commerce in the Indian Ocean ever took chem 

further east than the· Arabian coast about E. Long. 55 ° . • 

!§ Hull. The Persian Gulf 28,32. 

¼ Rawlinson, History of Phreuicia. p. 308. 
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The arc of writing w·as probably cransmicced by 
the Sumerians to the Egyptians, and probably thence to 
other peoples through the medium of the much

travelled Phrenicians. They simplified the Sume}:"ian

Egypcian symbols and arranged them in an alphabet. + 
The first two letters of che Greek alphabet, alpha and 

beta, came to denote the series ~f leccers which the 
Gre!;ks apparently borrowed from. che Phrenicians, and 

from which the English alphabet is derived. Ctesias 

used "che word Karpion for Cinnamon, which the 

English caH after the Phrenicians Kinnamon ; (plural 

Karphea, and Karuva, wild cinamon). § 

The Hittites: - A brief description of che Hitti'ces 
may be to the point, as Mr. John Campbell refers to 
the common origin of the Hittites and a section of the 

people of Malabar. $ They were the Khatta of the 

Assyrians, an~ Kheta of the Egyptians. Prof. Sayce has 

for the last 26 years held the opinion th;it they were of 

Cappadocian ongm. The treeless plateau of central 
Asia Minor was their cradle. Their ca pit.al was 
Khatti (now Boghaz Keui or Koi). In the 1 uh 
eentury B. C. there were Hir.tite kingdoms. The late 

explorations at Boghaz Keui, m Cappadocia have 

proved chat Prof. Sayce was right. Some of them 

found their way to Jerusal_em, an4 became the body-

i Wheeler-Book of Facts. p. 403, 
§ Cald well, Comp. Grammar. p. 88 . . 

$ Jenmikudiyan Report, Travancore. p. 3 1. 

* Norton. Assyriology. p. 95, 96, 
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guard of the king. Some of them called Khabiri or 
confederates, sold their military services to the highest; 
bidder, and carved out principalities for themselves. • 

" The mountain belt throughout its entire length is 

the home of round-headed peoples, the so-called Alpine 
race, whic~ is generally supposed to have originally 
come. from _the high plateau country of Asia. These 
round-headed men in western Europe appear wherever 

there are hills. In Asia Minor they issued. forth 
from their hills as the formidable Hittites, the people, 

by che way, to whom the Jews are said to owe their 
characc eristi_c, yet non-Semitic noses . Professor Ridge

way has put forward a rather paradoxical theory t o .the 
effect chat long-headed animals soon evolved in the 

mountains into round-headed animals. This is almost 

certainly t o over-race the effects of environment, but it 

would be prematu re either co affirm or deny chat in· the 

very long run round-h..1~adedness goes with a m uncain 

l ·fe " * I • 

They were a race of hardy mountaineers , war-like 

and pract ical. The pictures of their own monum ents, 

show chem as tall and powerful, with large noses, and 

long hair done in a knot or curl at the back of the 

neck. They wear a tall head-dress , a close fi tting tunic 

and strong high boots, a very different costume from 

the white Egyptian attire . They were ruled by strong 

kings, and there were assemblies of many grades, from 

---- -------------
* Marett. Anthropology, p, · 106-107_ 
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gathering of princes and high officials who advised the 
king, to the little meetings· of village councillors . 

The king was the head of the army, and the king's 

palace was defended by a special body guard. Women 

seem to have held a high place among the Hittites. 

Two goddesses were held rn ·great reverence-a 

mother goddess, and a sun goddess. There was a 

special war god and a god of harvest. The king was 

the high priest of all these gods, who were worshipped 

in the open air. The Hittites also believed in magic 

and ways of fore-telling the future. They had their 

own way of writing, but as it was rather clumsy they 

took to using the Babylonian Cuneiform as well. After 
the fall of Knossos, in Crete about 1400 B. C. the 

Hittite Empire was destroyed by a great host of 

northerners about 1190 B. C. * 

Thus it is a matter worthy of note th at there is 

a close parallel between the customs oF the Hittites 

and the people of Kera la; but it may be going too far 
on the ava ilabl e ev id ence to es tablish a racial link 

between ch em as Mr. John Campbell has a ttempted 
co do. 

* Vaughan. 01.1tlines of Ancient H istory pp 47- 56, 



CHAPTER VI, 

PROBABLE CULTURAL CONTACT UP TO 1000 B. C. 

After examining t~e available cultural conditions 

in the western world we may turn to t'1e question of 
probable cultural contact of Kerala with chem. 
Referenc(! has already been made (Ch. IV) to the view 

of Perry and Eiliot Smith, that the Megalithic monu

ments and other · elements of the " Heliolichic cultllt'e" 

belonged co the 'children of the sun', the Egyptians, 

and chat these elements arose from a common cehtre 

and spread along the coast lines of a great pare of the 
~orld. · But it has already been shown that it is 
difficult co find a common o~igin for these, and chat 

they may have sprung up in different places sponta

neously and independently. 

We may consider the social and religious develop

ment in che early river valley civilization. 

Matrimonial laws 4000 years old - One of the 

most interesting features of 4,000 year Id Babylonian 
Code, Hammurabis Code, is the enlightened attitude 

co women chat it reyeals . \Vomen appear to have 

enjoyed practically all the righrs of male cmzens, and 

they engaged freely in commerce and the learned pro-

fessions. 

The Egyptiahs of 5,000 years ago had an elaborate 

code of laws, as we are able to know from the scat

tered inscriptions ; but unfortunately no copy of it has 

yet been found. Many of the legal cbncepts . of the 
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Egyptians were both wis~ and just. Precedence was 
given to women over men, and the wives and daughters 
of kings succeeded to the throne like the male members 

of the royal family. It was not merely influence that 

they possessed; it wa s a right acknowledged by law, 

both in public and private life. They knew chat, unless 

women were crea ted with respect and made to exercise 

an i1;1fluence over society, th e standard of public opinion 

would soon be lowered , and the manners and morals of 

men would suffer ; and in acknowledging this_, they 

pointed out to women the very responsible duties they 

had co perform to the community. t 

M arkedly different from ours were their ideas on 
marriage and th e kindred subject of property. As in 

ancient Babylon, women occupied a high position in 

social l ife; and property wa$ inhrrited mainly through 

the mother. Marriage between brother and sister was 

permissible, even laudable, as is proved by the fact chat 

it was extensively practised in royal circles. . ft was 
permis.sible also for a man to keep concubines, who 

were known as sisters. t As in ancient Kerala, so in 

ancient Egypt also, social organization was founded on 

matrilineal principles. The woman was mistress of 

the house, and the husband went to reside with her , 
So grea t was the influence ?f woman in Kerala, that the 

country was known_ as " Seri Rajya " to a com-

-----
+ Wilkinson. The Ancient Egyptians, Vol. I, p. 4 . 

t Wheeler & Dunbar-Book of Facts, p. 587, 
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mentator of Kautilya' s Archasascn $ . Society was 
constituted of clans, whic'h in lacer times gave birch co 
trading and ocher guilds. * Megaschenes refers co ·a 

legend in which a woman was the soverign of the south , 

probably reflecting the system of mother-right which 
has co some extent obtained there even to the present 

day. ~ 
Next, we may trace the development of the simple 

social structure of the early Sum.erians, Egyptians and 
Oravidians. The Babylonian ·social structure can be 

studied from the code of laws of Hammurabi, 

(Hammu-Rabi, Amraphel) who occupied the throne 

about 2100 B. C. A nearly perfect copy of his Code 

of laws has been found quite lately, at Susa by 
DeMorgan. The social grades recognised in the Code 

are the aristocrat, the commoner , and the slave. Class 

legislation is a feature of the Code, including feudal 

land-owners, professional men, and tradesmen. The 

code gives laws for the agriculturist and the merchant, 
also laws for the temple properties and revenues, and 
che courts of ecclesiastical and ci, il justice. There ar c 
no laws which are simply ecclesiastical, like the Mosa ic 

laws. § This great code, which is claimed co ha ve 

influenced western codes, besides lnving moulded much 

of the Mosaic legislation, is now definitely known to 

be of Sumerian origin. t 
$ Srinivasa Iyengar. History of the T amil s. p. 142. 

• Encyclop::edia of Ethics and Religion. Vol. XII . p, 404, 
~ Cambridge History of India. Vol. I. p. -1-24. 

§ H a ndbook of Assyriology, N orton. pp. 109 -110 , 

i KiQg, L. W . Sumer and Akkad. p. 348, 
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" In ancient Egyp t also , t he social cruccure was 
som ewhat s imilar co wbc is descr ibed above . T he 

Egyptians are said co h:we _ been div ided into ca-s ees 

similar co chose o f India ; but though a markc<l lin e of 

dis tinct ion was main ta ined between t he d iffere nc ranks 

of socie ty, they appear to ha ve been classes 111.ore than 

cas tes , and ;1 man d id no t neccssa rilv fo 11 ow the precise 
• I 

occupa t ion o f his fat her .. ... the child ren of a pnes t 

frequendy chose th e ar my as cheir profess ion., and chose 

o f a md icar) man co ul.d belong to t he pries thood. " ~ 

" Long before th e spi:ead of Aryan insticucions in 

the T a mil country, the people were d ivided into fi ve 

t r ibes, accord ing co the f-ive kinds o f life they li ved in 

t he Scone Age- the 1iomad , che hunte1:, che fis herman, 

the herd s m an, and th e for mer- as the res ult o f the life 

cond itions in each o f cli e fi ve reg ion s. These fiv e tribes 

d eveloped custom s of their own and a culture o f their 

o wn different in many respects from the Arya n and 

·che Aryan institutions could not at all affect the course 

of T a mil culture" . * If ch i,; is true o f the T a mil 

country, it can be accept ed as true o f ancient Kerala also . 

f he Ca cur V arn ya, chc fou r-cas ce orga niza t ton of the 

Aryas, was only a fac e in Arya V arca in the V edic Age. 
' 

Our attention may now be turned co the r eligious 

conceptions and practices o f these ancient peoples . 

" The belief of a divine p~wer · or spirit in all nature 

was the fouodac ion of all anc ient religions, which 

§ Wilkinson-Ancient Egyptians Vol. J. p 316 . 

• P. T. Srinivas Iyt!ngar. H istory of the Tamils. pp 1.2,2-;z,3 
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deve loped by degrees towards a concentration of the 
divine power or spirit in supernatural beings ." The~ 

origin of the gods. of Babylon was the same as chat of 

the ocher ancient religions, namely personifications of 

the forces of nature. The gods, and not the powers 

of nature were believed to be the authors and 

controllers of che various phenomena of the world. 
The cult of the sun, the moon, che stars, the power 

that shows ifself in vegetation, and chat which is seen 

in the. power of water and tempest, each one had its 

own peculiar deity which had its own city which was 

specially devoted ro its worship. * The theology of 

che Tigro-Euphrates Valley is an artificial produce, 

combining two wholly different forms of faith and 

religious conception-Sumerian and Semitic. The 

Semite, though he moulded the old religion of 

Babylon, could not transform it altogether. The 

Sumerians worshipped the city god Nin-gir-Su in 

temples. t The temple was first entered through ~he 

areat court, then came the platform of the original 
/::, 

temple, the sides and not the corners, which faced the 
four cardinal points, and which possessed four gates 

each in the centre of a sid e. In it was the Ziggurat, 

or se;en-staged cower, and on the seventh was tl~e 

chamber · of God. The Babylonian _ temple closely 

resembled the Jewish, ·and excluding the tower portio1~, 

it was somewhat similar to the temples of South 

India. 

* · P. Norton, p. 15--1- . 
+ lb. p. 191 . 
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In ancient times in _Babylonia the "Sa net uary of 
the God" represented · the dwelling place of a God. 
Among the Semites the 'sacred stone', which was · in 

the earl.iest stage considered co be the god himself, 

became, either in the form of an altar or in the form 
of an image of man or beast, a representative of the 
deity. The 'sacred stone', converted into an altar, 
b~~ame " che house of God", che deity being represented 

by the stone. * 

Animals have been associated with the worship of 

GC?d in Babylonia, Egypt and India. "The original 

form of the Mocher Goddess in Egypt was the Divine 
Cow. The adoration of che Mocher Goddess and of 
cows is, so to say, a fundamental cult of the Dravidian 

religion. The sacred Bull in Egypt and the Nimrods 

Bull in Assyria find their Indian analogue in Siva's Bull 

' Nandi'. $ Trees, stones and wells were in the eyes 

of che Semitic .nations the abodes of spirits, and wor

shipped accordingly. In the Old Testament also we 
find an immense number of stones, trees and springs 
associated with sacred rices in Patriarchal. days, such as 

Jacob's Stone at Bechel, Abraham's Oak at Mamre) 

De~orah's Palm tree and the Well at Beer Shebali.. To 

the primitive minds it would be very Jifliculc to realise 

a deity apart from a local abode. t, Among che 

Hebrews, Jehovah was ~orshipped in the shape of a 

* Norton-Assyriology. p. 191 

$ Krishna Menon. Dravidian Culture. p. 15. 

t Rev, Chohu_ 0, T . Modern Research. pp. I 59 and 160, 
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bull, for e'xample the golden Calf of Aaron, and the 
sacred bulls of Jeroboam which he sec up at Bethal and 

Dan. These were not a mere copy of the bull-gods of 

Egypt, but actually symbols of Jehovah. These bulls 

were nothing but a symbol of the strength and creative 

power of Jehovah, survivals of a far-off day when gods 

were rc:presenced in the form of animals. § This can 

be explained by the prevalence of Totems among all 

ancient nations. The gods also had their totems or 

symbols. Jn the Babylonian t_ablets, Samas was known 

qy the su~, sin by the moon, Ea by a n~an with ram's 

horns, Adad by a lightning fork, Marduk by a spear

head, Nebo by a double staff, and Ishtar · by an eight

pointed scar. * Totem-worship appears strongly in 

the religion of Egypt also. "Every God had a favourite 

nr sacred beast. Thus che bull was sacred for Os~is, 

the cow for Isis, the li9n for Ra, the ibis for Thoth, 

the hawk for Horus, the jackal for Anubis, the asp for 
Knumis, the vulture for Neich, che viper for Amon, 

the goat for Mendes and the crocodile for Shebak." t 
The association of animal,; - che kite, the ape, the 

elephant, the bull, the rat, the peacock and th_e 

$erpent-wich God-; m [ndia also can be explained 

on the same ground. 

Tree-worship and serpent-worship can also be 

associated with the religion of antiquity. These led 

s Rev. Chohu. 0. T. Modern. Research. pp, 166, 167. 
• Norton. Assyriology. p. 201 , 

i The Science History-Francis Wheeler, Vol. X. p. 27'1,. 
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co the worship of the Pri0ciple of Life. This Phallic 
worship wars universal, and no early religion seems to 
have been free from it. * In ,India the tree-gods have 

become one with Siva. t 

Taboo. The importance attached to bodily clean

liness was always a prominent feature in the primitive 
religions of the world. It is che doctrine that "a certain 

class of objects are set apart from profane purposes , that 

they carry with them either a moral infection in them
selves (such as in a new-born ·babe or a corpse) or a 

moral penalty for infraction (such as a temple, a chief, 
or a totem plant or animal.)" It is not to be dismissed 
with a smile, for ic is the whole body of law, of 
religion, of conduct, nay of life itself, co hundreds ·of 
millions of people. The Babylonians, Egyptians, 

Hebre~s § and Indians made a great point of it. The 

old Sumerian cleansed his body with the pure spnng 

water of the holy city of Eridu. Purification was not 
only confined to water, there was also purification 

through fire. The same idea is seen in later . times i.n 
th~ religious ritual of other nations and cults, not onlv 

J 

ancient but: modern. 

Monotheism. Professor Sayce has shown that the 
tendency to monotheism existed in Babylonia. Could 

t_he Babylonians have blotted out the past history of 

their country which prevented a1wthin o- like mono-
• ' I:> 

theism, it might h~ve ended in the worship of but one 

* The Science. History Francis Wheeler .. pp. 267 and 268. · •· 
t Srinivas Iyengar. History of the Tamils. p. 61:z. 

· Exoc!us. xxx , 18-1-1, 
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God. But it was impossible to break with the past, 
and the past was bound up with PP1ycheis111, and wit:h -
_the existence of great cities, each with its sepflrace goµ 
and san!=tuary, and minor divin_icies who revplv~fl roJ.m~ 

chem. As· it was, the language of lacer inscript ·oqs 

_sometimes approaches very nearly chat of the Mfmp
cheistic. For example, in maqy early prayers to tqe 
Moon-God of Ur, he is called "Supreme in heay~n ~q._s{ 
earth, omnipotent, an!l creator of all tqings ". Q . 
Pinches says "It will probjtbly not b.e though~ rn.o 

venturesome to say that the Moq.otheism qf i\brah~rri 

(abo~t 2000 B. C.) was possibly the resul~ of J:~~ 

religious treqd of thought in his time ". 

The fundamental doctrine of the Egyptian§ was tJ\e 

unity of the deity, but this unity was not repr~s~nkeq 

by any symbol, and He was known only by a sentenc,e ~r 

· an iclea, being worshipped i.n silenc.e. But the attrib.utes 

of this Being were represent,ed under positiye forms, an.d 

. hence ai;ose a multjpJicity of Gods-Pthah, Osri~, A mun, 

Maut, Neich and other µods and Goddesses . The 
religion of the Egyptiaqs was a pantheism rather th;J.IJ. a · 

polytheism, and their adm.itti_ng the Sun and Moon co 

divine worship may rather be ascribed to this than to 

any Sabacism. + The lacer Egyptian Sun worship, 

which forms so striking a contrJst to the indigenous 

animal cults and worship of the dead, was probab-ly of 

Semit.ic origin, and may have reached Uppet: Egypt 

from South Arabia •. 

t Wilkinson. The Ancient Egyptians, pp. 326-28. 

* King, L, W. Sqmer and Akkad. p. 3 34;. 
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The Egyptians also represented the same 
deity under differe~t names and characters; Isis, 
from the number of her titles was called Myrio
nymus, or with ten thousand names. (cf. Sahasranamas) 
A god or goddess was also worshipped as residing in 
some particular place, or as gifted with some peculiar 
~uality. Another remarkable theory of the Egyptians 
was the union of certain attributes into triads, the third 
m1mber of which proceeded from the other two. This 
idea had been held by th~m at the earliest periods of the 

Egyptian monarchy; " it is therefore an anachronism to 
derive this and other Egyptian doctrines from the 
peninsula of India, for the Hindoos did not settle till 
long after the age of the 18th dynasty,-and if there is 
any cmmeccion between the two religions of Egypt and 
India, this must ·be ascrib~d to the perioed before the 

· two races left Central India ". * But the modern 

theory is that the Dravidians belonged to Mediterranean 
race, and hence a probable common ongm of the 

religious idea m1y be sought for the Egyptians, the 
Babylonians and th~ Dravidians. 

Magic. The art of magic a"nd the study of astro

logy-the science of foretelling events with the help of 

the heavenly bodies,-and astronomy-the science of the 

heavenly bodies-were fro.m a very early period believed 

_ in and practised by the dwellers of the Tigro-Euphrates 
Valler. It certainly exercised considerable in.£Iuence 
·over their lives, and formed a part of their religious 

_________ ....:._ ________ ~---~ 
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system. · The very name "Chaldaean" became synony

mous with " Magician ". The heads of the astrolooical 
~ b . 

profession were men of high rank and position and 

their words .were regarded with awe and reverence by the 

king and his subjects. They observed the position of 

certain stars, the moon and the sun, to cast horoscopes, 

and interpreted dreams and derived omens from the 

movements of birds and animals. Magic was divided 

into two heads-black and white, either spoken or 

written. There were charms and incantations and ·what 

was called " the power of the name " and " the power 

of the book " * • 

Amulets were made of knots of cord, pierced 

shells, or bronze, which were fastened to the arms or 

· worn round the neck. These were covered with 

incantations to protect the wearer from perse;'.uting 

demons or evil spirits of disease or suffering. These 

emblems were common to all the ancient nations of 

the world . $ The ancient Babylonian believed in 

demons and evil spirits whom he could not see, but 

whose influence at any moment might cause him misfor

tune, sickness or death. t In Egypt, son:ietimes a charm 

consisted of a written piece of papyrus tightly rolled up 

and sewed into a covering of linen . ':3 • 

• Norton. p, 125 

$ Idem, p. 10 

t Idem. p. 188. 
§ W i\kinson, The Ancient Egyptians. Vol. II rP• H o. 3 p. 
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Omens. The profession of deducing om~ns from 
daily events reached a pitch of great importance in the 
last Assyrian Empire. The Babylonians predicted events 

from the moon, the .sun, the stars, the clouds, earth

quakes, eclipses, births and many things in nature. The 
ancient Babylonians borrowed chis, with modifications, 

from the Sumerians. They deduced omens from all the 
celestial bodies kqown co chem; but ic is clear chat the 

~~on was the chief source from which omens were 

deri1,1ed. A number of omens were derived from the 

entrances of the planets into the signs of the zodiac; and 
the i•nBuence of the stars in the various sections of it 
was thought co be very considerable. ,:·· 

The ancient Babylonians believed tn 'exorctstng 

rites ', which were supposed co ward off demons and 

destroy sorcerers and witches- Priests performed the 
ceremony, and bribes were offered to the demons t o 

make chem kindly disposed. There were formulae and 

observances prescribed by the Babylonian priests for 
·exorcising dem.ons who were, it was thought; che cause 
of all sickness and suffering in chis life. Sacrifices were 

offered with prayers at these rices. Babylonian sacrifices 

were of many kinds-human, . domestic animals first

fruits and incense. Human sacrifices, specially of 

infants and the first-born of man, were, in -the early days 

of Babylon, (as in all incient religious systems of the 

world) inducled among the sacrifices offered co god. § 

* Norton . . Assyriology, pp. 150.151. 

S Idem, ·PP• 76, 100 'and 171. 
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The Ste1a of -the Vultures of E-annatum, Priest King of 
Shirpurla, 1000 B. C. rep·resents co us a cage filled with 
captives, who are waiting to be put to death by the mace

of the king. Recent excavations in Egypt an4 Palestine 
have also abundantly proved ·chat human sacrifices were 

offered to gods. In Egypt, foundacion-saq:ifices . have 

been discovered on old temple sites, and under the •Hioh 
b 

Place' has been discovered a cemetery of infants buried in 
jars. In lacer times, the human victim was replaced by 

an ox, sheep or ocher animal. " This was and is the 

case with all savage comm.unities throughout the length 
and breadth of the world where civilization and educa

tion have taken the place of ignorance and superstition"·* 

It .may be pointed out chat tn Kerala even to-dav 
, occasionally great ternor is caused in the .minds ;f 

parents by rumours chat children are kidnapped by 

scranoers to be offered as sacrifices in the foundation 
b 

of a bridge or a great building. 

In ancient times, Egypt was the chief 0encre. of 
rnagical knowledge and practice. In m.agic, either white 

or black, used for good or evil purposes, Egypt 
ellwelled even India . t Belief in magic and in male

volent spirits prevails among modern Egyptians. § 

As for Kerala. ' ' Ma0oic and witchcraft had oreac 
' b 

vogue in chose times. The average Malayali was 

obsessed to a certain extent by a fear of the unkown " 

• ·Paul Btunton A Search in Secret Egypt. p. 281. 

§ See Weigall. Tutank Hamen and other Essays. PF· 13,6-~57. 
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Kerala is par excelience the land of magic and sorcery; 
even now the Malayali is looked with awe as a dabbler • 

in the bla~k a~c ~: chose beyond che Ghats " . * The 
account given 10 The Black Art and Ritual in Ancient 

Kerala" . will show striki~g similarity co the Babylonian 
conc.eption and practices. 

The Babylonians and the Pre-Dravidians in Kerala 
were addicted to ancestor-worship and a belief in the 

malign influence of the spirits of che dead. This spirit was 
alive and act_ive and able to hurt the relatives if not 

duly appeased. Shaving the head or beard, covering the. 
face, going about in filthy condition with unkempt hair 
and other funeral customs were adopted in primitiye 
tfr.nes, according to some writers, to render oneself 

· un~ecognizable co the spirit 0£ the dead relative. In 
so.~me places the dead body is taken through the window 

_or through a new door so as to mislead the spirit. 

Jhe belief in spirits and their power to cause 
dtsease, accidents, and other minor ills of life and the 
belief in spirits chat cquld be controlled by incantations 
and spells know only to sorcerers was the cause of the 
stronghold which magic, wizards, charms, and amulets 

had on these ancient peoples throughout their history. 
Magic lore may be found ev_erywhere, · but the Baby

lonians , above all .others, had reduced it to a fine art. 

No other race ever filled their world more with swarm

ing hosts of nature-spirits, and their sacred literature of 

-
* Balakrishna Warriar. The Black Art and Ritual- in Ancient 

Kerala, i. , 
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magic hymns, incantations, and formul~ of exorcism is 
of the richest, most elaborate and perfect type. Its 

sacred texts were chanted to ward off evil spirits or 
worn as charms tied on as phylacteries. The Baby
lonians were skilled in interpreting omens from the cries 
of birds, they could read the stars, and foretell the 
future by casting lots, divi~ation, and consulcing 

images and oracles. 

The black art and ritual exerted an all~pervading 

influence on the cultural life of ancient Kerala. Of the 

two systems of magic art-Vedic and Tantric, the 
second may throw some light on the practices · of the 
people of Kerala before the spread of Aryan culture in 
the country. Exorcism, Kolam Thullal by Kaniyans, 

V elan Thullal and ocher modes of devil-dancing by the 
Parayas, Valluvans, Mannans etc. ; death producing 

rites such as the odicults and human sacrifices; amulets 

and charms for enticing people and as cure of diseases 
and evil eye, votiv~ offerings in times of pestilence are 
more or less similar to the practices which had existed 

among the ancient Babylonians. * 
Deification of Kings:-- In the history of the 

Semitic religion, the fundamental conception is that the 

god~ are human, and that kings are divine. In the 

~lder Sumerian epoch, there is no deification of man; but 

when the Semitic element became paramount in Baby

lonia, the king became a god; and the title of god is 

. • Balakrishna W arr1ar-Surnmaries of Papers. All-India Oriental 
CQnfercncc, Trivauctr\im. pp. 64-65. 
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a sumed by the success rs of Sasgon. To th 
Egyptians, the king was the representative of the deity: 

his name Phrah (Pharaoh) signifying the sun pronounced 

him the emblem of the god of light, and his royal 

authority was directly derived from the gods. He · was 

the head of ·the religion and the State. t To the 

Dravidians, the name of the god and the king was alike 

'Kon' or 'Ko'. 

Myths and Mythology. Professor Sayce says that 

"Religion has its mythology as well as its theology, and 

sometimes the mythology has a good deal to do with 

moulding or even creating its theology". " The myths 
of Babylonia were intimately connected with the 
worship of its gods. They embody religious beliefs 

and practices, they contain allusions to local cults; and 

above all, they not unfrequently reflect the popular 

conception of the Divine." § The Chaldean epics or 

legends belong for the most part to the period of 

national revival, which began with the reign of Ham

murabi and continued for several . centuries a fter his 
death. Sinligiunnini, (according to Professor Sayce) 

the author of the Great -Epic, Gilgames, was a con

temporary of Abraham. The Epic was but the final 

stage in the literary development of the tales and myths 

of which it is composed. * The foregoing observa

tions can be said to be · more or less true of the 

Egyptian and South India~ mythologies. · 

! Wilkioson-T.he Ancient Egyptians, p. 310. 
~ No tan, Assyri0Iogy, 'P· 1 37. 

* Norton Assyriology, p. 74 . 
! . . . 
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Sacred Books. Every organised rel igion ha its 
sacred books, and they hind a religion to its past. 
Babylonia possessed an organised official religion, and so• 
had its sacred books. They differed essentially from 
the sacred books of ancient Egypt, which were intended 

for the guidance of the disembodied soul in its journey 
through the other world. The old Egyptians lived for 

the fuc'ure life rather than for the present; che interest 
and cares of the Babylonian, on the ocher hand, were 

centred in chis 'present life. J"he other world for him 
· was a land of shadow and darkness. Ic was in this life 

chat he was rewarded or punished for. his deeds; what 
he needed from his· sacred books was guidance in this 
world, noc' in the world beyond the grave. The oldest 
incantations are considered co have been composed at 

Eridu in the · days of its Sumerian animism. Magic, 
which in ancient times had taken the place of religion, 

was in later times taken under the protection of the 

State, and became part of its religious sys tem. * 

Life After Death. Among the Babylonians and 
che Assyrians, there seem co have existed from the 

earliest times the view chat life continued after death 

in some form or other, and chat the dead continued in 

a conscious or half-conscious state in a subterranean 

cave, deep down in the bowels of the earth. The 

Sumerian name for this abode is Aralu. The dwelling 
place of the deaq. is called "the pit", a·nd " the land 
from which there · is no return". It is also the abode 

• Norton. Assyriology, pp. 169 and 170, 
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of the ·demons and evil spirits. § To ·the Babylonians, 
death meant the e~tinction of light, and hope, to tkem 
this life was everything, and , they contemplated , the 

•future with dread. The old Egyptian -looked fon~ard 
to the next life in " the fields of Alu", and his thoughts 

were fixed on the next w0rld, and he was rhopeful about 

the future believino in the existence of an invisible 
' b 

world and a second life. The • Egyptians made their 
preparations for death and burial very , elaborate, rthe 

Pharaohs and great men . gave much attention .during 
their life-time to preparing' their "houses of :eternity" 

as they called them. The Pyramids are· tombs and • the 
Egyptians embalm.ed or mummified the deid bodies co 
preserve it to be the spirits' home as before, and 
enclos.~d them in coffins. Beside the , body ·are plaeed 

alt the things he could need, fine clothing, j,ewels, 
furniture, food and servants to wait on him. • Rue 1, 0 

trace of mummification is found in Babylonia. The 

ancient Egyptians believed that Osris was one who had 
suffered martyrdom and died, and then again risen from 
the dead. Thus his name became for his people the 
very synonym of survival after death, and his conquest 

of m.ortality made tht!m hope for a similar conquest for 

their own deaths. This belief among the Christians, 

according to Paul Brunton, is due to the presence of 

Moses in Egypt, who included it as p~rt of the faith 

of the ancient . Hebrews. t The common belief was in 

!j Norton-Assyriology. p. 59, 
* Vaughan-Ancient History. p. 31, 
+ Paul Bruoton-Searclt in Secret~ gi pt. P• 171, 
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the immortality of che soul, and in a life beyond che 
grave and in the transition of chis new l ife, the .. 

gods would judge the s.oul, and record che n1.easures of 

its good and evil deeds in the past. The wicked would 

receive fie punishment, while che good wot:1ld go co 
che realm of the blessed and unite with Osris. ·They 

solved the mystery of death, and believed that it was 
really disappearance from one state of existence, only 
co reappear in another, and chat it affec ted only the 

aeshy body; but did not destroy the mind and the self. 
They also learnt that the soul not only surviv_ed the 

destruction of the mortal body, but progressed 
onwards to higher spheres . The belief in a future life 
and the treatment of the dead in India among the 
Pre_-Dravidians has already been mentioned in the 

Chapter on the Social Organizat ion of the Pre-D~avidia ns. 

Serpents, standing erect, are depicted on the walls 

of the Ishtar gate at the approach to the palace of 
Nebuchadnezzar in Babylon, of which they are supposed 

co be . the guardians. There was also che serpenc with 

seven heads mentioned in the . tablets ". In Egypt, at 

Thebes(Karnak) " each lintel was topped by an architrave 

of a line- of more ch~n twenty cobras, they were solid 

sculptures, their heads were raised, and their hoods 

outstretcl-ied, a massive adornment nearly one yard 

high" §. Among the carved and painted memorials of 

ancient Egypt, the serpent meets che eye at every seep-

$ Norton- Assyriology. p. 18.1, 

§ Paul :sr:unton.;-Search in Secret Egypt, p. 2.15. 
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at the entrance to the te~ple of Amon-Ra, and in the 
temple of Osris. The walls of every royal tomb in the 
valley of the dead bear painted witness to the important 
pl~ce which the snake occupied in early Egyptian 
thought and religion. Upon the summit of every 

obelisk, and the porticoes of most temples, the serpent 
is sculptured. In the holy of holies of many a t emple, 
across whose threshold no man of alien faith may tread, 
che .. sculpcured figure of the serpent twines itself around 

the shrine or raises its hooded head. 

According to Paul Brunton, "The Dravidians, who 
were the aborignal black-skinned people of India, and 
who have now -mostly been driven to the south, regard 
the cobra, and specially the spectacle-hooded variety
as a divine creature and hesitate to kill ic, although they 

will kill any ocher snake without regret. Some priests' 
there actually keep cobras in che temples, feed them on 

milk and sugar and pamper chem with ceremonial 

worship. When one of chem· dies , it is wrapped up in 
a shroud and cremated, as if it were a human -body ' ' . 
Though Paul Bruncon's statement chat the Drividians 

are the aboriginal inhabitants may not be accepted as 
correct, the other statements are more or less true. 

Many a peasant, whether in the north, south, west, 

ease or centre of India, . finds much satisfaction in 
worshipping the image of the hooded cobra,or in placing 
food near the hole of a living one, for he regards such a 

creature as being the bodily vehicle of some higher 

power. This qocion has been handc:d .. .down co .him 
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through the most ancient . tradition of his land, and he 
accepts chis as many ocher strange notions . 

• 
An interesting parallel may be observed in modern 

Egypt and Kerala whenever people desired to avoid 
danger from a snake. " Whenever the presence of a 

snake was suspected in any household, the starcled 

householder would run off to fetch Sheikh Moussa, the 
latter would detect the reptile's hiding place and then 

order the creature to emerge. As a rule, it obeyed but 

if it refused, he would grasp the reptile by its throat 

·and carry it off". * Similarly, in Kerala Pampum 

MeRkat Namputiris and Mannarasala Nampiatiris have 
the serpents under control and remove them. from any 
place to a desired place. 

Another remarkable practice common to Egypt 
and India is the trance, and the making of~ tomb for 

the living and not for the dead. In India, Fakirs and 

Yogis have permitted themselves to be buried for short or 

long periods whilst ~eeping thetr bodies in an enrraced 
state, The function of their breathing organs is completely 
suspended during the period of burial. The Egyptian 

adepts are in a similar state, but their know ledge is 

more profound, . they . have kept their bodies entranced 

yet alive for thous_ands of years . There is one vital 

difference; the Indian Yogis fall into _a totally uncon

scious state during their burial, and remember nothing 

until they awake again, unless they are adepts. · The 

Egyptian adepts remain conscious during their mtern-

* Paul Brunton- Search in Secret Egypt. p. 240. 
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ment, although dieir bodi~$ are in coma, their spirts are 
free and working; they move and travel, and they have 
the advantage of being aware of two worlds-the 

material and the spiritual. § 

In ancient Egypt, twice every day the pr~ests had 

to bathe their bodies in the waters of the Nile to 

pres~rve their purity and twice every night. In India, 
the..Brahmin priests do the same thing today, for the 
same purpose, save that they do not disturb their 

nights. According to Paul Brunton, both Egyptians 

and Indians had the same theory-that man picks up an 

invisible personal magnetism from his contact . with 
other persons, and that frequent washings are necess

ary to get rid of those acquired influences, which 
might o often be undesirable, if not worse. 

Treatment of the Dead. Cremation seems to have 

been the general practice, and the ashes were put into 

long urns, which were preserved. There is no tracs of 

mummification as in Egypt, Tombs in Babylonia and 

Assyria are rare. The kings, after being crernated, were 

buried in the place where they had lived · and died, and 
their ashes were preserved in the royal sepulchres. $ 

As the sphinx of · Gizch in Egypt, so winged bulls 

performed the same office of guarding the ·entrance to 

an Assyrian palace. * It will be interesting to observe 

winged figures at the encr_ance in tempfes arid palaces of 

Kerala. 

§ Paul Brunton. Search in Secret Egypt, pp. 281~28z. 
Norton, p. 38. 

• Idem, p. 37. 
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Many ·Babylonian burials have been found at 
Nippur, Babel ahd ·other places. . They are of two · 

kinds :- (1) Tthe earliest type was a clay jar or dish 
which covered the sitting body of the dead ; or the 

body of ·the dead was placed in clay compartments like 
bath cubs. ( 2) The second type of coffins is ,like a 
slipper. ifhey are made of clay and often have .glazed 
covers with ornamental designs. There was an opening 
at one end through which the body was passed. The 
usual place of burial was in vaults beneath ·the house 

where .the deceased liv.ed and died. Weapons and orna

ments were placed by the coffin, and sometimes v.ari0us 

kinds of food. t Probably burial was the earlier of the 
two ·methods as it was not in general practice, and it 
may be observed how it is similar to the prac tice in 

Kerala. 

There is a characteristic difference of funeral 

customs between the Dasyus and Aryas. Throughout 
che world till the Arya fire-cult arose, burial was the 

normal form of disposal of the dead, except where the 
still older custom of exposing che dead co chc destru
ctive forces of natural agencies prevailed.· The fire

cult gave birth to the custom of cremation-the offering 

of the dead man ·co the god5 through Agni (fire). In 

India and elsewhere, the introduction of cremation is a 

sure sign of .. che spread of the Arya cult . According 

co the view stated in Cambridge History (Vol. I, Ch. IV 

-t Norton. Assyriologv p 38 · 
~ Srinivasa Iyengar, ·H istory of the Tamils, p. 50, 
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Literature and Civilization of the Vedic Period), among 
the Aryans of the Rig Vedic period, " the dead were 
either cremated or buried, and if cremated the ashes 

were regularly buried. This suggests that burial was the 

older method, which was altered under the pressure_ of 

migration and perhaps the Indian cli~ate ". t The same 

reasons for the alteration from burial to cremation may 

alsG> be applied· to the p~ople who entered the Tigro
Euphrates valley from cooler mountain regions before 

the appearance of the Aryans in history. If so, it 
might be questioned whether cremation is the character

istic feature of the Aryans. \ 
' 

Dress. The dress of the Egyptians was usual! y 
white; . they had not the Semite's love for gay robes and 

" coats of many colours ". t If this is so, the . Egyptian 

dress was similar to the dress of the people of Kerala, 

and the Babylonian similar to the dress of the people of 

the oth_er side of the Western Ghats . fn Egypt men of 

high rank did not think it undignified to ?.ppear in 
public very lightly clad. Many people shaved their 
head for coolness, and it was a common custom to 
paint the eye lids green and black (not black alone as in 

India) to protect the eyes from the strong light. 

Further, cotton cloth was among die manufactures of 

Egypt, and dress made· of this material was worn by all 

·classes. * The Egyptian priests, or one grade of Pontiffs, 

t Cambridge History, Vol. I. Ch. IV. p. 108. 
t Vaughan. Ancient History, p. 29. 
* Wilkinson-The Ancient Egyptians. Vol, II. p. 74, 
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wore the leopard skin. t Offerings for ·the dead, cakes 
and meat, were made by them: while such offerings were 

strictly forbidden by the Law of Moses among the 

Hebrews.$ The custom of staining the fingers red 

with hennah (its powdered leaves) was probably of very 

ancient date in Egypt and the East. t They also used a 

mirror of mixed metal, chiefly copper, most highly 

polished. This substitute for our modern looking 

glass - was capable of reflecting the image. • In 
design they are similar co the Aranmula metal mirror. 

The ear-rings, most usually worn by Egyptian ladies, 

were large, round, single hoops of gold, from one and a 

half to two inches and a half in diameter, and frequently 

of still greater size. 1 · They also wore many rings, 
sometimes two and three on the same finger; the left 

was che hand peculiarly privileged co bear chose 

ornaments. The rings were mostly of gold, but silver 

rings are occasionally met with. s 

The ancient invention for the hauling of water _is 

also similar in Egypt and India. A long pole rested on 

a horizontal prop and faced with a heavy balancing 
weight at its lower end : a dow.nward pull _at the rope, 

and the bucket sank into the water; a release and it 

rose, to deposit the water into a trench. This inven-

+ Wilkinson· The Ancient Egyptians Vol. II, p.360 
$ Ibid, p. 362 

t Ibid. p. 345 
* Ibid. p. 3 45-47 
'If Ibid. p. 33 5 
§ Idem, p. 3 361 
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tion• had proved it!s; woi•ch ,f 01° che pea:saric of 5·00' ye~f.rs· 

ago, and co-dny i:c- i.s proving i.'t!s worc-h1 for tire' peasa i c o-f 
c·he- t wefi€-i-eth cehiury. 

Ancestor-Worship . In Egypt,. a kind of anc!estoi.: 

worship also devdoped to show su0ce-ed·ng: generat~ons 

what their ancestors lobked liike. It was a hol.low 

i-mi t!ation practised in early ggyFt: co preserve· hol-y 

re-lies of good kings and priests. * In. Babylonia ,. no 

reference to ancestor-worship is found in the rit uai 

texts which have yet been discovered; but it rs t,houghn 

by scholars co be extre-mely probable that t:he worski F 

0f the an'<;estors did exist in Babylon,- but must: lfa:v~ 

d'ied out as part of the offici-aI cuk at such a very- eady 

date chat no documentary evidence ~xists to prove it. t 
In ~erala, ances tor-w0·rship extsts even w-day. 

The lotus was the sacred Bo'Wer o.f Egypt:" as of 

other ancient lands, and in the opened form beautifully 

symbofize'd tf1e a'wakened spitit of man. The King 

Wore a tri angular apro'n covedrig cfie- sextial organs, 

which had precisely ihe same symlfoHsni di'at the 
Freetn~son''s apton posses ses to-=day. § 

The Sunierians, the Ch~Icf.:ei'hs, arid the ea-tiy 

Egyptians are supposed to _ have originally come from a 

mountainous country and sedtled d0Wn i-ri t he Bat 

• Paul Brunton, p. 2.78_ 
t Norton-Assyriology. p. 11 . 

§ Paul Brunto~-Search in Seqea ~gypt, p, 163 , 
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r~gio1~s ~r pli1~1:1s, This is conlirmed by the nature of 

cl{e building of their cen1ples and from their script . . 
The early script of the Sumerians seems c:o suggest ~ha t 

they originqlly ,were a people bred in the mq\.\Dtains, 

before qne 9f thei~ tribes settled in •the J.igro-E~ph~;ites 

valley. * The eclrly inhabitants of Chj1lde!l npde 

Ziggµrat on a lofty -pe.ak or top peak of .a mo4ntgin . 

It sµgges ts chat th~y c_ame origir;i.ally from a_ mo4ptaip

ous coµntry where they worshipped the deity 9p .the 

mountain tops .as being neare.st the k). J;hese .to·:v-ers 

a1,e fo4nd in all Bapylonian and Assyrit1n temples. $ 

Y,ahv6h, the god of tbe Ii~brews , is aho essentially 

'·a mqunt:ai.n -god"_, and is generally associated with ,the 

bµll. In Crete and ,the Aegean, this _mpµn~ain god ;w,as 

easily blended i,i;h Zeus vvi~h whom the ,e~blem ,of the 

double-axe was also associated. + Similarly, it may be 

ppinted ,out ,that •the ya I Leys and coastal -pJaiqs 9f Kerala 

might .have ,been oe<mpied by --people fr~m -th-e 

.mountains, and · Shasta may be rega-rde~ as es§en;,ially 

a mountain god, and the Rajas of Pa.f1ta );up, 1-vh9 .-i -re 
.. c;he custodians .of ~he w0rship 1 ,ruled ov,er ti-}.e 1110~ 1:1 .. 

tainous portion, ~ .and-when they ex tenµed their ter~i~ory 
.... c;owa-rds the ,-plaim, -they continued their v.orship. T~e 

early inhabitants all along the mountain regions 1migbt 

,.have -1-nade rnmples and w orshipped on .mountain ~ops, 

before they spread out to the 
1
plains. Th.e worshtp 

·* Nor.ton, . pp .. 19o_e..~d 191. 

$ Idem, p, 2 15 . 

t Idem p. 2.13 , 
• For diftet'enc views on Shasta wotship, sec Atticle _by Professor 

V: Natayana Pillai. 
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of Shasta is also import~nc to the hill tribes of 
Travancore. § 

Carey dims to have proved that, in every quarter 

of the world, cultivation has commenced on the sides of 
the hills, where the soil was the poorest, and where the 
natural advantages of situation were the least. "With the 

growth of wealth and population, men have been seen 
des;ending from the highlands bounding the valley on 
either side and coming together at its feet ". The late 

Duke of Argyll described the influence of insecurity and 

poverty in compelling the cultivation of the hills before 

that of the valleys was feasible. t This may be true of 
early Kerala also, and the inhabitants of the hills might 
have descended from the hills to the coast. 

Orientation. It is interesting to note that the 

chief temples of Egypt and· Babylonia were 'oriented' 

i. e., the same sort of temple was built so that the 

shrine and the entrance always faced in the same direc
tion, the east. In Babylonian temples, this was most 
often due east, facing the sunrise on March 21st and 
September 21st, the equinoxes. In Egypt, the Pyramids of 
Gizeh also face the east, and the Sphinx faces due east. $ 

· One explanation of orientation of temples, according 

to Sir Norman Lockyer , 1J)' is that it served to fix a~d 

§ Castes 8/. Tribes of Travancore, p. 

, 1 t Carey-Principles of Social Science, quoted Marshall, pp, 164 a11d 6s. 
S Wells-The Outline of History, p. 2 09 . 

~ Wells-The Outline of History, p. 2.11. 
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help the great annual festival of the New year. On 
one morning alone in a temple oriented co the rising. 
place of the sun at midsummer day, che sun's first rays 
would sn'l.ite down through the gloom of the temple and 

che long alley of temple pillars and light up the god 
above the altar and radiate him with glory. The 

narrow darkened structure of the ancient temples seems to 
be deliberately planned for such an effect. Noc only is 
orientation apparent in most (though not all) of the 
temples of Egypt, Assyria, Babylonia and the East; it 

is also found in the Greek temples, the Stonehenge, 

and in most of the Megalithic circles of Europe. · Up 

to a few years ago, one of the most important of all 

che duties of the Emperor of China was to sacrifice an.d 
pray in the temple upon the midwinter's day for a 
prop1t1ous year. Orientation of Hindu and Dravidian 

temples is very conspicuous, and in their structures also 

similarities may be observed to the temples of other 
. . 

ancient countnes. 

In Christian churches, according to Rev. J. R. 

Cohu, * " it is 111ore than probable, chat the practice 
of turning to che East in che creed, burying our dead 
facing eastward, and the orientation of our churches all 

point co an age whert we were sun-worshippers. We 

have forgotten chis and explain the custom on purely 
Christian grounds. ' ' 

The Indus Valley Civilization, By the discoveries 

at Harappa on the Ravi in the M<;>';}tgomery d1stricc of 
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the Punja.b, and at M0h.~nj0.-D,ar9 ( ._thi ,city ,of h~ 
d~ad ") ,on ,the Ln.c;lus, in .i:h~ L.ar-kp,~a -~i;,q~i~t ,of ;5in~t-"\, 

it ·has .btep ,e&tablished tijf\t ,a we-A~y;n1 ~iv il~ac~pn 

existed in the Ia€f1.1p valley mqny .centqri~s qe(or~ -~h~ 
Aryans came to lPclia. t T;h~ li_eli~ .obrnin~d -fro1,11 che;;_e 

places p.irove .thjlt I t;hete -e~iste.d ;a pre.-Ary.an c~vilizatiqp. 

i-n the Inclus valley as ,01.d and ,;ls .,adv.a nced as ,the 

e nc;i.~nt ci'7ili:z;.a~i-pn 0f Sumei;ia and J;:la.!n ,pf ,the J o4rth 
miilenniu-m :~ . C. The At'.y.a9s do rfl_Qt s.~erp ,t_o ¼a v,e 

·eqtered _Inqia till the se5=qnd mi{lepn\um 8,. C., 
a-nd .ehtir , <: ulture had rPO c.9nnecztion Wiith ~hat pf the 

much earlier set_cl~i:,s, who w~re appar_ently ._the D.>i;a

vidians, .later ·represented by various com1~1µqiti-es ,jn 

£J:>U.t-he1:p ln.d,i,a, ~peakin_g giafo~ts qf ch~ .Di;:avidiap 

Jang.uage. S 
"Fhe .-early ,s@ttler:s ,we-r~ -:agrii:mltµ,ris-~s ,a:ru:l Jf.il~fS 

(as i-n ·Egypt .a:nd •Babylon) and ,1:heir ,high ~s9cj_al 

. organisation is •nfleated -. in ·cheir ~ell-~p~-npe_d ;·;in,d ,w..e.ll
built cities. Their city was laid out .• ~i,£-h ~f-hQr-9ygp

fares, . that, like ~he great ·pyr.:amids qf -Egyf2~, were 

Qriented ,as _nearly as possibl.e _t_o J he cardinaJ poLnts. 

Houses had doors and windows, . pa~ed B.oprs -apd 

drains like .th.as~ in Mesopqt;amia and .Grete, and th~re 

were bath rooms and other conveni_ences. =11: 

Copper, tin, and lead ,bad epm.e . i11to use aQd 

or11aments were made of gold, silv~r, ivqry, ~oµe ;and 

t Moheojo.Da-ro and &he lqdus Civ;ili tatjop, Prqb~tha~, 3 Vols. 
§ R. D. Banerji- Pre-historic, Ancient and Hindu •India, p, VIII, 

Foreword by Donald A. M;i~ls~(c. 

* 'CRIJ:l~ridge--li,,i~tQi;y, ~ h-:,11 . . T~~ !@ys v~Urr.:f iriJiza_ti.~ , 
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i;n:potlte<lf. laFirsfazu-Ii. ('a6 • in R'abylonia). Arc.ifans 0f 
cli:esf were sciM ~e..:iAg manttfa6tured £or occupa, i0nal. 
pt:1rp<:>s~s.• l rl1ey· c~l:c~iivaucd wlnea·t a_rntl barley;, ohey bred 

cai::cle', s-he~p, pigs, a111-cb poultwy for food ;. nhey als01 

freely Hsetl t:he ~sh t.G uhe· ti.ver~ a food ohie· early Aryans 
do not s~e1n1 to ha-v~ carealt frn;. Qobier anirna.ls Gf 

vvhi<:"fi tern{f..i-Fls haive· lheen dii:se0v.ered: were the lDuifl'ia,lo•, 
ea m'el~ ctlephaiitlt a:nd. "airi©us• bnds, ©f C!foer.. 'Fhe tigei:, 
the monkey aiatb tllire: hatre- were k,r-i.own co trhe1n, for.. thq 

a,F~• dep.iaGtted- o fll ch·ei.r seals. The cott©n, plane was 

G1:1,1-ivated, and. w0ol a111d cotton were woven. That 

t.ke- comniur,ii.t-y wats wealthy is evident from the orna

n-1eJ:.'ii;s· disG:overed. They were e.ll:trernel-y fond of 
g,i-ming a.ndi Ia.rg_e numbers of dice have been found. 

lrli · n-'idst tefi'lai:·kable· d~scQ,'very is tfo.at of numer0us 

seal's wid~ it:i1s&tipti0ns m a p · cw ... grapkic cwF~tiiroi in 

patiracing or· ff <ttur~J 1:ffar;ac;cer·, retall.iag 0d1er. simila-r 

ear'fy fm trrs, 0f writi•ng-=-Su~t'ia'n, and Pr.Gt& E-lamite......_ 

nti {\irol5a.bly ~avi-ng a c-0'mnlf-0rf ori.gin with tk€m. t 
Inscrrpd&ns fn ~fu'e samt} chata<SC€ts are fot:1-nd an 
p·ott'.e'Fy, l9'N t there . is• I'l'o tr,jce· so far of day tablets, or 
regubr d0<{tim@titfs a-s in. Cre"te ,u1d. Babylonia'. The 

diatac·tets af°8 l'iG"°t an ~!phabet but s·igns, each represent

ing a wor·d. The cha:tac;ters u's-ed by che early Sumetia't1s 

wete picto·dal, * passing . ch-t ough the age (at about 

5doo B. C. j of w·hat is rnlle~ the· semi-pictorial or 1i.ne
Babylofii;.t.i1, or· a grottp of line ehatJctets, each of whiGh 

t See, ~unf~r•. G. R. 1i'ti~.Script' o,f Harappa and Moh~jo-Daro, and 
irs cfe ff«"i 0 itm with- 6tht!'.r &riprs. 

ff Norton, pages 53, 119 and ;.>, ll, 
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had a picture origin. Then came the cuneiform (form 
Cuncus, a we:lge) or characters consisting of groups of 
strokes in the form of wedges placed horizontally. It 

became the international language of diplomacy, 
education and trade before and after the Mosaic age, 

and w::is understood by all educated persons. The 
Egyptian Pharaohs wrote in the language and script of 
Babylon when they corresponded with their subjects in 
Canaan. This system of writing continued. 

The Mohenjo-Daro system of writing disappeared 

completely in India, and it is difficult to assert that 

writing was practised in India much before the third 

century B. C. Conjectures as to the language of these 
people are almost hopeless, one may assert that it was 
not Sanskrit, and it is doubtful if it was a ·Dravidian 

language. t According to Rev. H. Heras, § one of 

the signs in the seals reads tira, means "wave" or "sea". 

The next sign reads "Adu", thus 'Tirair adu' which 

means that the object sealed by it belonged co the 

Tirayar tribe. Another seal gives us the name· of the 
god of Tirayars as Tira Kadavul adu, i. e,, the God of 
the sea". It is suggested that the seals refer to the 
Tirayars of V elur; modern Vellore might have been 
V elur of the Mohenjo-Daro days. From the seals it 

has been surmised also that . the Tirayars were divided 

into five classes as sections, somewhat similar to · the 

grouping of classes in Babylon and Egypt. The 

+ Cambridge History, Ch. Indus Valley civilization. 
§ Trivandrnm, O riental Conference, 1937; S4mmarie~ of Papen. 

p. 102, 
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majority of che Indus people were er~ fcsm.en, traders, 
and agriculcurists, who evidently became Vaisyas .md 
Sudras. * 

If this is a correct reading of the seals, it might 

be supposed chat there was communication between 

Mohenjo-Daro and South India. As the 'tira' or sea 
is depicted in Mohenjo-Daro script, so in Babylonia, 
the cuneiform character which signifies "country" also 

signifies "mountain" and the hieroglyphic picture out 
of which it developed is a picture of a mouritain range. § 

Dr. Ehrenfels $ finds in the Nayar group "the 

proto-type of Indian mother-right. Racially he sets 
them down to the Indid group. He finds much, too, in 
their beliefs, cults, domestic arrangements, social customs, 

etc. to connect them with the Indus civilization as 

evidenced in the excavations at Mohenjo-Daro and 

Harappa. He postulates the probability of very old 

relation between the Indus civilization (and with it the 

Nayar group) and North-East Indian mother-right". 
The available evidence, though significant so for as it.goes 
is not enough to justi fy che conclusion chat the Tirayars 
of V elur, and che ayars of Malabar were closely r lated 

to the peopl e of Mohenjo~Daro and Harappa. 

• Dikshit, K. N. Sir William M eyer Lectures-Pre.historic Civilization . 
in Indus Valley-

§ Norton, Assyriology, p. 191. 

, Baroi:i Omar Rolf Ehrenfel•-Mother•Right in ~ndia (The Hindu, 

Nov. i<\l94J)· 
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Religion . . The m_ain-stock of Indus people was 
the Delicho-cephelic or long-headed race which had a 

close affinity with the brown or Mediterranean people 

inhabiting the western Asiatic countries. t "The Mother 

Goddess who is so prominent in all early cults seems 

co have been che 'chief deity, who was conceived as the 

giver of all fertility, progeny, and a bunJance. It was 

very likely that Mother Goddess was identified with 

the earth. The word for mother, 'Amma' or •Amba' 

was current.in many languages, and it was probable 

that such a name was prevale~c with the Indus people". 

There is a seated deity, surrounded by wild animals 

who had been considered by Sir John Marshall as the 

earliest form of Siva. If this is so, and there is no 

reason co doubt it, then he must have forced his w~y 
into the Aryan pantheon. * Clay figures and images 

and phaHic o~cylic scones suggest chat Durga and Siva 

worship w s very apcient. Trees and animals also 

seem to have played their part in their religion. Ic 

1s possible that animals themselves considered as 

deities were dedicated to different gods. 

Treatment of the Dead. The dead were either 

buried or crell_lated. It was likely chat some of the 

dead bodies were burnt on the banks of i:he Indus and 
-

other rivers, and that the bones were collected and 

t Dikshit, N . Sir william Meyer Lectures. Pre.historic civilization in 
Indus vailey. 

* Cambridge History. Ch. I, lnclus nlley Givilizat.ioQ, 
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taken away to be buried elsewhere. t The custom of 
expqsing the dead bodies to be ea ten awa) by wild 
animals also appears to have exis ted among them. * 
In the lower geological strata, a numb er of burials of 

the whole body were found ; in such cases, a number of 

pots and cups were found placed by the side of the 
dead, 'Ill' so that the deceased should ha, e h(s O 'I>\ n vessels 

in the other world. The bel ief of life after death was 
shared. by other ancient peoples with the people of Egypt, 
and th e Pre-Dravidians of Kera la. 

CONTACT OF THE PEOPLE OF THE INDUS 
VALLEY WITH OTHERS. 

Seals similar co chose discovered m the Indus 

valley have been found at various sites m Ela m and 
Sumeria, and there are other indications chat cultural 

and trading connections existed between che Indus 

valley inhabitants and the ancient peoples of the Tigro

Euphrates valley. $ " The only possible du~" accord
i110 to Hunter, is that " che Sumerians muscha ve known 

0 

chis script in their intercourse with era vellers from 
India who brought the Indian seals to Sumer." § le 

cannot be affirmed that there was commercial contact 

between Kerala and the Indus. valley at such an early 

period as there is no direct evidence of such a contact. 

There is no evidence as to the existence of teak, a 

special commodity of Kerala in Mohenjo-Daro, because 

t And • and ~ . Dikshit K. N. Sir W:aliam Meyer Lectures. 
$ See Ch. V. Commercial Con.tact. and Banerj i, p. VIII. 
§ Hunter, G, R. The Script of Harappa and Mohenjo-Daro. 
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in the Indus valley ampl.e supply of tall timber wa,s 
available, while in Sume~ timber was always scarce. ~ 
Although it is stated that Lapis-lazuli and Faience or 

glazed earthen-ware or porcelain were imported by th e 
people of Mohenjo-Daro, t 1t cannot: be proved 

whether they obtained 1t from Kerala, or from the 

Tigro-Euphrates valley. 

T ne ·Chola kings are said to have belonged to the 
tribe called Tiraiyar- " the men of the sea;" then the 

early Cholas, it can be observed, were in contact with 

the people of . Mohenjo-Daro, because, as already 
pointed out, the seals according to Rev. Heras- "Tirair 
adu," "Tira Kadaval Adu ." § refer to the Tirayars of 

V elur and it is likely that the modern Vellore in North 
Arcot might have been V elur. This suggestion 

strengthens che view that, long before the Aryans 

entered India, when Chalcolethic culture flourished in 

the Indus .valley, there seems to have been in the Pre

historic period a long belt of Pre-historic civilization 

and culture from Baluchistan to_ South India. f 

"By number and expansion, the most important 

race of the population of the Indian sub-continent is 

the Indid (Inda-Aryan) race. le is the inheritor of the 

culture of Mohenjo-Daro and the representative of the 

Dravidian (Melanid) and -typical " Ind1an " soul. The 

• John Marshall-Mohenjo-Daro, pp.- 133,263-4 

t Banerji, p. 9. 
§ Rev. Heras. 
f Ch.pter Pl., p. i,. 
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Ind.id race is at its roo~ related to the second great 
race _i.n ·India, che Veddid (Pre-Dravid ians), which re,_ 
presents the original form and :.1rchetype " • 

Having thus described and compared the develop-. 
ment of culture in the four areas , the Tigro-Euphrates, 

the Nile and the Indus~valley and Kerala, we may 

consider their mutual action. Is it; only an fnstance of 
history repe1ting itself, man dev~loping in more or le~s 
the same way when placed under similar circumstances, 

or an instance of culture spreading from a common 

source to distant places; or an example of evolution, as 

a result of the advance of the reasoning process in the 
human mind ? After all, it may turn out that nature 

produced similar cultures independently . of each other 
in different places where the same geographical causes 

operated. The gradual advance of che Dravidians in 

the scale of civiliza tion can be traced from their 

language and from the discoveries of the students of 

Pre-historic culture. They first emerge into history 
when traces of their trade with northern India and 
beyond are observed in the Vedic literature and in the 
inscriptions of the T igro-Euphrates valley. 

In conclusion, ic may be observed chat there are 

two schools of thought § among anthropologists. One 

* ·Baron Von Eickstedt, Introduction. Krishna Iyer, iravancote Castes 

and Tribes. Vol. II. P. ,·!vii-viii. 

§ Golden weiset. A. Early Civiliz,l~lort. p.' 301, foll . 
. See. Diffusion Versus Independent. Development in- llarly 

civifo:ation. 
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section of thought, the diffusionists, would derive all 
the higher type of civilization-writing, metallurgy, the 
construction of imposing buildings-from a single 
source, Egypt. They have collected much evidence to 
show that, through the commerce of the Phoenicians, 

Egytian inventions spread eastwaras into India, China, 

and Japan: then across the Pacific to form the basis of 

the Maya culture in Central America. G. Elliot Smith 
1s on~ of the best known advocates of this theory. 

The opponents of this theory, the 'evolutionists', 

maintain that' the same discovery or a similar discovery 

has been made independently in different parts of the 
earth, as the result of similar needs and conditions. 
When successfu! invention is once made and adopted by 
some tribe, ic is far easier to think of them as being 

introduced to. other peoples than to assume that their 

presence represents an independent discovery. 



CHAPTER Vil. 

DRAVIDIANS 

The term •Dravidian' (Skr. Dravida, the adjectival 

form of Dravida) seems to have been an equivalent for 
Tamil, but was extended by Caldwell to denote the 
family of languages formerly designated T amulian or 
Tamulic, which practically included all the languages of 
South India. It is generally used in the sense applied to 

it by Kumarila Bhatta * in the 8th century (about A. D. 

7 25) to include the southern peoples who then spoke 

languages he termed •Andhra Dravida ' or •Telugu 
Tamil' among which are now included as chief languages 
Telugu, Tamil, Malayalam, Kanarese and Tulu. Manu 
speaks of the Dravides as a tribe of Kshetriyas or 

Warriors who had become outcasces (Institutes X 43, 

44) and as they are the only southern tribes mentioned 

in his lists, Caldwell supposed chat the term in 

ancient times was loosely applied to the whole of 

the South Indian peoples. Risley t . has used 
the term in a much wider sense. He includes in it 
races extending from Ceylon co the valley of the 
Ganges, and he regards this as probably the original 

type of the population of India, now modified co a 

varying extent by the admixture of Aryan, Scythian, and 

Mongoloid elements. Like "Aryan ", " Dravidian ", 

originally a purely philological term, 1s wanting m 

---s. 

* l:loernle-Hisrory of India . p. 76. 

l Cem4s of India, Vol. ii. p. 5 00. 
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prec1s1on when used in a!1 ethnological sense. For, 
language is no longer supposed to provide, by itself at 
any rate, and ap.1rt from other clues, a key to the 
endless ridc{les of racial descent. 

There is no reliable evidence to show whether the 

Dravidians are antochthones, or whether in so me pri

mitive time they reached their present home from some 
outs ide country. Some writers consider that the Dra
vidians were the original inhabitants of India, that their 

culture has grown as the reaction of the early people 
to their milieu or environment and that it is rhe result 

of geographical and not historical causes like the in
fluence of foreign people who have come in contact 
with them by t rade, conque t, or ocher forms of peace
ful intercourse. They lived in five regions:- (1) Kurinji, 

the hilly country, (i.) Palai, the dry waterless region, 

(3) Mullai, the wooded land l;>etween high lands and· 

low lands, (4) l\.1arudam, the lower courses of rivers, 

and (5) Neydal, the sea coast; and the development -of 
their culcL~re. corresponds to che characteristics · of the 
environments in which each saded, as hunters, desert 

dwellers, herdsmen, ploughmen, and fisher-folk . In 

course of time, they migrated from India to Mesopota

mia and to Egypt; and according to Ha vell "the Sumer

ians, the ancient Dravidian · inhabitants of the sea-land 
to the south of Babylon, must have come from India. * 

* Srioivasa Iyengar, History of the Tamils Ch. i, p. 1-16; Balakrishna 

W.irriar, Ancient Kerala ; Krishna Menon, Dravidi:in C4jt4r~. 
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le is also possible that the members of the same 
tribe or group may increase in numbers and migrate to 
diff erenc places and follow different occupations and 

harden into different groups. For example, the Mala

yarayans state there are four kinds of Arayans :- there 
are the Malayarayan (lord of the hills), the Nattarayan 

(lord of the country), the Katalarayan Oard of the sea), 

and t~e Occarayan (the palanquin-bearers of the Maha
ra ja). The Malayarayans now style themselves " Karingal 
Brahmans'', and claim superiority to all the other tribes 

in social stacus. T hey are omet ime called 1
_
1Vazhi

yammar' ' (those who rule), and their women are called 
•Vazhthyaramma' ; and these terms throw some light on 

their former sovereignty over the hills. t Among 
them, those living outside the reserve forests he~itate 

to give their women to men inside it. § The Kanikkar 

. to th e North of Neduvangad do not marry from the 

south, while those in Kallar and Kotte.Jr contract no 

alliance with those to the south of Kothayar. Absence 

of facilities for communication tends to absence of uni
formity of customs. ,~ It has been said of aboriginal 
Australia that " social and religious progress has spread 

or is spreading from the sea, inland and not in the 

reverse direction. The interior of the country is less 

open to foreign influences than its coasts and is there

fore more tenacious of old ways" This is true of 

t Krishna Iyer. Travancore: Tribes & Castes, Vol. I. pp. 169, 16~. 

§ Idem . . p, 176, 

• lqem. p. 7, 
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Kerala; and those who _ spread to .the se.1-coast came 
more under civilising influences, while . .chose .who 
remained in -the interior remained as hunters or nomaclii.c 

agriculturists. 

Thus there is some force in the argument that the 

Dravidians evolved out of the Pre-Dravidians, .and th.at 
the Dravidians had a distinctly indigenous origin. But 
~ ost modern scholars have concluded that they were 

not indigenous, but alien immigrants who came to 

India, and seeded here overthrowing the previous 

populations . . Various suggestions have been made by 

diff rent scholars as to the original ~ome of the 

Dravidians. It is necessary for our purpose only to 
mention some of these theories , and not to go into the 
relati~e merits of each, as it is fully dealt with in che 

reference given. * The lace Kanakasabhai Pillai traced 

the Dravidians co the Mongolian race; Caldw.ell assigned 

to them the Scychian, Turanian, or Central Asian home; 

another scholar regarded them as Semites because of 

the common institution of Marumakkathayam law; 
Col. Holdich, in his 'Gates of India,' lends support to 
t;he Mesopotamian theory; Prof: Elliot Smith suggest

ed the Egyptian theory. All these views are open to 
serious criticisms . 

The present cenden.cy is to connect the Dravidians 

not with the Egyptians alone bur with the Medi

terranean race. Mr. W. J. Perry in 'The Children of the 

• Rangachari-Prc-hi1~oric I~dia Vol. i, p. ~8, foll. 
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Sun' P. 560, gives evidence for chinking that carriers of 

Egyptian culture frequented [ndia'l1 shores from. 2600 

B. C. onwards, the trme of the· S-ixt:h-Dynast:y. Elliot 

Smith, in "An~ient Mariners" , 1917', adopced t!his earlier 

da.t:e . He says that the bri:ngers- of chis new · cl!l'1ture

the sea-farers from the west from the third millennium, 

and specially i,n the per(od 8 00 B. C. carri d th e Helio

lithic cultiul'e mainly evolved' in Egypt, but with 

eLements ga thered elsewhere also- ~ningled their blo0d 

with the aboriginal Pre-D ra-vidian population , a·nd the 

result was the Dra vidian~. But the wes tern sailors 

c0uld ha-ve spared very few· men and women it an 

pa:r1:icular porti0n of the enormous length of sea-~oast 

they visited and on which they left a deep cultur l 

impress . Therefore the hypo thesis, assuming a rela

civelr late date, does not allow sufficient cime for the 

gro~th of a grea t Dra vidi.an population of mixed 
western and aboriginal descent before the Aryan inva

sions, even if we assign c,o the latter the lates t poss ibl e 

dace. The Drav,idians muse· ha-ve come GO India lono 
0 

before 800 or 900 or even 1000 B. C. A cording to 

Ripley, the M editerranea n race in Southern Europe 

exoonded across c-he M editerranean into North Africa, 

across , Asia Minor to ~ran and Afghanistan to the 

major portions of India. It extends from• Br itain :-ind, 

Scandinavia to the Madras Pres idency. 

According to Mr. Richard, " the Dravidians wete 

indentical with the Mediterranean ra<;:~ which f~rmed 

the major p-ortion of civilized Et;1rnpe, and includ~d the 

ancient Egyptians; Cr-eta,ns and· the. people or M'eso-
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potamia." The resemblances between Dravidian India 
and the Mediterranean area are too numerous and 
fundamental to be ignored: In this connection, it may be 

observed that the Palli or Vanniyan-the Ta mil Pullies

daim that · they were at one time the shepherd kings 

of Egypt.§ 

According to Dr. Slater $ ." after much contro
ver,5y it · is now, I ' believe, generally agreed that the 
main racial element in the Dravidian population is a · 

branch of the Mediterranean race, or at least a closely 

allied race. The resemblances .in shape of skull, colour 
and texture of · hair, colour ~f eyes, in features and 

build are striking. The most obvious and well-marked 
difference is in colour of skin, which in the Dravidians 
is, on the average, much darker, ranging from a fairness 

. equal to that of the ,_ average Italian or Spanish com-

plexion to a negro black. There is also a wider range 

in texture of hair, . a high degree of fuzziness and of 

smoothness being approached, and a rather larger pro
portion of· faces with chick lips and broad qoses than 
among cypicai Mediterranean folk. These deviations 
seemed to me easily explained on the . hy"pothesis chat, 
after the Dravidians entered India, some inter-breeding 

took place between chem and the dark and chick lipped 

primitive Pre-Dravidian races." 

Thus we may conclude chat che . Dravidians 
migrated into India at some far distant date from their' 

-----
§ Thurston, Castes & Tribes Vol. VJ-Artide on Palli. 
$ Slater,Dravidjan Elements in I~dian Culture. p. 18, 
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orig inal hom.e. According to Elliot Smicl1, the 
home of the M editerranean race is Eas t Afr ica, whence 
poss ibly some of them wa ndered via Arabia and South 

Persia co lndia. Some T ;_i mil Scholars hold , a(:cord

ing t o tradition, chat the original home of the D ravidian 

was in t he land chat once made a bridge connecting South

ern Ind ia with Africa, when the present Indo-Gangetic 

V all ey was the sea . But according to G ilbert Slater, 
• ' th e ex treme anciquic . of ch Mediterra nean race in 

Egypt, and the fac t chat it is to all app earances in 

much closer harmony with its environment in the M edi

terranean basin chan the Drav idians are in Soutl1 India 

see m co be conclusive" . H e belie es chat a branch of 

the Mcd iterr;rnean race passed through M esopotamia 
and Baluchistan co Tndia long before the dawn of the 
Sumerian c iviliza tion and evolved the Drav idian rac~ 

and culture in the new environment, though not with

out extra neous inffuences . Bue a cording to Rugger i, 

"the Drav idians are Australo id-V eddhas and are not to 

be confused with an oriental ex tension of the M edi

)::errat~ea n race which Risley chinks or with E lliot Smith 

a bn~w n race whose anthropological ccinsistency is 

somew hat ec.1u ivoca l" . ~ 

Whether the Dravid ians are indigenous, or whethel' 

they are alien immigrants who came to India either 

from· west to east or east to west , in South India they 

§ Ruggeri. The First Outlines ·of a Systematic Anthtopology of Asia. 
p. 53. quoted. by_ L. A. Krishna Iye r. T he T i;avancore Tribes 
and Castes-_Y~l. JI . p. 282. 
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were preserved almost dow1:i to historic times , from the 
outside social• and echnical inHuences of Aryan, Scychi:an 
or Mongolian invaders, which in the north submerged 
the proto-Dravidian races, who spoke some proto- . 
Dravi.d1an language." t The Southern Dtavidia0s 

lYcl!ve, th~refore , preserved their own indigenous language, 
· d:iversimed in course of time into distinct groups of 

sep_a:i;_ai_t e languages - T elugt:1, Kanarese, Malayalam and 
Tamil. ln sotne of these languages, especially in 

Tamil, there is a peculiar classical form of language so 
different from the spoken language of today, chat evea 
an educated person would be unabl-e to read or under
stand this early literature, unless he made it a spedal 
study. * It enshrines something of the early history 
o_f the s~cial organisations and religions of the Pre-• 

Aryan period. 

Social Organization of. Dravidians. Their social 

system differed from that of the Aryans in being 
matriarchal instead of patriarchal. The mothers 
and their children formed the nucleus of - settled 
society. In all grades of their civilization, che prime- · 
val matriarchal principies remained as the basis of the 
law of inheritance and the foundation of religi.ous life. 

By matriarchy is not to be understood a system in 

which women actualJy rule (Gyn.£ cocracy) but onlr 

one in which they are regarded as constituting the 

family bond-maternal relatives are regarded as kin, the 

t Frazer, Oravidiatts, artkle. Ency. Ethics & Religi.cin: p. ,.i r. 
" Poruladigaram of Tolkappiya:m, and Togamurkel: 
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paternal are ignored, a·nd names and propert:y are t:r.ins
mrtted thmugh the offspri.ng of the women members 

of the group. * 

Origins of the ·Matria<rchal system in Kerala. 
( 1) It developed pa rely from the pra-cc-ices of the 
Pre-Dravidians. t Among primitive peoples totemism is 
found in association with male and sometimes with 
female kinship, but as a result of his researthes 
Mclennan's conclusion is that, in all cases, of tocemism 

with male kmship has been derived from a preceding 

totemism with kinship through mother only.§ In early 

days the people of South India were divided into totem 

groups, the relics of which are found in tribal names like 
Irular, Vanniar, etc. The Naga cult, if it is based on the 
Naga totem, probably arose among the ca've dwellers of 

the hill country. $ According co Dr. Ehren.fels t matri

archel system existed among the five Kerala castes and 

tribes: the Kadirs of i:he Nelliarnpati and Kadirpat.ti 

Hills in Cochin and the Anamalai Hills · in the Coiam

batore District; the Todas of the N ilgiris, the Pulayans 

of Cochin and Travancore; the Parayan, Mala and 
Holeya castes of the Madras Presidency and Kannada 

countries. His analysis of the social organization of 

these cas tes and tribes aims at bringing about the basic 

entity of the cultural configuration of mother-right in 

India. He attempts co conoect their beliefs, cults, and 
---------

+ Hat"si'l'lgs Dictionaq , of the Bible. Vol. iii . p. 263 . 

t Vide Ch, iii So ial orga ni z-arion of the, ~re- Dravidians. 

<. Rohcrscon Smith-Kinship & M:- rriage. 2 59_ 

t Baron OmJr Rolf Ehrentel s-Mo·hcr -Righr in fndia. 
$ Srinivas Iyengar. ·p •75. - T 
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social customs with the Indus civilization as evidenced 

in the excavations at Mohenjo-Oaro and Harappa." The 

institution of endogamy and exogamy, and the practice 

of reckoning lineage along the m_other 's line (matrilineal) 

might have promoted rhe growth of the matriarchal 

system. In such a primitive system, the wife stays 

with her people and the husband has the status of a 
mete visitor and alien, and such a marriage is called 

:'matrilocal ' . Where such marriage prevails, usually the 

wife and her people exercise supreme authority over th e 

children, and this type of family is known as 'matri

potestal.' When the matrilineal, matrilocal, and 
matripotestal conditions are found together, there is · 

mother right or "matriarchate 11 at its fullest and 
strongest. 

(2) Influence of geographical environment. In 
the five natural regions already r:r?,entioned * the develop

ment of 'human life · correspond to the environment. 

The earliest region ir::ihabited by South Indian man was 
the Kurinji, the tracts where stand the low hills, 

resulting from the age-long erosion of the D ecca n plateau 
by the never-failing yea rly monsoons. Here man's 

first profession 'A'as chat of the hunter, who was a great 

wanderer over the surface of the earth. The environ

ment of this region led to the inventions of t he hunter

stage of human culture, nai11ely, the bow and the arrow, 

and the process of making fire. While the men of the 

settlement were out hunting, the women lived by 

- ·- - --- ------
• Srinivasa Iyengar, p, ~. vide Cited p. 
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picking fruits, digging for roots and gathering the seeds 
of wild rice and cereals. In moister grass-regions, usually
near the edge of the forest, or in equivalent parts of 
some monsoon regions, man, more probably wom:m, 

discovered that certain heavy grasses yielded seeds which, 

when dried in the sun, formed a food-stuff good to eac 

and capable of being preserved for an indefinite cime 

by the mere process of drying. * In che forest regions, 
man merely employed himself like ocher carnivorous 

animals in hunting. Eventu~lly he left his family in a 
den or lair as these animals did, and fared forth alone 

as they did; only he probably ranged co greater 
distances. The -life of the patriarch was denied him. 
What progress there was came through the home life of 
the mother, or matriarch, left behind in some place of 
perhaps doubtful security. t Hence the matriarchal 

form of tribal life ... vas first developed in this region. 

In other regions of Kerala i" and South India the patri

archal § form also might have existe::L _ 

Another circuq1stance also encouraged the forma

tion of this cype of life. Primitive man was not 
encumbered with elaborate forms of che marriage-rite. 

Love at sight and 1cs immediate consummatton, 

* Dickson. Climate & Weather. p 234. 

t ldem, pp. 233 , 234. 
·j· Some people on the other side of tl1e Gha1s speek of fema/.e (Pen) 

and male (Aan) malayalam, thus rec?gnising the existence of 

both systems. The Telugu people usually mt>ntion female (aa.de) 
Malayalam for Kerala, · 

§ Myres. T. L. The Dawn of History. p. 19. 
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followed, perhaps very ... leisurely, by · a tribal feast, 
consti.tuted the wedding ceremony. Because the 
marriage tie was not always of a permanent char~cter, 
and because of the absence of the development of 

personal property, and the lack of attachment to a 
permanent abode, the matriarchate system persisted for 

very long ages. t In primitive times, there was no 
family life _in our sense of che term at all. Men 
herded together and bred in those days much like a 
herd of cattle, and the love of the mother for her 

off-spring was the only germ of any affection at all. 
The reason is not far co seek. Man has passed through 

four stages; first, the hunting and fishing phase; 
secondly, shepherding and ~accle tending; thirdly, agri
culture; lastly, i.nduscry and trade. In the first two 
stages, men were nomads, and lived practically from 

hand to mouth, for their w_eapons c1nd tackle were very 

inadequate. None but men, hunters and fishers who 

could procure food and fight foes, were wanted; for 

each additional person meant an additional I'!}OUth to. 
feed; therefore most girl-children were promptly 
destroyed, and the few chat were allowed to grow to 
wom.anhood became the common property of the tribe, 

Every woman had a score of husbands , and kinship was 

necessarily traced through the female. It w~s only 

when man advanced to the agricultural or settled state 

chat he wedded a wife as he wedded the soil, and 

family-life first really came into existence. t 

t P. T. Srinivasa Iyengar-History of the Tamils, p. 7. 
+ Cohu. Rev. G. T. ln the light of Modern Research. p. 51 . 
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(3) Thus polyandt·9µs marriage formed one of 
the roots of the matriarch;.e te system, though it was nor · 

exclusf vely the outgrowth of polyandrous marriage. * 
Polyandry, or the marriage law under which a woman 

receives more than one man as her husband, presents 

two marn types. 

(a) In one cype, South Indian polyandry, 

the woman remains with her own kin but entertains at 

will such suitors as she ·pleases. She is often prevented 

from receiving men, of her own .kin (who are co her as 

brothers), but her husbands may be of various kins, and 

therefore when a child is born, neither its actual father 

nor the kin to which he · belongs can be determined 

with certainty. The infant is therefore reckoned to its 

mother and kinship descends in the femal e Jine. The 

cype of marriage in which unions are of a very tempor

ary character, and the wife dismisses her husband at 

will, is only a later development. 

(b} In Tibetan polyandry, a group of _kinsmen- · 

a group of brothers-bring a wife home, who is their 

common wife and bears children to them. In chis case 

also it is not known which of several men is the 

• Hastings. Dictionary of the Bible. p, 2.63. 
$ Mclennan calls it Nair Polyandry; but this is incorrect, as it existed 

among other people of Kerala. See-Kinship and Marriage in 
Early Arabia-Robertson Smith. p. 145, s~e also, Matriarchy in 
the Malaya Peninsula by, G. A. De. C. De. Mowbray. Ch. I & 

4. The Nayars of Malabar p. 28-3 5. 
His views are to be corrected by rhe appendices given in the same 
book :- ' 

1. Append.ix . XLII. Statement by ·ParcyricaJ Raman N air p. 281-282. 
2-. Appendix XLIII. A letter written by Mr. K. T, Pillai. p. 282-285 
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child's father, but, as all the husbands are of one kin, 

the child's kin is known in the m.ale as well as in the 

female line, and, as the joint fathers are all bound by 

natural ties to their children, a law of male descent 

readily establishes itself before the rise of the idea that 

the child belongs co one father. As society advances, 

it is natural chat the woman brought into the kin from. 

outside should gradually be under the protection of one 

man. The eldest brother, who in chis state of society 

is the natural head of the house, will also be in a special 

sense the husband of the woman, -a nd · the protector of 

the children. In Tibet l1e is reg:1rded as the fat her of 

the children, al:hough the wife is really chc wife of all 
the brothers. Thus there i.r, the idea of che rise of 

individual fatherhood-the idea chat the husband should 

keep his wife strictly to himself. The eldest brother 

will begin to desire to have .his own wife; and to ensure 

this, he must find another wife for his younger brothers, 

and so gradually the principle of individual marriage 

and father-hood must be established. 

According to V. A. Smith, * certain pares of the 
J\1ahabha_rata retain distinct traces of early non-Aryan 

features- cow-killing, and human sacrifices, notably the 

polyandry of the Panda vas like the Tibetans and certain 

Himalyan tribes at the present ~ay. 

Among the Malapulayans, morality is very loose, 

and sexual licence is easily tolerated. Polyandry 1s 

+ Oxford Histoty. p. 32, 
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said co preva il among them. § Instances of fraternal 
polyandry are found among cl e Malayaran, but chey are· 

few in number. It is intended to avoid the possibilit 

of disintegration of family property. The elder 
brother marries in regular form , and che younger 

brother enjoys connubium, and che children are con

sidered co be common. ,::· _ Thus the system of 

polyandry existed to a certain extent among the pre
Dravidian hill tribes of Kerala; and the later Dravidians, 

when they came in contact with chem, might ha, e been 

inBuenced by chis practice; so too the Aryans 

when th ey came adopted it and encouraged it for their 
own advanc;:ige. 

"With rega rd to the marriage of the Brahmins, 

when there are several brothers in one family, the 
eldest of chem alone enters into the conjugal state, the 

remainder refraining from marriage, in order that · heirs 

may not multiply to the confusion of inh eritance. 

The younger brothers, however, intermarry with women 

of the locality without entering into any compact with 

them, thus following the custom of th e loca l pe~ple. 

That is , the younger brothers join a polyandrous society 
in which female kinship is the rule, and in che event 

of any children bei1ig born from these connections, they 

are excluded from the inh eritance ". t In a somewhat 

ruder state of society, all the brothers would share one 

wife. 
------------- ------- -----·-----

§ Krishna Iyer-Travancore Castes &. Tribe~ p. 12 1. 

• Idem p. 176. 
t Rowlandson. Translation of the Tohfacal-Mojahidin, quoted 

Robertson-Smith. Kinship and Marriage p. 272-3 . 

• 
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( 4) It can also be attributed to the existence of 
Beenah marriage by which ~- young husband leaves the 
family of his birth and passes into the family of his 

wife, and the children belong co the family of the wife. 
In Ceylon, unions in which the husband goes to settle 

in his wife's village are called Beenah marriages, and 

Mclennan has extended the use of this term to similar 
marriages, among other races. t There was a well
established custom of marriage in Arabia, in which 

the woman remained with her kin, and chose and dis

missed her partner at will, the children belonging to 
the mother's kin and growing up under their protection. 

(5) Another kind of ma,rriage, Mota marriage, 
which existed in Arabia, might have also encouraged the 
mat.riarchal system. · The characteristic mark of a 

Mota marriage is that the contract specifies how long 

the marriage s_hall last. In such a maniage, the woman 

did not leave her home, her people gave up no rights 

which they had . over her, and the children of the 

marriage did not b;lo?g to the husband: Mota 
marriage is the last relic of that type of marriage 
which corresponds to a law of mother-kinship. 

Thus from below as well as from above, &om the 

practices of the Pre-Drav_idians as well as from the 

encouragement given to such practices by later intruders, 

may have come the impulse to the development .of the 

! Robertson-Smith, Kinship and Marriage. 
$ idem pp. 85, 85 , 
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matriarchal system. Once it was widely held chat, in 
early states of society, before the establishment of the 
patriarchal stage, a matriarchal stage prevailed in which 

women possessed supreme power. Such a pos1t1on 
would not be biologically unreasonable because of the 

preponderant· part played by the female in the sexual 
selection vhich insures the conservation of the race. 

The great champion of chis view was Bachofen, and he 
found a typical example of a matriarchal state among 

the ancient Lycians with whom, Herodouts states, the 
child cakes the name of the mother, and follows her 

status, not that of che father. * Bachofen believed 

chat the Lycians were gynacocrauc-power was in the 

hands of women. 

Sir Henry Maine and Fustel De Coulangus did 
not recognise the system of female descent, but held 

chat the exogamous clan with male descent was an 

extension of che patriarchal family which was the 

original unit of society. The wide distribution of 

exogamy and the probable priority of matriarchy to 
patriarchy was first brought prominently to notice by 
M'Lennan. \\~ Mose sociologists agree that the savage 

peoples passed through a " matriarchal " stage in which 
descent was traced through the woman exclusively and 

in which woman was the dominant sex. Lester 

F. Warde goes so far as to argue chat, at the ~arliesc dawn 

of human existance, woman was the only sex and that 

* H e~odocus. Book 1. Ch cl xx iii 

1/}' Russel. The Tribes and casre o f Central Province~ Vol. i. p 114. 
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man was at first a mer.e parasite upon her. He also 
argues that the eJdy matings of men and women were 

promiscuous. The female in the beginning ruled the 

male, but was afterwards subjected to him. Lubbock 

and Letourneaw shared this view, but Morgan holds 

that "there were well-defined marriage-forms as far back 

as any thing is known, and that these consist~d succcs

sivdy of intermarriages between brothers and sisters in 

a group and of intermarriages of several brothers to 

each other's wives in a group." According to Gidd

ings " from earliest times the tendency in mating was 

towards relatively monogamic relations ." He ass~rts 

that " the family of primitive man was an intermediate 

development between the family of the hightesc animals 
and that of the lowest living 111.eri. If so, it was a 

simple paning family, easily dissolved and perhaps rarely 

lastino for life." According co this theory, the earlist 
b ' 

family was "a temporary monogamy" and the stability 

of the relation increased as soc-iety itself became more 

stable. t 
Whatever may be the truth as to these conBicting 

theories, it may be pointed out that these scholars have 

been crying to find out a common principle applicable 

to the early evolution of human society. Bue if the 

life of man in che five regions Kurin ji, the hill county ; 

Palai, etc. already mentioq.¢d, is considered it may be 

observed chat in the dry steppe region the nomad 

patriarch, and in the first region, (Kurinji) the matriarch 

- - ----- - -----------
t Abbot, Leonerd. The Science of the Universe-Vol. X pp. 12 5- 127 

* · Same Chapter. p. 
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established their in8uence and what progress, there was 

came through the pa tr rarchal and the matriarchal system. 
It can no longer be said chat the opinion of 

Bachofen meets with any considerable support, for 

descent through che mo ther by no m ea ns involves the 

power of the mother, and mother-descent may even be 

combined with a patrtarchal ys tem. $ We may 

finally cake as a cype of che matriarchal fa mily chat one 
based on che ambilanak marriage of Sumatra, in which 

the husband lives in the wife's family, paying nothing 

and occupying a subordinate posmon. A better 

example of che favourable influence of mutber-descent 

on the sta tus of the woman is afforded by the Beena 

marriage of early Arabia, in which the wife is not only 

pr~served from the subjection invo~ved by purchase, but 
she herself is the owner of the tent and the house-hold 

property, and enjoys the dignity involved in the posses

sion of property and che ability to free herself from her 

husband. The matriarchal system has preva iled very 

widely, and was not confined to Kerala as has been 

supposed by som.e writers on Kera la history. There 
are some who see indications amo1ig the H ebrew 

customs chat there was a period in , hich polyandry was 

the fashion. The . so-called Levirate marriage w,hich 

was in vogue among the H ebrews is perhaps the strongest 

evidence that the customs of polya ndry and mother

right were practised among then\ . ' It was apparently 

W estcrmarck-origin & Development of the M oral Ideas Vol. I 

p. 65 5. 
• Woman-Ia all Ages and in al l Countries, Edward Pollard, ~riental 

Women. p. 9. 
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well-marked in the very stable and orderly growth of 
Babylonia. More than · three thousand and five hundred 
years ago, men and women were recognized as equal in 

Egypt-_the land of the Lotus. The high positi._on of 

the Egyptian woman is indicated by the fact ' that her 

child was never i._llegitimate; illegitimacy was not recog

nized even in che case of a slave woman's child. There 

can be no doubt that the high status of woman in two 
c·Lvilizacions so stable, so vital, so long-lived, and so 

influential on human culture as Babylonia and Egypt, is 

a fact of much significance. 

Of the North American aboriginal wo1!1an, 1t 1s 

said that she has held among many tribes a higher place 
of power than man, and that, by custom and in fact, 
she was held in high consideration. • As we consider 

the principles of government among chem, we find that 

the matriarchal system prevailed; * and it was by the 

female line chat descent was traced and chat property 

descended. ~ All property rights, as between husband 

and wife, vested in the wi_fe; she alone could dispose of 

property, and chat at her discretion; and it was to her 
relatives and not to his cha c the property passed on the 
death of the couple. The children did not look upon 

the father as a relative; he was not of their gens, and 

they owed him no duties whatever. Again the life of a 

woman was in many cas.es rated as of higher t value 

• Woman of America. Larus, p. 8. 

§ Idem. p. 6. 

:j: Idem. p. 7, 
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than that of a man-chircy gifts were considered suffici
ent compensa tion for che dea th of a man, but forcy for 

che killing of a woman. § 

In South America, in the religion of the ancient 

people of Peru, wonnn held an honoured place. The 

sun was the chief personage in their cheogony; the ocher 

n1.ost imporcan~ one wa·s the moon, his sister and wife. 

In chis union of a god co his sister, we are reminded of 

the Egypci~n cult; for both Peru via n Inca and Egyptian 

Pharoah were given co marrying their sisters, chat th e 

royal race might be preserved uncontaminated by any 

alien strain. 

Among the Arawcanians of South America, the 

formal resentment on the part of the rnoth er-in-la w to 
her son-in-law seems co · indicate a recognized status on 

the part of the materfamilias, since it was theoretically 

in opposition to the will of the paterfamilias. and 

therefore in some sense a declaration of independence. 

le is imposs ible co avo id connecting the primitive 

tendency co mother-descent, and the emphasis it 

involved on maternal rather than paternal generative 
energy, with the cend~ncy co place the goddess rather 

than the god in the for e-front of primitive pantheons, 

a tendency which cannot possibly fail to reflect honour 

on the sex to which the supreme deity belongs, and 

which may be connected wicb the large part which 

primitive women play in the functions of religion. 

§ Woman in All Ages. Larus. p_ 83. 
• Woman in All ages- Larus. p. 83. 

----



CHAPTE'.R VIII. 

DRAVIDI ANS (CONTINUb.D) 

SOCIAL ORGANIZATION AND RELIGION. 

Tribal Organization:- There is no direct evidence 

t o show the exact tribal constirntion a~d conditions 

which prevailed among the Dravidians who foll owed the 
matriarchal system. But a description of th e_ instirntions 

which preva iled among the early Americans ,-;. under 

similar conditions may throw some light on early 

Dravidian life . " Jn th e light of mode_rn research, 

there can be little doubt-though the face was long 

neglected-chat their original society, as met _with by the 

first explorers of the country, was found ed upon the 

Gens, (genres) the totem or clan, as the social unit rather 

than upon the family, as was long supposed." 

Mr. Powell defines the Americdn gens as " an orga

nized body of consanguinal kindred," and while this 

constituence was often modified by the introduction, by 

adoption, of strangers into the gens, in such cases 
the tribal conscience was sa tisfied with the -fiction that 

such adoption left undisturbed the relation of the gens 

as consanguineous. The tribe was composed of an 

indefinite number of these gens (gentes) whose 

members dwel t together, and were under common obli

gation to ass ist one another. There were alse phrat

ries or religious brotherhoods, composed of smaller 

* Larus John Rouse. Women in all ages and in all Countries . Volume 

_ on Women of America . p. 5. 
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groups of the genres. The gens was automatic, a c 

lease to all practical ends: ic selected tts own 

chiefta in, and decided all matters relating t o questions 

of property or blood-vengeance when these concerned 

its own members . Each gens was represented in the 

Council of che tribe, which Council selected the tribal 

chief. M embers of one gens could not intermarry, 

and it was by che female line chat descent was traced 

a nd that property descended. 

The tribal institutions of Kerala may be briefly 

described as follows :-

The tara or kara or cheri or village was the 

smallest unit for civil purposes . It wouid appear chat 

originally four families conscicuced a tara the smalle:;c 

administrative unit, governed by an elder, I(aranavan. 
In some places, the kara was divided into a number of 

muries and che affairs of each muri were managed by 

two bodies, (i) a council of elders consisting of 6 or to 

members of the prominent faniilies of the muri ; and 

(2) an asse mbly consisting of che eldest members o f all 

the famili:es. 

The unit of society was the tarawad a joint family, 

owr,ing property communally, and tracing its descent 

in the female line; and the affa irs of the family were 

conducted b}, a female member in the absence of Cll'OWn-
. b 

up male members. According to Mowbray, "the affairs of 

the family were originally being conducted by a female".§ 

§ Mowbray. Matriarchy. p. 30. 
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The affairs of che tar.a were managed by its elders 
who were called taravazhies, which word afterwards 

changed into taravadis. It was under che shade of ~he 

Kavus (or Sarpakavus ) chat che old tarayogams or 

karayogrims were held § The word tara is connected 

with the Telugu ' ceruvu', a street. * 
Between the t ara or kara and the nadu . there 

would appear to have been another u111t, the desarn 
presided over by a rlesava zhi. 

A number of desams adjoining one another con

stituted a nadu, which was under the jurisdiction of a 

chieftain called the naduvazhi who was h_elped and 

controlled by an assern bly. Its members seem originally 

to have contained the manager of every tarawad (jo'int . 
family) in the district, and these districts were composed 

of groups of $00. These assemblies were called 

koottarn, and there was one koottam of six-hundred 

karanr1vars to each district or nadu. 
Above the naduvazhis was the Rajah, the 

highest suzera in in the Country. 1n course of ttme, 
when the authority of the Rajah declined, each nadu 
split itself up into a certain number of taras, over the 

affairs of which a -karanavan or elder presided. An 

assembly of these karanava.ns constituted the s1x

hundred, an old socio-military organization of the 

Nayars in medieval times . · The koot orga nization of 

the people also existed in South Canara. 

§ Krishna mP. non. Dravidian Culture. pp 37 & 38. 
• Mowbray. 

$ Balakrishna Warr'ieir. Ancient Kerala. p. 104-107. 
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Caldwell, in his Comparati, e Grammar of che 
Dravidian Languages, s;ys char they had 'hamlets' and 
'towns' but no 'cities'. I Before the final setclement on 

the land takes place, the main stock is found co consist 

1 
of groups held together by che tie of kinship; and after 

the setclement has taken place, these groups are still 

found in forms which may roughly be described as 

village communities. 8uc they were not always villages 
in the modern sense of the word, various forms of the 

group may be found in different countries; and the 

variation may be due co the inherent characteristics of 

race, or to the stage which civilization has reached in 

each case, or to the influence of a pre-existing civiliza

tion on the · invading people. Bue che most perfect 

form of the group seems co be char of che village of 
kinsmen, and we may speak of such a group io gr.neral 

as the vil!age community. * 

Sir Henry Maine gives an excellent picture of the 

way in which these local groups may be supposed to 

have come into existence. He quotes che words of an 

Indian poetess, describing the immigrati0n of the 
Vellalee. " The poetess compares che invasion to the 

Bowing of the juice of che sugar-cane over a Bat 

~urface. The juice cryscallis:s, and che crystals are 

the various vi!Iage-communicies. In the middle 1s one 

lump of particularly fine sugar, the place where is the 

I 
,, 

temp e . 

t Caldwell-Comparative·. G ~a mm ar. p. I I 3. 

* Maine. E~rly History of Jnsticutions. p. 7 8, 

, _ 
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Four important characteristics of the village com

munity 111ay be mention~d. First, kinship was· the 
foundation-stone of society. Secondly, the govern

ment of the group was in the hands of a council con

sisting of the elcic:rs of the group. Thirdly, the land 

from which it drew its subsistence was held in common 

by all the members of which ,the group consisted, and 

finally the ancient village-community had a common 

wor; hip. t Although the main object of collective 

ownership might have been economic, yet it may be 

noticed that it "was in harmony with chat spirit of 

quietism which p~rvades many Eastern religions, and 

that its long survival among d1.e Hindoos has been 

partly due co the repose which is inculcated in their 
religious writings." "It is probable that this has been 

the :11ost important of all the causes which have 

delayed the growth of the spirit of free enterprise 

among mankind". $ In Kerala, in ancient times, there 

were small villages and village community life, but lacer 

with the growth in population, people must have spread 

out through the length and breadth of che country, 
each man living in his own plot and having his own 
garden . 

Use of Metals. They were acquainted with all the 

ordinary metals w ich the exception · of tin and · zinc. § 

The tombs of the Dravidia.ns in Baluchistan :111d Sindh 

-- ----------
t Maine, Early History of Institutions, p. 78, 
$ Thurston-Casts & Tribes of the Madras Presidency. Ch. XV. 

M arshall. Principles of Economics. p. 727. 
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show the exclusive use of copper and bronze weapons 
and ornaments. But the tombs discovered to the south 
of the Godavari show the use of iron, along with 

ornaments and vessels of bronze and- copper. Some of 

the bronze vessels are of exquisite beauty, showing that · 

the people who made them had advanced considerably 

in the use of metals. They also knew the use of gold 
and silver, and (Jsed golden crowns and armlets at 
Aditchanallur. Extensive excavations were carried out by 
Mr. Rea at this place (Aditchanallur) in the Tinnevelly 

District, which brought to light pottery, vessels of 

various shapes and ·sizes, with ring stands, iron swords 

daggers, arrows, 'trisulas' saucerlamps, tripode, bronze 

jars, cups, figures of large horned buffaloes, strange 
birds, and carnelian beads. It also included a few 
diadems of the same shape as those found at Mycenae. 

Even now among some Tamil castes, a plain strip of 

gold is placed on the forehead of the dead. t 

According to Caldwell, they were acquainted with 
. the planets whkh were ordinarly known to the ancients 

with the exception of ' Mercury' · and 'Saturn', They 
had numerals up co a hundred, some of them up to 

a thousand, but were ignorant of t~e higher denomina

tions of a lakh and a crore. They were also well 

acquainted with agriculture, and they were the first 

people in India to build dams across rivers for the 

purpose of . irrigation. All the necessary or · ordinary 

arts of life, including cotton_ weaving or dying, exi ted 
among th~m, but none of the arts of the higher _class-

+ Thursto~-The M;idras Presidency, Ch. XV. 
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painting, sculpture or e;irchitecture. They also dis-
. covered the use of money. ,Ji: The potter made vessels 
and .at a later time "they improved their pottery and 
made very fi ne thin jars like egg-shell china, some of 
which-in Baluchistan and Sind-were decorated with 

paintings in many colours" . Most of th~ir pottery 

is wheel-turned and kiln-burnt. But the pottery dis

co y_ered in the Dravidian tombs of ;,outhern India is 
not painted. This pottery is well made and is in two 

colours t only, red and black; with the art of pottery, 

Kerala, like many other countries took the first great step 
towards civilization and history. Lapis-Lazuli which 

is common in Babylonia, Egypt, and at Mohenjo~Daro 
is not found mentioned by any writers in the list of 
things exca va ted in South India. 

Dravidian Burial Customs:- The Dravidians 

practised . burial without cremation, and followed customs 

similar to those regarding the treatment of the dead of 

the ancient inhabitants of Crete, Troy, and Babylonia. In 

Crete the bodies ·were never burned as the Greeks (Aryans) 
did·, but were enclosed .in small chambers of -stone or 
earth, along with vessels and implements $ that might 
be of use to them in another world. The Dravidians 

placed the dead bodies in a crouching position inside 

terracotta Sarcophagi, or placed the disintegrated bones 

in an earthenware vessel. -Such vessels containing dead 

bodies or _bones have been found along the northern 

coast of the Mediterranean sea, in Mesopotamia, 
• Caldwell-Comp. Gran. p. ll <J -114 
t Banerji-History of India-p. 14, 

Edmonds-Ch. Minoan or (Cretan) CivJlization. 
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Babylonia, Persia , Siad and South India. In many of 
these places, along with the dead, are placed in th'e 

burial urn or chamber, food ,· clothing, the personal 

ornaments of the dead, and hi~ arms. The multiple 

legged cists found at numerous places in the M::idras 

Presidency and in Trava ncore resemble the terra-cotta 

Chests (Larnakes) found at di ffe rent places ·in the Island 

. of Crete. H erodotus has recorded chat the Lycians 

in Asia Minor were descended from the ancient 

Cretans, and, according to one writer, t they brought 

their national name T ermilai, from Crete, and the . 

ancient inscriptions of the Lycians cell us that they call 

themselves T rimmili. The method of Cist-burials and 

and urn-burials, the similarity of names , and of certain 
pictograms or ideograms discovered i.n South Wes tern 

Panjab and U pper Sindh, indica te " chat the ancient 

Dra vidians were a branch of the sa me race as the ancient 

Cretans, and they brought the picture-writing and the 

burial customs wit h them from South Eas tern Europe". 

According to Banerji, * some of t he t ribes of 

Austric origin-the :t\1undas and the Oraons of Chota
Nagpur adopted the Drav idian system. of burying the 

bones of the dead in ea rthenware urns and jars with 

round bottoms similar to the jars discovered in Sindh. 

Such jars have been d isco v.e red in Pegu, which might 

have been colonized by the Drav idians at a v~ry ea rly 

$ H erodotus . Bk. I . Ch. clxxi ii. 

t. Chattet ji. S. K. Moderd Review 192. ~ pp. 675 -6 

• Banerji-H istory of India p, 14, 
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date. When the Dravidi,rns came into contact with 
the ludo-Aryans, who crem.ated their dead instead of 
burying them, the Dravidians also started the practice 
of burning their dead. Bue they continued thei.r 

ancient custom of placing some of the bones m an 

earthenware jar or pot, which was placed in the family 

vault. t 
DRAVIDIAN RELIGION. 

The primitive religion of the Ora vidians is mainly 

a form of animism, def:i°ned b_y Tylor who invented the 
term as '.' the belief in spiritual beings," Jevons defi~es 

it as follows:- " All the mrny movements and changes 
which are perpecu.illy taking phce in che world of 
things, were explained by primitive mm on the theory 
that every object which had activity enough to affect 

him in any WJY was anim:iced by a life and wdl, like 

his own". The term has been used by some authors 

" to cover the various manifestations of what is com

monly styled che 'anthropomorphic' tendency of savage 
thought. Similar forms of belief are found an1ong the 
agricultural, artisan, and menial populations. · "Belief 
and practices of this type form the bas is of popular 
Hinduism as we now observe it. No clear line of 
distinction can be drawn between these forms of 

animism and of much of what is known as orthodox 

Hinduism. Boch have been in contact for a very long 

period of time, and each has reacted on the ocher, 

t Banerji-History of India p. 12. 
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Hinduism admittino many of the animistic beliefs and 
0 • 

rites of the primitive peoples , while these in turn have· 

largely accepted the observa nces of the Hindu faith, 

worshipping their gods, who are often only modifica

tions of their own deittes, and adopting che rules of 

caste and che social restrictions concerning food and 

personal purity which caste enforces . ,)F 

Primitive Dravidian Religion. An a teem.pt has 
been made by Caldwell to inves tigate, on the basis of 

philology, the primitive beliefs of the Dravidians. He 
says " they were without hereditary ' pries ts ' ; nd ' idols' 

and appea.r to have had no idea of 'heaven' or ' hell' , of 

the 'soul' or 'sin'; but they acknowledged the existence 

of God, whom they styled Ko or King. They erected 
· co his honour a temple, which they called Ko-il
"God's house" . The basis of the beliefs of che South 

Indian Dravidian tribes is shama ni5m-the officiatina 
0 

magician excites himself to frenzy and pretends himself 

to be possessed by the 'being' to which worship is 
beino offered, and while, in this state , he communica tes 

0 

co chose who consult hin-1 the information he has 

received. Similar practices employed for the exorcism 

o f dis eases are widely spread and they are known as 

'devil dancing'. 

Animism develops on vanous lines, accord ing to 

the many objects which are supposed to be occupied 

and dominated by _sp irit agency. It 1s convenient to 

* Crooke-W -Dravidian Religion. 
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begi9 with the worship of celestial bodies though it is 

probably lacer than the Cult of tree spirits or of the 
village Gods. 

Sun-worship - Sun-worship prevails widely among 

the forest tribes, any open space on which he shines 

serves as J.n altar, though some people use an ant-hill 

as .. an altar. Some of the tribes worship him as Dharma 

Devata, ochers worship him at the Divali. In che plains 

chis non-Aryan worship of the sun has been combined 

with the Aryan Cult of Surya or Surya Narayana. 

Moon-worship, though probably earlier in origin 

than chat of the Sun, is much less important. In 
Chota Nagpur theyworship * Nindbonga as the Moon 
along with § Sing-bonga (Sun). ; The moon is wor

shipped as Chandoomol or Chanalala by women who 

consider her as the wife of the Sun and mother of the 

stars. The worship of other planets is of much less 

importance. Eclipses are supposed to be the work of a 

spirit-agency, and they believe chat the suffering sun or 

moon can be restored to vitality by sacrifice and fasting 
during the period of the eclipse. 

The Spirits of Water- . The flow of water 111 

rlver is considered to be due to spirit action and floods 

and. whirpools are the .. work of evil spirits. In some 

places when a village is threatened by floods, the 

§ Nannar was the moon-god of Ur. (Norton. Assyriology. p. 14 208: 
* Shamah, was the Semitic. or Utu, the Sumerian, Sun-god. 

Ibid. p. 2 08-
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headman makes an offering of a cocoanut (which is 
probably a form of commutation of an original human 
sacrifice). § The propitiation of the water-spirit develops 

in two directions, (r) worship of rivers held sacred, like 
the Ganges and Narbada, and the worshipper when he 
bathes enters into communion with the spirit of the 

stream (2) the spiritual entity which animates the water is 
personified as one or other of a host of water-godlings, 
who are worshipped by fishermen and boatmen. They 
also believe that wind and hail are caused by spirits. . 

Tree Spirits - The tree with waving leaves and 

branches, apparently dying in one· season and waking to 

new life in another, is naturally regarded as inh~biced 
by a spirit. Some people preserve a patch of the 
primitive jungle in which the spirits disestablished by 
the woodman's axe may rest. In a later period the 

cult develops into reverence for one or ocher of the 

special varieties-the Bel to Siva, the Tulasi co Vishnu 

and those of the fig genus as the abode of the collective 

Gods. Marrying the bride and bride-groom to trees 
is a pec~liar custom; the object of chis custom might 
be either co transfer to the tree the malignant spirit
influence, or to communicate to the spouse the 

vigorous reproductive power of the tree. 

Worship of Mother Earth-,- This marks the 

adoption of a settled life and the . earliest experiments 

in agriculture. Among many primitive races the Earth.

deity is spiricualized as female, and it has been suggested 
chat the predominance of Mother-worship in India and 

§ Crooks-Dravidian Religion, 
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elsewhere represents a suryival from the matriarchate. 
Though we 6nd in the Rig Veda the personification of 
Prithivi, this cult is quite different from what . we find 

it among the Dravidians. <:, They believed that the earth 

after each harves t becomes exhausted and she must be 

periodically refreshed to new activity, and that the earth . 

spirit needed to be periodically refreshed with human 

blogd. They also supposed the fertility of the soil to 
depend upon the periodical marr iage of Mother Earth 

w.ith her male consort. t 
In her benevoient form she is the Mother of all 

things, giver of corn, and producer of fertility; accord
ingly she is offered Bowers, milk and the fi;uits of the 
earth. In her malevolent from she is appeased by 
blood-sacrifices of animals, or even of human victim. 
In her 'chthonic' aspect the Mother Goddess and he.r 

partner are naturally igentifid with the snake. It 

seems probable that from the primitive conception of 

the Earth mother as either kindly or maleyolent has 

developed the worship of Mother Goddesses. t _ 
This conception of the Mother Goddess seems to 

be the mos t important element in the Dravidian culture 
which has been imported into Hinduism. Like the 

Earth Mother, the other mothers appe:ir in a double 

manifestation-benevolent and malevolent. This is 

shown in the epithets of Devi, Kanya, Kanyakumari, 
Sarv.1mangala, and on ·the ~.other side Cham unda, Kali, 

Ra jasi, and Raktadanti . 

.,. Monier Williams. Brahmanism & Hinduism. p. 182. 

t Crooks-p. 3. 
+ Cunningham. Arch. Report XIII p. 147, 
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The manifestations of the mothers are varied. fn 
Baroda she is said to have been originally a woman, ·· 
who when attacked by robbers comri1.itted suicide, and 

Was raised to the rank of a manifestation of the 

divinity. The worship of the Mother of the Kadi _ 

Caves is mixed up with the original Buddhism, of which 

chis place was a centre, part of the cultus being the 

circumambulacion of a dagoba, or .Buddhist relic shrine, 
and the temple of T urturia mother is served by women 

who are supposed co be modern representatives of 

the original Buddhist nuns. • The worship of the 

goddess Pattini may be regarded as an instance of elevat-: 

ing · women who sacrificed their own lives in devotion 

to God. The consecrecion of the Pattini temple at 
Vanji § by the Chera Senguttavan', described in Mani

mekalai may be regarded as an example of chis kind in 

Kera la. . It is said chat Ga ja Balm of Lanka attended 

chis consecration · and· on another occas ion he took 
' away the jewelled anklets of the goddess Pattini, and 

the four devata, and also the bowl-relic which had 

been carried off from Ceylon in the time of Valagamba 

back to Ceylon. $ • 

Mountain Worship:- Like the Baal of the Semites, 

local gods were commonly worshipped in high places. 

The awe and mystery which surround them commended 

* Cunni~gham. Arch. Report. XIII -147. 

§ S Krishna Swami Aiyangar. Ancient India . p. 363, 

~ Cordington. H, W. A shore · history of Ceylon, p. 24. 
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the worship of mountains. co che Dravidian tribes. All 
will be aware cha c some of che finest hill spots of 
South India, like Palani, Tiruttani &c. have been 

made the abode of Murugan, the most favourite God 
of the Dravidians. The cult of mountains has been 

regarded as purely Dravidian; and many of them became 
seats of Hindu Gods. It has been already shown that 
chi~ belief existed among the Sumerians, the Egyptians 
and the Hebrews. 

Animal Worship:- The ancient Dravidians share 
with other primitive races the beli~f chat · animal 

intelligence is identical with chat of man, and chat men 

and animals may for a time resu~e che forms which 
had been once theirs or cake any ocher form. · Hence 
shape-shifting, as it has been called, is widely accepted, 

and it may even take place by means of death and a 

new birch. Hence various animals, such as the tiger, and 

the cow, birds like the crow, the pigeon, and the peacock, 

and some kinds of fish are worshipped . The r~specc 

paid to some of these animals may rest upon · a tote
miscic basis. Bue cocemism generally appears as a 
mode of defining the exogamous gr~ups many of which 

trace their descent from some animal or plant which 

the members of the group regard as sacred and will 
not eat or injure. 

Local Village Gods and Village Shrines : - The 
worship of village deities is probably later than chat of 

' Celestial Gods, and their worship m~rks an early stage 
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of tribal settlement. Th~ general name for these gods 
is Grama-deva ta, or devi, showing con!1ection with the 
Mothercult. In some such shrines there are purely 
elementary deities like the Earth Mother and her 

consort, in some spirits which are regarded as benign

ant like che Sati, (the spirit of a woman who died on 

the pyre of her husband,) or chose which are actively 
malignant. In other shrines Hanuman is worshipped, 
and he was adopted into Hinduism as the helper of 
Rama. H e is a _special favourite of the M aharattas, 

and the establishment of his image is one of ch~ first 

formal ~cts performed at the settlement of a new 

hamlet. He is essentially a Dravidian God . 

Spirit Worship:- Besides local gods, most of 
w horn. are associated with the fer tility of the land, 

cattle and pe.:>ple, the Dravidian is beset by a host . o f 

spirits. First com.es the vague terr ific forms, the 

impersonation of awe and terror, like the jinn of che 
Semitic folk-lore. Secondly, there is che host of 

Bhucas, che restless spirits of chose who have peris hed 
by an untimely death, or have failed to reach their 

• longed-for rest, because they have not been honoured 

with the due obsequial rices . 

Boundary Worship :- The local character of the 

worship of village gods is shown by the respec t paid co 

boundaries, and in the cult of the deities presiding over 

them. The Roman worship of " Termin i" , the Baby

lonian 'Kudurru' - bouhdary scones, and the Old 
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T estament "the ancient . land marks" are exact equi
valents . i Everywhere in the ancient East the sacred 
chara:ccer of property was believed in, a-nd the possess.ion 

of the soil was secured by religion. 

Implement Worship: - Implements an.cl tools are 

sometimes worshipped by farmers and artisa ns. Among 
puEely agricultural implements, honour is specially paid 
to the plough, the cornsieve and the rice pounder. 

Stone Worship:- One form of chis worship, 

that of the lingam or phallus, now appropriated to the 
cult of Siva was believed to have been adopted from 

the Dravidian tribes of the south by the Aryans. But 
chis form of worship to a cer tain extent existed in 
Mohenjo-Daro also. § Oppert asserts that the Dravidians 

we~e originally ~dherenrs of the Sakti or Mocher 

worship, and along with chis some of chem combine 

chat of her male also. They sometimes also worship 

cairns of stone on the hill_ cops to th e memory of the 
spirits of deceased relatives . In some cases the stone, . ' 

which is the home of the deity, is replaced by pillars 
of wood. In the p·lains, the deity is represented by • 

stone pillars and in some places the pillar stones are 
erected as a home for the spirits of ancestors. Such 

are the Paliya or guardian stones, and the custom of 

erecting such stones has p~obably been borrowed from 
the pre-Dravidians. 

i N orton Assynology pp. 115 , u 6 
§ See-- Ch, 6. ' 
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To che earliest Dr,\~ idian gods no definite func
tions are ass igned. The formation of a pantheon, iri 

which the duties of each god ar~ · clearly lim.itEd, 1s a 

much later development. Among _m.any ·of che early 

Dravidian tribes this stage of development has been 

reached, though in other cases it may be traced to 

Hindu influences, and some of chem are represented· 

as gods of the highways , gods of che village, Deity of 
the sowing season, God of hunc~ng. Even here the 

development of the pantheon is only embryonic , and 

the duties of the several deities are only imp~rfeccly 

distributed. 

Sacrifice :- • According to che well known, but 

not universally accepted, theory of Rober cs on Smith, 
~acrifice is the result of the desire co attain communion 

with God by joining with him in the consumption 

of the flesh of the victim or the fruits of the ea rth 

offered at His shrine . T otemism has alrn.ost completely 

ceased to influence the popular beliefs , and it is difficult 

co trace the steps by which, if it was ever che general 

rufe among chem., the slaughter of the totem Jnimal 

developed int9 the methods of sacrifice which are in 

use at present. As in the case of all their beliefs and 

rites there is no litt!rary evidence of any kind to ass ist 

us m che case of · sacrifice also. There is some 

.evidence, however scanty, to prove that the modern cu com 

may have a totemistic basi . Thus the Parahiyas, one 

rribe of the Dravidians, hold the goa t , sheep, and deer 

in great respect. Accordi11g co tradition, chey in former 
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times used the dung of .. these animals to smear the 
floors of their huts, ~s a means of purification; chis 
substan~ has now been replaced by cow-dung (Dalcon 

p. 131). This may be a case of survival of totemism 

or of the ordinary worship of animals. The rule that 

after sacrifice the flesh of the animal must be consumed 
by the worshipper and his clans-men, then and there, 
in the immediate presence of the deity, is m.ore signi
ficant. The Dravidians, like she lsraelicies (Hebrews) 

are specially careful not to share the sacred meat 
with strangers or even with members of their own tribe 

outside the inner circle of relationship. Human sacri

fice was, as is well known, common among the 
Dravidians. As in Greece, we find survivals of it 
which probably indicate a commutation of this rite. 

Thus in some places when : cholera appears, a 

woman of the tribe is solemnly led out of the city as 

a scape-v1cc1m. She remains outside che city limits till 

the next day, when she bathes and returns. The cere

monial which closely resembles chat of bringing _a victim 
to a shrine, implies an earlier rite of human sacrifice. 

The Priesthood:- Ic is said of some of the early 

Dravidian tribes chat "they have no priesthood, by class 

or profession, and their ceremonies are performed by 

the elders of che family" . . It is true that among many 

of the Dravidian tribes, tl;·e domestic worship, includ

ing chat of deceased ancestors, is performed by the 
senior member of the family or by the hous e facher. 
But, in course of time, practically all these tribes had 
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reached the stage of having priests. The term priest 
included the functions of medicine-man, sorcerer and 
exorcist, generally combined in a single individual or 

class: If there is no priest, any elder of the village, or 

the village head-man may act as a priest. 

Appointment of priests :- Usually the office of 

priest is hereditary, " but in the event of its becoming 
necessary to appoint a new priest, a meeting of the . 
entire coinmunity is held, and the successor is appointed 

by vote, and the. individual selected is then called 

to accept the post, and a day is fi xed for the ceremony 
of installation", on that day he is conducted round the 

boundaries of the village, and then the party returns to 
the place of meeting, when the president, the village 
head-man solemnly hands the instruments of office-the 

knife and dagger to the new incumbent. These ·are the 

sacrificial instruments, and they are presented in the 

form.al manner t0 each successive priest, and are used 

solely in sacrifice. 

Among some tribes, after his appointment, the 
priest 1nust spend a certain time in the wilderness to 

commune with G0d. His hair is allowed to grow like 

that of a Na:;i:arite, because his power of divination 

entirely disappears if he cuts it. As Frazer shows, the 

cutting of the hair of a holy man is dangerous for two 

reas0ns ; first, there is ~he danger of disturbing the 

spirit of the head; secondly the difficulty of disposing 

of the sl~orn locks, which may be accidently inj~red, or 
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may be used by some evil .minded person to work black 
m gic-against him. (Golden Bough I. 363) . 

. The Sister's son as Priest:- Inheritance among 

many of the people in North • _India · is traced .through 
the fema le, and this fact has been . held to indicate the 

prevalence of rolyandry (matriarchy) in ancient times. 

According to Risely " it was probably wide-spread 
amongst many tribes in other parts of India who at 
the present day retain no tradition of the · practice 

(Cens us Report, 19or.r.448), This is especially shown 
in the case of those tribes among w horn the sister's son 

does sacrifice to appease the spirit of the deceased. 

Among some Dravidian tribes of Bengal the nephew of 

the dead ma n officiates as priest. In the United Provinces 
the same function can be performed, among some 

t ribes, if the services of a Brahman cannot be obtained, 

by the sister's son; and in some cases , the marriage rites 

are performed by the same relative. This primitive 

form of priesthood is almost certainly a survival of the 

matriarchate-a record of the struggle between· matri

archate and patriarchate in a legend which tells how 
the Earth-goddess contends wich her consort. The 

lat~er is . fi nally victorio~s, and, as m the Semitic 
story, imposes the cares of chi1Jbirth upon her sex. 

(Macpherson-p. 84 ,) 

were gradu

of village 
castes the 

The ~boriginal and Dra vidian priests 

ally adopted into Hinduism. The class 
priests or ;:\strologers occupy for the lower 
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posit ion which Brahmans hold in the higher strata. 
They are the minstrants of the village gods, and in . 
many cases their ritual has probably been derived from 
a Dravidian source, · and th.ey themselves may be the 

promoted descendants of the tribal priests and medicine 
men. 

Promotion of Dravidian gods into Hinduism:
The spirit of Hinduism has always been catholic, and 
ic has always been ready to give shelter to foreign 

beliefs, provided it is permitted to assimilate them in 

ics own fashion. The high and great deities of 
Brahmanism would never draw upward the peasant and 

the woodlander if he were not invited to bring with 

him his local hero or sage, all to be dressed up and 
interpreted into orthodox emanations. A . few examples 
of Dravidian_ gods promoted in chis way are Bhairavan, 

Ganesa, and Hanuman. Tod mentions that the 

primitive goddess of the Bhils under Hindu guidance 

was renamed Lakshmi, and similarly the worship of 

another local goddess Kandhini was identified with that 

of Durga. $ These Dravidian local gods seem to have 
supplied many of th e primitive elements co moderfT 
Hinduism, the sacrifices of animals, the use of spirituous 

liquour in the service of gods, and the occasional 

immolation of human beings. This was what happened 

in Greece where the cruder and wilder sacrifices and 

legends were strictly local. The reaction of primitive 

~ Encr lo. Ethics and Religion, Vol. 5. p. 18. 
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local ceremonies upon tl:e Aryan religious deposit is 

one of the many causes of the great .variety in the 
popular cults of deities reverenced throughout Greece 

under the same name. The survival of these deities is 

encouraged by the fact that they are to a large extent 

the impersonations of the awe and mystery of the 

forest, or the malign_ manifestations of the primitive 

Mother-Goddess. * 

The Vedic literature is s1id to contain . no reference 

to any female deity. Durga was originally the goddess of 

vegetation, and her worship was celebrated at the end 

of winter. In many cases this primitive goddess 

retained her original shape even after her glori~cation 

by the Ir-do-Aryans. 

Similarly, Siva was worshipped by the earlier 

Dravidian settlers. Siva, with his emblem of phalJus, 

is evidently a non-Aryan deity, whose admission into 

the Jndo-Aryan pantheon must have caused bitter strife. t 
When Siva and the Female Energy, Durga, Qevi, or 

,?a kti , found a place among the older Gods of the Indo

Aryans, many Dravidian priests of this sect became 

Brahmanas. According to P. T. Srinivas Iyengar, 

" Some of these ancient cults have also been absorbed 

by higher cults. Thus the Naga cult became coalesced 

with chat of Murugan, who was again identified with 

-------------

• Banerji. R. D. History of India. p, 36, 

t Idem. p, 36. 
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Subrah-manya. Tree Cults have coalesced with the 
Siva Culc. The most famous ~f existing Siva shrines ·· 

are intimately associated with soni.e tree or ocher. So 

too the health giving Tulasi plant has coalesced with 

the worship of Vishnu. From the Naga Cult, Siva got 

his numerous serpent ornaments, and Vishnu his Couch 

of the thousand-headed serpent. The Buddha became 
himself a Naga, and several Buddha and Jaina saints got 
five serpent heads". t 

After the commencement of . the age of mecals 1 

phallic emblems-similar to those unearthed at 

Harappa and Mohenjo-Daro-continue~ to be worshipp
ed fn Southern India. The Siva cult is one of the 
most ancient in the land, going back 
before che advent of the Aryans. § 

to a time loner 
I:;) 

i' Srinivas Iyengar. P. T. History of che Tamils. p. 76. 

B Idem. p. 185. quoti~g Sir ]-0hn Marshall, Arch. Surv. of Ind. Ann 

Rep. 1925-26. p. 79. 



CHAPTER IX, 

DRAVIDIA.NS (CONTINU!£D) 

Dravidian Progress in Civilization:- _As already 
mentioned the land surface of the earth consisted of 
five natural regi.ons, and as che people spread from 

region to region they developed the stages of culture 
which each region tended to produce. First as forest

hordes, then as -~wellers in caves and cliffs, they waged 

a prolonged battle with adverse circumstances. The 

next period in human development was the hunting and 
fishing s.tage, when_ they made rude hues and subsisted 
on fish or meat. 

The domestication of animals led to a fourth 

stage in human society-the pastoral, and chis stage 

naturally grew out of the hunting stage. By chis time 
the 'horde' had become a ' tribe' , and within the tribe 

the house-hold, the clans, or gentes, and the phratiries 

were becoming clearly differentiated. All over the 
world the same forms developed. The clan represented 
ki.nship-organiza~ion larger than the single family and 
differing from the family in including only the relatives, 
real or nominal, in one line of descent. 

The prehistoric Asiatic tribes , who are generally 

credited with being the fo'unders of modern civilization 

belong to the p.istoral stage. They were the Turanians 
or Chinese Tartars; the Hamitas, from whom the 
Egyptians are supposed co have been descended; che 
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Schemites, or Semites, the ancestors of the Babylonians, 
the Hebrews, and the Phoenicians; and che Aryans, whci 
differed in appearance from the Mongols, and whose 

language was distinct from that of the Hamites and 

Semites . The hunters aqd shepherds wa ndered wherever 

th ey wished. 

In the nex t stage,-che Agricultural state-- the 

first s igns of a more se r:ded life appear. The culti, ation 

of che soil is the ol~es t of the arts, snd woman was 

largely responsible for the change. While men were 

hunting or tending their herds, the women collected 

veoetable food, and the need of continuous · diet suo-
b o 

ges,s:ed the idea of sowing and transplanting. Bue 
agricul"cure became the principal occupation when tribes 
came acrnss specially fer tile regions, or were hemmed in 

by mountains in a valley. 

The more settled life of agriculturists .gave an 

impetus to building and architecture. Religion acquired 

its temples and its priesthood. The relation of blood

kinship gave way, more and more, to relations based on 
m,ucual interests and co-operation. This stable life 

also developed the sense of private property. Up to 

chis time private property had only implied simple 

personal belongings, such as tools , utensils, and articles 

0 f adornment. There had been a large degree of 

communism, and private property in land had not even 

been cho·ughc of. Bue now the benefits resulting from 

private _ownership of land .became · apparent, and che 
cribes began co draw, boundary lines. 
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In the early stages, the amenities of life are few 

and far between. Nature is in her fiercest humour, 
' . . 

and man has done little to impro·ve upon her handi-

work. Villages are little more than clusters of mud 

. huts. Stone might have been rarely used for building 

house walls, but it might have been used for hearths 

and sometimes for sub-structure. S3radually rude 

wooden huts might have replaced mud huts, with 

wooden support, l'intels and beams. At first house 

room satisfied the imperative need for shelter from the 

weather. fyien began to build more houses of timber 

w·herein to stock their surplus swck of food, of gr.1in 

and cotton cloth. " The barter of superfluous articies 

for things which were not easily available in the differ

ent regions led co the development of carts for trans

port by land, and the Circle of the evolution of 

Civilization was complete". ,~ 

The beginn~ng of trade also can be traced to chis 

period. Reade points_ out that "the pastoral tribes had 

a su.rplus supply of meat, milk, wool and the rude 

prod~cts _of che ancient loom. The marii:ie tribes h~d 

sale, and smoked·-fisb. The agr~culcural tribes had grain 

and garden-roots, Here, then, a division of labour ha_d 

arisen among the tribes; and if only they could be 

blended together a complete nation would be formed'' . 

- - -
• P, T, Srinivas Iyettgar- History otthe ·t'amils-p. 1,.-
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and dis•• 

They 
long 

each 

Hut the various tribes were timid, ferocious 
trustful, and lived apart from oo.e another. 
might carry on a system of trade by barter for a 
time· without becoming better acquainted with 

other. 

The arts of war were necessar,y to unify these 

heterogeneous people inro one nation. The shepherd 
tribes had a natural aptitude for war. They mo~~d 

about on horseback, they attacked wild beasts on the 

open plain,. a_nd they often fought with ·one ano~her for 

a pasture or well. They were_ attracted by the crops of 

che agricultural people, whom·· they easily conquered. 

Usually they preferred their wandering life, and exacted 

a nominal tribute of corn. Sometimes a section of the 

'shepherd tribe' may discover a fertile river plain, and 

may settle down, giving up their nom1d habits, but 

keeping their Hocks and herds. According co Reade, 

"they .reduced che aborigines to slavery, made some ·of 

chem labourers in the fields; ochers were appointed co 

cend che flo.cks; others were sent to the river or the 

co·ast to fish; others were caught the art of the distaff 

and the loom.; others were nude to work as carpenters 

and smiths. The WL\'es of the · shepherd conquerors 

were no longer obliged to milk ch~ cows and to weave 

clothes; chey became ladies and Were attended by 
domestic slaves. The simple fabrics of the old cent

life were refined in texture and beautified with dyes; 

the potter's clay was converted into fine porcelain; the 

blacksm~th's shop be~ame· a manufactory of ornilmental 
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arms; inoenious machines were devised for the trngation 0 . 

of the soil; the arts and sciences were adopted. H ere, 
then, we have a nat1on manufactured entirely by means 

f " o war. 

Rise of Towns :- Towns first arose as a result of 
the barter of the products of one region with chose of 
ano£_her. The sale of the sea-coast was required in 

every ocher region; so from early days rickety carts 

passed along roads made of mud, carrying salt anq 

dried fish into the interior. Salt cares and sale sellers 

are referred to by early -poets. * 

In addici~n co sale, other articles like nee and 
cotton cloth were carried, on a ,much larger scale, from 

region to region. The pulse and milk products of the 

land between th e highlands and lowlands were taken to 

the region where wet-culcivation was carried on. These 

articles were probably exchanged in large quantities 

where the highlands met the lowlands. Therefore the 
first towns arose where the dryland and the wetland 
me~ or, in places, where the nvers left their 
middle reaches and slowed down in the flat country . 

Karur, the capital of the Seras; Madura., the capital of 

the Pandyas, and Ura iyur, the capital of che Solas am 

given as examples of such early towns, No description 

these cow:11s is available from early poems. 

If P., T· Srinivas Iyengar, History of the Tamils. pp. 1$7,188. 
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Seaports-. In the. first millennium B. C. Kaveri-
pattinam and Korkai were the chief sea pores of the · · 
Cholas. The importance of Korkai lay in the fact that 

it was the chief seat of th!! trade in pearls. The chief 

Chera pores were Musiri and Tondi from where pepper 

and ocher spices were exported co the countries of 

Western Asia, Egypt and beyond. t Muziris or Muchiri 
or Mayuri is modern Cranganore, and T ondi near 
Quilon are similar to the Sumerian names already 
referred to in• Chacer VI. $ Palaiyur near Chowghac, and 

V a~karai near Kottayam are also regarded as ancient 
seaports of Kerala. S 

Warfare - Though the peoples of . Kerala as a 
whole were fundamentally law-abiding, and did not 
exalt warfare into a national industry, they were none 

the less drawn into petty conflicts. Disputes about 

frontier_s may easily give rise co hostilities, and the 

secular feud between settled lowlander and warlike 

highlander might exist in a country that was divided 
into a mountain region and adjacent coastal plains. 
Th~ three. kings, Chola, Chera and Pandya,- (Muvendar 

or Muaracher) no doubt warred on each other, but wars 

were more for displaying personal prowess, and acquir

ing the status of a senior Raja than for purposes of 

acquisition of territory. • 

t P. T. S. Iyengar. History of the Tamils. p. 189. 

$ Ch, VI. p. 
§ Banerji. History of India, p_. 120. 

* P. T, S, Iyengar, p 190. 
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Kerala Shipping -· . The earliest and most ele
mentary form of a ship was a log of wood, or one or 

t wo of them secured together to form a raft. Early 

efforts at ship-buildino may be class ified in the follow-o . 

ing order :- * (1) Rafts- floating logs, or bundles of 

reeds o r rushes tied together. (2) Dug-outs- hollowed 

t rees, (~) Canoes of bark or skin ·stretched on framework. 

(4) Canoes or boats made of pieces of wood stitched or 

fas tened together. (5) Vessels of planks stit;=h ed together 

with inserted ribs (6 ) V essels of which the framework 

is first set up, and the planking of the nailed pare on to 

them subsequently . All these in their primitive forms 

have surv ived in various part_s of the world with 

different modifications which mark a var ied progress in 
civilization. 

On the northw est coast of Australia is found the 

si ngle log of wood, not hollowed out, but pointed at 

the ends. In New Guinea, ca tamarans or three or 

mor~ logs lashed t oge ther - with rattan are commonly 

used ; and similar forms appe;ir on the Malabar, and 

Madras Coasts, i.n the Pers ian Gulf ::ind throughout th e 

Asiatic Islands. Dug-out canoes of a single tree have 

been found associated with objects of Scone Age among 

the ancient Swiss lake-d wellings. Such dug~out boats 

are very common in Keral~ even in modern c1mes. 

- - - --- --- -------------- -

* Ency!. Brit . Article on Ship. Vol. XX; and Radh;:ikumud Mookerji, 

A History of Indian Shipping. 
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The next step in th e construction of nssels was 

the building up of cJnoes or boats by fastening pieces 

of wood together in a suitable form. The Malabar 

and Madras surf-boats are perhaps the most familiar 

examples of° chis cype, which is also found in the .S t raits 

of Mag~llan, in the Malay Archipelago, ;rnd in many 

islands of the Pacific. The next step onwards fro 111 

the stitched for.m is to fasten th e materials out of 

which the hull is built up by p~gs or tree nails, and 

of this systeri1 ~arly types appear among che Polynesian 

Islands and in the Nile boats. The earliest representa

tions of Egyptian vessels carry us back co a period about 

4~00 co 3000 years before Christ. Some of these are 

of considerable size, with twenty or more rowers . * 

Some o f the Egyp tian shtps are wich mases, 

furnished with bars or rollers .1c the upper part, for die 
purpose of raising or lowering th e yard. Thr steering 

was effected by paddles , so rneci111e fou r or 'five in 

number, but generaliy one or two fastened either at th e 

end of the stern or at che side. There is .a ~triking 

resemblance between th e boats o f the ancient Egyptians 

and those of India; and the form of the stern, the 

principle and construction of the ruddet, · the cabins, 

the square sail, the copper e) e on each side of he hea :f, 

------- ------ - -·· - --------- -
* Wheeler. Book of Facts . p, 52.1. 

$ Wilkinson-The Ancient Egyptians. Voi. II Boats of Egypt, 

P· u9-1 31. 
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and the shape of ~he oars of boats used in Kerala 

rivers forcibly caII to mind those of the Nile, repre

sented in the paintings of the Theban combs. 

It was only in medi.eval times, during the time of 

the Crusades, that "che steering oar on the side . of the 

ship gradually disappears, and the rudder slung at the 

stern became che usual means of diverting the vessel's 

course". t In Kerala, chis device is not usually adopted, 

and the boatmen are still using the steering oar. The 

oar was a long round wooden shaft, to which a Elat 

board, either oval, circular, or of diamond shape, was 

fastened . 

Ca ldwell, from the evidence of Pre-Aryan words 

in use among ~he early Dravidians, concludes chat " they 

had canoes :md boats, and even ships-small decked 

coast ing vessels-, but no foreign commerce, no 

acquaintance with any people beyond the sea except in 

Ceylon, which was then accessible on foot at low 

water; and no words expressive of the geographical 

ideas "Island" or "Continent". This inference from 

language may be true if it is applied co the early 

Dravidians. § 

According co Krishna Menon, * "che Dravidiam 

of South India lived near the sea and were familiar 

with it. They became. skilled fishermen and boat 

t Ency, Brit. Vol. XX. p. 508. 
§ Caldwell, Comparative Grammar. p. 113. 
• Krishna Menon. Dravidian Culture. p . 8. 
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builders. Toni, Otam, Pathemar and Kappa! are 
Dravidian words". This can be applied not to all 
Dravidians, but only to those who lived in two of the 
.five regions, naJUely, the Marudam, the lower courses 
of the rivers, and Neydal, the tract which skirts the 

sea. It is also doubtfui whether Pathemar is a pure 

Dravidian word, it may be a loan word from Arabic
'Saphineth' or from a Persian or Aramaic, word 
meaning a ship, and in appearance a Pathemar is very 
similar to the Arabic ship, t and as the rudder is slung 

at the stern, it might have come into existence only 

after the Crusades. § 

"There is abundant evidence" writes Mr. Richards 

" to show that a large proportion of ancient trade 
between India and the West was carried on in Indian 
bottoms, and it seems certain that the maritime enter

prise of ancient India was m the hands of the 

Dravidians". There is no direct evidence to prove 

chis and, as already pointed out in the chapter on com
m.ercial contact, in the earlier p,eriods the Arabs or the 
Phoenicians carried on the trade with India. Further 
che fact that the sea is known as 'the Arabian Sea', and 

not as Kerala or Malabar Sea is regarded as significant 

by some writers. 

The first boats were made ve~·y early in the 

Neolithic stage of culture by river-side and lake-side 

t See illustration. Wheeler-Book of Facts-Arab Ship. p 5u: 
§ Eney. Brit. Vol. XX. p. 508, 
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peoples. The y ventured _at_ firs t as fishermen, having 
lea rnt the elements of se:1-c;:ra fc in creeks and lagoons. 
The shipping of th e ancient world developed in the 
warm and tranquil wa ters of the Eastern Mediterranean, 

the Red Sea, the Per5ian Gulf, and the W estern part of 
the Indian Ocean. 

According to Mr. Torr ( Ancient Shi.ps) che art of 
rowing can first be discerned upon che Nile. · Boats 

with 0ars are depicted in the earl ies t monuments of 

Egypt, where some are rowing with their faces towards 
the stern ( hind part), and others paddling with their faces 

towards the bow (front part), The lat ter is the old 

practice. Both kinds, paddling and rowmg, are m use 
in Kerala. 

Mr. Torr is also of opinion that the oars became 

the characteristic instrument of naviga tion in the Medi

terranean, because ic "is a sea where a vessel may lay 

becalmed for days together, while a vessel with oars 

would easily °be t raversing the smooth waters1 with 
~oases and islands everywhere at hand to give her shelter 
m case of storm". Bue where similar conditions prevail 

as in Kerala and other places also, rowing must have 

come into existence at a very early date. 

The Aryans came late to the sea. The earliest 

ships on the sea were eiche-r· Sumerian or H amitic,, and 

the ~emitic peoples followed close upon these pioneers. 
Poss1bly Phoenician ships were already in the M editer
ranean by 2000 B. C. 
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The Babylonian and Assyrian word for ship is 'ark' 
and ic is mentioned in the 'Delugue Tablets' of about 

2170 B. C. § Kufa or Cufa is che name for a round 

boat. of the Tigris and Euphrates. These were used 

only on the rivers and canals-not on the sea. Kelcks 

were used on the near and shallow coasts of the Persian 

Gulf, but ic was the long, laroe rowino boats with 
~ b b 

cun ed stem and stern which made che vdyages co 

foreign pores, and they only hugged the shore and did 

not venture far out to the sea. Ur is said to have had 

such boats, and pictures of chem are found incised on 

some a~cienc cylinders. 

Language- The observation made by M yres t!'lat 
" we knmv a good deal about the art, che trade, and the 

m;mutaccures of a people before we know much about 

cheir fon gu;ige or their in ·titutions." '' is equally true 

of Kera la. 'Ne know nothing of the l~nguage of Palaeo-

1 ichic man. The hrsr. languages were probably s,mall 

collections of interjections and nouns. The growth of 
speech muse have been at first a very slow process, and 

orammatical forms and the expression of ideas m.av have 
0 . 

come very late in humrn histoq, perhaps only four or 

fiv e hundred generations ago. t 

At on e time in the remote past, in the Neolithic 

Age, chat is co say about 8 000 years ago, there might 

~ Norton Assyriology. p. 15 
• Myres-The Dawn of History, p. :;:r. 
t Wells. Outline of History. p. 145, 
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have been one simple ~xiginal speech from which all the 
Dravidian and Sumerian languages should have differen

tiated. Old Malayalam and Old Tamil might both have_ 

been offshoots of one and the same language, namely, 

Dravida, § the original language of South India. The 

separation of Malayalam from Tamil probably 

took place somewhere during the early Middle 
Ta~·il period. "In South India, the Nagaland 

was what we now call Malabar, . the speech of 

the Nagas was not Tamil, but it was not impossible 

for · a T amilian to master it" . . * Middle· Ta mil 

developed into Chen-Tamil in Vada Pandy and the 

neighbouring places under the patronage of Madura 
Kings ar1d Sangam poets, and in its earlier days it was 

almost identical with Malayalam, which began to shoot 

itself up into an independent language in Malai Nadu. 

--------

§ Anantan Pillai. P. Summaries of Papers . 9th, All India Oriental 

Conference p. 83, 

For the earlier view that Malayalam was a very ancient offshoot of 

,Tamil, see Caldwell.Comparative Grammar, p, 18-19, 

This view i~ still maintained by some Tamil scholars. 

Tamil was a generic term for all Dravida Languages in remote days. 

For what we call language n'?w, the Dramida people called Tamil 

See (i) A. K. Pisharoti. Critical Survey of the Malayalam Language 

:md Literature pp. 17-21 (ii) How Tamil became Dravida. 

T. Lakshmana Pillai, K. V. Rangaswami Aiyangar, Commemoration 

Volume, Tamil Names of Places in Trann~ore, p _229 . 

• Srinivasa Iyengar. History-of the Tamils. p. 93, 
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Malayalam rnust at first hav~ been one of che 
different varieties · of kodum-Tamil as is proved b) 
Tolkappiyam. :it= . The principles by which chis evolu
tioh took place are nasalisation, rejection of pronominal 
terminates of verbs, etc. t . 

Alphabet - Boch the alphabets Brahmi and 
Kharoshthi are of Semitic origin. They were intro
duced into India at .different periods, and by different 

routes. Brahmi has been traced back to the Phoenician 

type of writing. It was probably brought into India 

through Mesopotamia about 800 B. C. as a result of 
rbe · early' commerce by sea between Babylon and the 

ports of Western India, and 1s fouhd throughout the 
sub-continent and Ceylon. It is che parent of a11 
modern Indian alph1bets. 'qJl' 

.,.. For the dace of the :5angam Age, the Agatcium, Tolkappiyam, See 

Ramachandra Dikshica r. V. R -Summaries of papers. Indian 

History .Congress-Fifth Session. 1941. pp. 14-15. 

A similar development may be observed in European History. In 

the empire of Charlemagne (771-814 A. D.) the official language 

was Frankish. By 842 in the Strassburg Oarhs , the Latini zed Kelcie . . 
and F_rankish p~pu.lation begins to be recogn izablc as France with 

Fr~nch as their language. · · The pe_oples between the Rhine and 

the Slavs to the east begin to deve lop the German languages, 'Here 

for the first tim~, w~ have a distinct recognition of difference o f 

race and language as a basis of political action among the Franks. ' ' 

See Emerton-Mediaeval Europe.· p, 26~i8, • · - . · 
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Kharoshthi is derived from the Aramaic scnpt, 
and was introduced into India in the six th century . B. C. 
when pare of India was under Persian rule, and when 

Aramaic was used as a common means of communica

tion throughout the Persian Empire. In the third 

century B. C., this alphabet was adopted to express 
the additional sounds required by an Indian bnguage; 

· but .unlike Brahmi which was m.ore highly elaborate, it 
still bears evident traces of its Semitic origin in its 

direction from right to left and in its imperfect repre

sel'ltation of the vowels. t 

Thus Brahmi was introduced .earlier and .is found 

throughout the sub-continent . and Ceyl0n. tBut it is 
difficult to ascertain who introduced it to Soutl~ern 

India. Hall suggest5 merely as a theory chat "writing· 

may ha ve been invented in the Indus Valley," * and 

spread t hrough E lam co Sumeria. Bue there is no 

direct evidence co · back chis theory. The Phoenicians 

were familiar with th e art of Sumerian writing; and 
according to Dr. Burnell, the Indian alphabet came 
di.rect from Phoenicia, and the Souch· Asoka alphabet 

and the Vatteluttu alphabet-the most ancient T amil 

and . almost the present • Malaya lam characters-are 
derived from the same source. $ Dr. Buhler is of 

opinion that che Hindu . traders . may have learnt the 

t Cambridge History. p. 62 

• H . R . Hall. Ancient History of the Near East. pp. 173-74 
$ Elements of South Indian-Paleography. ·p. •8. 
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language fro m lYiesopoca mia, ~ and 1c was gradu:1lly_ 
adopted into its proper for m for the cxl rcssion o f chc 

Sanskrit la nguage. · 'Ac what da ce th is took place is 

not really susceptible of proof: there is no certa in 

reference to writing in the literature of a dace ea rlier 

than the fourth ceneury B. C. ; and the real develop

m ent of writing belongs in all likelihood co che fi fth 

century B. C." t. . The T amil alphabet, like every 

alphabet now current in Indi~ exceptmg Urdu, was 

evolved from the As okan script to which the name 

Brahmi has been gi\ en. Examples of the earliest 

specimens, incised at the instance of Ja im or Buddha 

monks, are found in the cave inscriptions of the 

Pandyan c~untry. ' ' These inscriptions are not only 

the earliest specim.ens of Tamil writing we h:l\·e, but 

the ·first tentative attempts co adopt th e letters of the 

Brah mi or the South M.1y ura script to the writing of 

T amil. So fa r as the a\ ailabl~ ev idence goes , T amil 

v,-as first committed co writing late in che third centmy 

or early in che second century B. C ., by fo reign emigrancs 

who were inveterate makers of stone inscriptions" . '' 
" Tamil writino must have begun co be com.manly used 

0 . 

m the first century B. C. " 

V atteluttu, the rounded style, 1s due to the use o f 

palm leaves and stylus (iron pen) fo r writing; it is a 

§ Indian Paleography, Indian Antiquary Vol 33. Appende<, p. 16 , 

t Cambridge History. Vol, I p. 14 1. 

• Sriniv,sa Iyengar-Histo ry ot' the Tamils. pp, 2 15-216, 
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modification of Kole-eluctu; and the ancient chronicles 
in M alabar arc wricr.cn in chis character. The P,1ndyam, 

ic is noteworthy, seem co have got their alphabet- from 

the Cheras. 

According to Caldwell, § _the primitive Dravidians 

seem to ha ve had alphabetical 'characters' written with 

a stylus on palmyra leaves, and a bundle of chose leaves 
was " called 'a book'. Ir is unnecessary to consider 

whether the alphabet was first used by th e Cheras or by 

the Pandyas , ~uc it wa s first used by the Dravidians, 

and all che alphabetical characters which are used or 

known in Southern India have a common origin; and 

from che Dra vidians it was parcl) borrowed by the 

Aryans. 

Architecture- The primmvc dwellings of ·che 

people of Kerala were either round or rectangular that

ched sheds. The Paraya habitations and che Kanipulaya 

hues ma y appear co have round roofs. * Bue hues with 

rectangular or square roofs are more common as is 
shown in che illustrations o f che dwellings of Malam

kurava n, Malapantaram, Pulaya, Malayarayan, Mannan, 

Muchuvan a?d Nayadi. t le Ls the rectangular type· 

and not the round roof which w,ts co play an _ imp_orcanc 

Krishna Menon-Dravidian culture. p. 16 

!5 Caldwell-Comparative Gr~~mar. pp. H3,II7,n8, and 124 

• For illustration, see- Krishna Iyer-Castes and Tribes. Vol. II 
Pages 97, 101 and 153 

t Idem-Vol I. Pages 57,89 rr7,184 1 &· 2.03 , Vol.II pp. 5,57,u,5,161,19 3, 
2251227, and 233. . . . . ., .. , ., 
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part in the later secular architecture of Kerala , ·while 

the round type may still be seen in the religious archi

tecture of the country. Ditferences in climate do not 

seriously affect the lesser arcs; they affect architecture in 

a striking manner. ! In Kerala, where rainfall is hea, y 

the more suitable, and the one more capable of develop

ment, was the rectangular cype. 

The floor was · of cla ), or trodden cow . dung 

after the fashion of the hut-fl~ors in other pares of 

India even to day. fn primitive India and Kerala, as 

among the poorer classes of today, the materials mosc 

commonly in use were " mud bricks, bamboo canes, and 

other kinds of wood. The simples t kind of dwellings 

was constructed of screens of bamboo inwovcn wirh 

palm branches or the like, th e roofs being either fl at or 

arched. ln the latter case , the bamboos were b shed 

together at the apex and tied in near the lower end, chu · 

forming a singularly strong frame1rvork of curvillinea r 

form, while the walls are strengthened to resist th e 

outward chrusc. In other cases the wall s were con-

strncced of unbaked brick or mud. Mud was also u ed 

as. a .covering for the flat roof:, or for plastering th e 

s~_reens _of che walls on the wattle and daub' principle. 

At a lacer dace, cue timbers came co be used in the 

more pretencions dwellings, and afforded opportunities 

for che development of that exuberant surface decora -; 

t Encylo. Brit. Vol. 19 p. 527, 

$ Cambridge Hisrory, Vol . I Ch. n vi,, ~- 616 .J. H. Marshall , . 
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tion in .which the genius of Kerala. has always excelled' ' . 
In ancient Babylonia and Assyria also, the rustic people 

lived in huts made of reeds or camel-hair mats, as they 

do at the present . day. * " The early houses of Egypt 
were· of mud. The Bat roof wa s of palm-beams, 

covered· with branches of the same tree, and a thick 

coating of mud laid upon them completed the whole". t 

Stages in the development of the Roof in Kerala
The roof may be Bae or may be inclined at an angle to 

suit the roof covering. 

(i) The earliest roof may have been tlat and 

rectangular in shape with four beams of bamboos or 
jungle wood, which may have rested on four or more 
pillars. "But it muse have been soon learnt by experience, 

chat such a roof could not afford sufficient protect1on 

from rain, in a country where the rainfall is heavy for • 

the greater pare of i:he year . 

(.2.) The next stage, might have been the beginning 
of a sloping roof, with caller posts supporting the more 
raised side, and shorter ones on •the less elevated side. 

Soon after, the possibility of doubling · the size of the 

area to be occupied by extending the 'roof from the 

higher beam in the opposite direction might have been 

adopted by the people. Then the central beam at the 
top will be che main supp-~rt to the rafters and reapers 

* Norton-Assyriology, P. 37, 

; Wilkinson-Ancient Egyptia.is, Vol. ii p. z81 
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extend a Iitcl e over the ridge from both sides. Bue ic 
will be more difficult co protect the upper part of the 
gable, the triangular portions, from leaking. When 

tiles are used, the meeting point of the roofs of che 
two shorter sides · with che two ends of che central 

beam is very naq·ow, and one tile will be sufficient co 
cover the point. But when cadjan leaves were in general 
use, .,J:ven the smallest leaf could not be used for thatching 
unless it was folded twice or thrice. When there 

was neither ceilina nor ventilation, nor window in the 
0 

earliest huts, the closing up of the two corners, which 

used co remain open when ~here were only two roofs, 
results in shutting out light and ventilation. Therefore 

the adoption of the gable roof might have been partly 
to secure light and ventilation, and partly to avoid a 

sharp corner when che only thatching material was 

cadjan, and partly to protect _che corners by the pro

truding gable. The original purpose of the gable was 

utility, and· it was devoid of ornament, but because of 

its pro111.inent position in a house, lacer ic became the 
chief centre of ornamental work with multit~tdinous 
figures and elaborate details. · Thus in addition to 
utility the gable ser\'d che purpnse of beauty also. 

. " It is P?ssible chat the origin of. the far project

mg and strongly curved roof may be looked for in the 

primitive chacch covered hues of a kind similar r~ chose 

which are still to be seen on the Indo-·Chinese 
Islands." -K· When the two gables on die two · sides 

---- ------- ----- , __ _ 
• Ency. Brit. Chinese Architecture. Vol. V. p. 558 , 
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are coo high, and t:he central horizontal beam will be 
low, it will be n~cessary to make it slightly curved, in 
the fo'rm of a boat so chat the h>eam may fit well wich 
the gables. · 

According to Sir J. H. Marshall *, "these matl:!rials 

left their character deeply and permanencly impressed 
on Indian architecture. From the use of bamboo came . . . 
the curvillinear type of roof which ~as afterwards 
repro4uced in cut timber and subsequencly in scone, 

and from wl:iich were evolved the familiar chaitya arches 

used over door~~ys and windows". As a protection 
against destructive insects, wooden poses were set in jars 

of e<1rthenware, and from _these resulted the ' 'pot and 
foli age" base, so b_eautifully developed in lacer times. 

When t iles became more common and when 

windows and ventilators came irico use, it was no longer 

necessary co have ga bles and the modern slop'ing roof 

without gables is ~eplacing the old type. It is now in 
a transitional stage while it is gradually becoming less 

popular in towns, it is still aourishing in countty places 
:ind i'n old buildings. With the gradual disappearance of 

t he gabled roof, i:he curvilline:ir cype of roof ts g1vmg 

way co the straight roof of modern times. 

The effect of Jain, and Buddhist influences on 

Kerala architecture will be described in Pare II. 

• Cambridge History of India, Ch. xxvi . The monuments of Ancient 

!ndia·p. 617, 
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Dravidian Colonies- .. While the ludo-Aryans 
were settling in large numbers in the Punjab, the chief 
Dravidian kingdoms were chose of Magadha, Kalinga, 

Chola·, Pandya, and Kerala. As the Aryans were spread
ing to the Madhyadesa, the Dravidians spread their 
colonies over Ceylon and tb.e · Indian Archipelago. 

··The Island of Ceylon or Lanka is said fiO have 
been called. Ojadipa, Varadipa, and Mandadipa, respec

tively. To the Greeks and Romans it was Tap1:obape
in Pali Tambapanni. In the Periplus, its older name is 
given as Taprobane, and its mo~ernas Palaisimundu. After 
the Sinhalese settlement, it was styled in Sanskrit 
Sinhala-duipa, and in Pali Sihela-dipa, and passed into 
Arabia as Serendib. In Tamil, it is represented by 
Ilam. In Sinhale6e, the letters S and H are often inter

changeable, and the old langµage untouched by Sanskrit 

and Tamil is the Helu or Elu, names also derived fr9m 

'Sinhala'. t 

In the list of the early sovereigns of Ceylon, Tamil 
kings, and kings_ with the names of Siva, Mahasiva, 
Mutasiva, Naga, Choranaga, Ilanaga, Sivanaga, Kuncha 

Naga, etc. * are mentioned, and chis may be regarded 
as an indication of the extension of Dravidian influence 
into the Island of Ceylon . . 

t Cordington-History 
0

of Ceylon, Ch. I. 

* Cordington-History of Ceylon, p. xv. 
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In Pegu and Arakan, they might ha ve mixed with 
the local Austric people, and their descendants are now 
known as Talainagas-the people from the country of 

the Xree-Kalingas. They are also sometimes called 

'Klings', a contracted form of Kalinga. Everywhere 
the Dravidians carried their distinctive culture, and after 

they became Hinduized, they maintained the Hindu or 
Aryo-Dra vidian culture. § 

ARYAN CONQUESTS OF THENORTH -EAST AND 
SOUTHERN INDIA 

Thus while, in Kerala, the process of fusion be◄ 

tween the Pre-Dravidian and Dravidian population was 
going on, at least in some of the five regions already 
mentioned,and while the more advanced sections of the 

people were working in their , ilhges and towns, situated · 

on mountain slopes and in river valleys , and while some 

of them were sai ling their own backwaters and seas 

untroubled by external questions, great events were 

caking place in the heart of Aryavarca or Hindustan, 
where the fusion of the Aryans and Dravidians led co 

the foundation of the first historical empire in Northern 

India, the Empire of the Mauryas. Eicher , before the 

foundation of that empire, (for according to one writer "' 

" Parasurama was probably the hrst Rsi that carried the 

vedic cult to the south of India") or more likely after 

§ Binerji-History of India, pp. 30-81. 

• Srinivasa Iyengar-History of che Tamils. p. J 1 
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its foundation, some cntecprising Aryan pioneers might 
have proceeded beyond the great forest regions and the 
Vindhyas, although according co som.e writers " rhe 

Indo-Aryan conquest of North-eastern and South India 
was cultural, not physical. " ·• 

To the eas t and west of ch~ Vindhyas lay che l0w 
coast-lands, through which, in due course, the Aryan and 
ocher newco mers penecrc1ced, seeded in cb e r icher nver 

valleys, and thence advanced through the more 

accessible passes to the central table-land. These 

incursions were comparar.ive ly iate in the life-time of 

the Dravidian peoples (although ic 111.ight have been 
earlier chan Aryan intrusion to India). le is not until 
the four th century B. C. chat mention is made in Aryan 

literature of the Southern Dra vidians. The grammarian 

Panini in the 5th c;encury 8. C. ( 7th century B. C. ac

cording to Mr. P. T . Srini vasa I yengaq merely notes the 

existence of the Andhras, who ruled in the Telugu country 

in the north-east of Drav idian lands, and who, from the 
account of Megaschenes, held an extensive sway south 

of the Maurya Empire as early as 300 B. C. Katyayana, 
the commentator of Panini, in the 4th century B. C. , 

also mentions the ancient Dravidian Pandya and Chola 

kingdoms, which had their capital at Mudur and 

Uraiyur (Ur being the Di:;.i vidian for village or town), 

The Edicts of Asoka in the 3rd century B. C. show 

---- ----- -------~--- - ----
,. Banerji-History of India. p. 35 
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that the south was the,n well known, as were the 
kingdoms mentioned above, and that of the Cheras. 

Asoka records in these Edie-ts that he had conquered the 

Kalingas as far sou~h as the Kiscna river, and killed 
100,000 of the inhabitants-which he regretted because 
in such a country dwell Brahmans and ascetics, m.en of 

different sects. * The publication of these Edicts as 
far south as M ysore pre-supposes a widely diffused 
knowledge of the art of wntmg. Inter-communica
tion had so increased by the tune of M ahendra, a 

relqtive -of Asoka, that he is said to have implanted 
Buddhism so far south as Cey_lon. 

In the history of the southern Dra~ idians , it 1s 
dil-liculc to discriminate exactly becw~en whac was che 
result of the influence of Aryan ~o_ntacc, and what was 

purely of indigenous origin. There might hav e been 

Aryan influence in the soucb on race and <?n religion, 

so far as 1t affected the higher classes and their 

literature . 

The aboriginal Dra vidian was of short tature, of 
dark skin, and with a shore broad nose. The Ar} an was 

of fair complexion, and had typical Ar) an fea tures . 

The racial admixture of Dravidian and Aryan can 

be traced all over the south, more marked as one goes 

----------------. - ------

• V. A. Smith-Asoka. p. 16 

s V. A. Smith-Early H istory of India, 1908, p_ 154. 
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northward, where the Aryan influence was more pre
dominant. The same mixture of Aryan and Dravidian 
can be traced in the literature and the religious life of 
the people. There is throughout an underlying Pre
Dravidian and Dravidian sub-stratum, interwoven and 

covered over wi.th accretions from Aryan culture. Just 
as Dravidian languages, from their contact with Aryan 
languages, were enlarged with a new vocabulary and 
their literature enriched by new modes of expression, so 

Dravidian prirn.itive religious conceptions were refined 

from dark superstitio1is and animism, until they finally 
reached a living faith in a supreme deity. There are 
also evidences which tend to show that the Aryans 
adopted some forms of che pronunciation of the 
Dravidian languages. * The Dravidian languages, on 
the other hand, north and south, enlarged the voca

bulary of the Ary~n languages and influenced their 

inflexion . In a similar manner, Dravidian religious 

conceptions reacted on Aryan modes of thought. 

But the ' tinge of Dravidian' runs through all 
Dravidian literature of post-Aryan periods in which the 
religious ideals of the people were expressed, giving it a 

distinctive and often perplexing individuality of its own. 

Aryan influences had, no doubt, a predominating effect 

alike on the literature, the religious conceptions, and 
the philosophic modes of reasoning of the Dravidian. 

Nevertheless, the Dravidian . genius roused by contact 

• Linguistk Survey, Vol. iv, p. 279, 
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(A similar stud y is to be made of the place names of the Cochin Stat e. Mal abar, and South Canara) 
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APPENDIX 

Place-Names in Travancore * 

No systematic study oF the place-names either oF 
Kerala or oF South India has yet been ma~e, although a 

preliminary approach For such a study From different ang

les oF vision has been made by some scholars . § In the 

appended statement an attempt is made at a study o F the 

place-names oF T ravancore with a view to Finding out 

the signiFicance oF their terminations, as linguistic research 

has very oFten been invoked to resolve many an historical 

tangle. "The history oF a nation's culture can be 

illustrated through a study oF successive s t rata oF loan 

words," although some oF the towns or villages were 
Founded in later times on the models oF the earlier 

ones. Important results have been arrived at through 

investigation oF place-names. 

2. 

3. 

See Cb. V. P. 93. Foot Note 

K. V. Ran gaswarui Aiyangar Commemoration Volume. 
Iudex of Place-Names by Isai Tamil Selvar T . L aksl!m ana 
Pillai, pp. 223 - 30 makes a study of 48 place-nam es in T ravau
core and concludes tl!at a ll these names a re derived from 
Tamil. Further, from t!J e information furni sh ed to him by 
Mr. Sivaraja Pill ai, he tries lo prove that the Malayalis a re 
T amiliaus. But lhe different v iews expressed with regard to 
th e origiu of the Malaynln111 a 11 cl T amil lauguages quoted in 
Foot Note on P. 216 m ay be appli cable lo this theory also. 

Ibid . R. P . Selbu Pi llai- Som e H istori cal Pl cc-Names of 
Sou th Indi a, pp. 2S7 - 267 mak e. n stud y of n few place
nam es t aken al random to show lhe possibilities of a detailed 
s tud y of historical name . 

A. N. Narasimhiah-The Pince-Names in Kann ada - The 
Ninlb All India Oriental Conference, Tri vaudrum. ' nmm a
ries of papers pp. 87 - 89. 

4. Cbattampi Swami-A Study of Place-Names in Travancor e 
and Cochin , published i11 successive issues of the "Sadg uru ' ' 
Maga'l.ine, Irunga laku cl'a, Cochin S tale, 
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A careful analytic:il study oF the place-names contained 
in the tabular list will support the Following inFerencas :-

(i) Out oF 437 names oF towns and vill:iges in 
Travancs:,re, 87, the largest number, end in U?:, oor and 

uru. In the Mysore Province out of 19,630 names of• 

villages in Konnada language, 1289 end in uru. $ The 

s:ime ending can be observed in Ta mil, Telugu, Sumerian, 

Ararn iac, &c. 

Therefore it may be presumed that 'ur ', 'oor' or 

'uru ', was prevalent in the earliest stage, when there 

w:is a probable Dravidian - Sumerian Language Group. 

(ii) The endings in kara, Nadu (cultivated land) and 

Cheri are '28, 18, and 7 respectively. These endings may 

be regarded as Dravidian, which c:ime into existence before 
the differentiation of Modern Tamil, Malayal:im, K:innada 

and Telugu. So also the endings - Kulam 20, Vayal 2, 

Puzsha 8, Aar 9, Kal 13, Vila 4, J(unnu. 11, Cadu 9, 
Coil 1, Kadal 3, !!are 3 &c·. before the differentiation 

oF Tamil and Malayalam. 

(iii) 
\ 

The ending ?alli probably came into existence 

(a) First, with the spread of Buddhism. The religious 
centres of the Buddhists were pr'.)baly known as Pal Ii, -:i nd 

their reli'.)ious schools as ezuthu Pallies. (Viharas) 

(b) later, all intruders into Kerala, whose religion 

was new, were usually c~lled B:iudhas - e.g .. the Christians 

and Muslims and to their place of worship also the same 

name palli might have been given. Therefore in later times 

Palli was used to indicate the places where the Christi:ins 
and t he Muslims settled down. 

$ Ninth All India Oriental Coufereuce s f 87 - ummans o Pa pers P , · 
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(iv) Certain place-name~ may be Malayalam after 
the differentiation of modern Malayalam. ' 

e. g. - Puthenkavu, Puthikavu, Vallikbvu etc. 

(v) The ending Pnram - (Pur-Puri) 15; Mangalam 
i5; Easwaram 2 &c., mi~ht have come in :o existence 

after or along with the spread of Sanskritand Aryan culture. 

(vi) certain names like Puthen Kurisu &c., will clearly 

s how that they came into existence only after Christian 

S e ttlement. 

(vii) The terminations 1n certain place-names lib 

Alleppey (Alleppuzha), Cor.hin (Cochi), Calicut (Cozh.ikodu), 

e tc., will indicate that they are fairly modern in origin. 

The various place-names will some tim es supply clues 

to local history by pointing out the spheres of Ta mil, 

Buddist, Aryan or (thristian influence, social organiz:ition 

and agricul tural, economic, and natural fe:itures of the 

various local ities. 

Further, these place-names undergo all the phonetic 

changes that ordinary Malayalam, K~nnada and Telugu 

words are li:ible to as these lar,guages deve lop. The refore 

a comparative · study of Malayal am, Tamil, Telugu an-:l 
Kannada will be essential to stu fan ts of Dravidian Philc,logy. 
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Rao Sahib, Mahakavi, Sahityabhushaua 
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Dean of the Facu lt,• of Orient~) Lcamlnc 

Sarndauiketan, J agati , 
T riv a11dr 11m , 

Travancore University 17-5-42 

I 1l1tve perused Mr. K. Marilmen's book on "Kerala Culture : its 
genesis and 8arly History". It is really the work of a pioneer aud covers 
what is v irtually untrodden ground. I extend my cordial congratulations 
to the author on the production of a book on this subject which, on 
account of the knot ty nature of th e problems to be tackled and the 
scautiness of the materials available, is bound to damp the spirit and 
depress the enthusiasm of ordinary research-scholars. .. ....... The book is 
writteu in a lucid end readable style, several source-books have been 
consulted with adva ntage, and a connected account is given. as far as 
possible, of the early history of the culture of Kerala. I trust and hope 
that the author will , ere long, bring out the companiou volume promised 
in his Introdu tiou, dealing with the cultu ral and commercial conte.cts of 
Kerale with other countries in the period succeeding the one which bes 
been h andled by him in the present volume. I wish Mr. Mammen every 

success. 

~ G. SAHAS R AN AMA I YRR, M. ~ 
Principal, JI. H. the_ M~hereja's College of Arts 

1 lead of the De t,artment of Enghsb & .Dean ~f the Faculty of Aris 
'fravancore Un1vers1ty 

Triva11dr11tn, 

5th May 1942. 

P ·of K . Mau1men's book 0 11 Early Kerala Cultu d . 1 • h . 1 re an History em 
. th results of 1s researc I for a number of -

bodies e h d years. I am of the 
. . . h t Mr. Mammen as ma e a definite contr·b r 

op1mon t i° culture and history of K erala. What h: ~ ion to the study 
of the .ea:z. u and Dravidian Culture brings hom e to us ~~s state~. abou t 
Pre~D r.av1 ,af Kerala civilisation with t ypes of civilisations de ~ffi mttes and 
a~ hat100s ~he book is quite readabl e and keeps us pinueda~~n? fr~m the 
dim p as~. d even curious manners and customs desc .b d i_t \~1th t he 
jateresting an . . h ti t 1 • n e 1u 1t. .Th e . . . ··t f upproach a1 e sue 1a , w 11le the au th 1 • . 
tone a ucl spll 1 0 · I b . t I 1 or ias bis owu controvers111 su Jee s, 1e ias been quit f . 
d finite views on · · e air to th e othe · 

e. f . .v so that the readers may Judge for th emselves as to I· lb I 

P01 nts o v1e \ •1•1 1 d w 1e r 
b acce\ted. ie co oure maps add to t he f I 

his views can e It : d use u ness of 
·1. b k and are neal y got up: . . 1s a ~oo aug ury that m embers of the 
~ 1eff ;~ t he Arts side of th e Umvers1ty hk e Mr. K. Mamm e11 are able lo 
~l a. b ks 'fhe book will fill a gap ll111l does ex ist and mo th · 
wri te such oo · . . • re au 

• . 1 before readers a m ass of rnforurntton and diffe rent . 
a ll, 1t will p ace . POints 

. . 1 •n be appreciated by all. 
of v iew, wluc 1 W I 

I wish Mr. Mammen all succ~ss a i~ope that he will continue 

his labours in the _se.q_uel. to~ ~ 'tft Yo'fn the later llisto ry of 
Keraln culture and c1v1hsatY, ~;, .---~~'14~ 

II. .,,.. . ,, .. A l..., ·-. t'~ 
. - ~-IJvJ~ ~,\ , , ~ co ~ 
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